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1. [Christmas card, 1956.] Paul Engle. Book and Child.
2. Homage to Baudelaire. Edited by Paul Engle.
3. Requiescat in Pace. Paul Wightman Williams, Jr. Allen Tate, Barbara Gibbs.
4. Valentines to the Wide World. Mona Van Duyn.
5. [Announcment]:Valentines to the Wide World.
6. Error Pursued. Helen Pinkerton.
7. [Announcement] Error Pursued.
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10. [Christmas card, 1960.] Ite Missa Est Deo Gratias.
11. The Lovemaker. Robert Mezey.
12. Journey to a Known Place. Hayden Carruth.
13. Dinner program. August 1961.
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21. A Letter to a Small Nephew Named Claud. Fr. Rolfe, Frederick Baron Corvo.
22. Four Early Stories. James Agee. Collected by Elena Harap.
23. [Announcement.] Four Early Stories by James Agee.
24. The Poets Go Along. John Crowe Ransom.
25. Leigh Hunt on Eight Sonnets of Dante.
26. White Blossoms. Robert Mezey.
27. [Announcement.] White Blossoms.
28. [Christmas card, 1965.] Noel. Jacques Audiberti.
29. [Birth announcement.] Guy Oliver Duncan. 15 February 1966.
30. Far Away. Ronald Firbank.
31. Christ and the Unicorn. Allen Tate.
32. [Program] “The Dinner Meeting. 31 August 1966.”
33. [Christmas card, 1967.] On the Blessed Virgin’s Bashfullnesse.
34. [Announcement for an exhibition at The Book Club of California. 1968
35. Brandings. Katherine Arnstein Heinemann.
36. Two post card announcements for Brandings.
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39. [New Year’s card, 1969.]. Version of John Dryden’s The Secular Masque.
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47. The Queen’s Triangle. Stephen Berg.
48. A printed letter from the Governor of Iowa to Paul Engle, 16 June 1970.
49. A List of the Limited Editions in Print, Summer 1970 .
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52. Invitation to cocktails, 25 September 1971.
53. Printed thank-you letter from the Arts Council to Stuart Edie.
54. List of Publications.
55. Three New First Books of Poetry. December 1971.
56. Ex-libris of Dr. Jack Hagstrom, M. D.
57. Saint Venus Eve. Barry Goldensohn.
58. [Christmas card, 1971.] On our Lord’s Nativity. John Logan.
59. The Meeting Place of the Colors. Barbara Gibbs
60. [Announcement.] The Meeting Place of the Colors.
61. Lines. S. J. Marks.
62. The Naming of Beasts and other poems. Gerald Stern.
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In order of appearance: Gloria Goudy
Goldsmith, for permission to quote from
her “Remeniscences of The Cummington
Press.” Kim Merker and Sidney Berger,
for permission to extract sections from:
Printing and the Mind of Merker (NY, 1997.)
John Lancaster, Rare Book Librarian at
the Amherst College Library for the two
letters to Louise Bogan. Lucy Elizabeth
Duncan for the title page of A Blear Ball,
for copies of the letters and the other
texts; for the photographs and the extracts from Nancy Duncan’s diary; and
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“An Apprenticeship,” for the use of photographs from his personal archive, and
printed items from his bookcase. Google,
for the few items lifted from Ciber-Space.
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Harry Duncan died in 1997, one
day before his 82nd birthday, his
widow, Nancy, dismantled the tools and
furniture which had been the ﬁnal site of
The Cummington Press, in the Fine Arts
Building at the University of Nebraska at
Omaha. Some of the items, the treadle
press, a custom made paper cabinet and
the cases of type (apart from the mundane rack he had brought with him from
Massachusetts in 1956, he now owned a
comely antique oak one), she deposited in
the large pressroom across the hall which
was known as Abattoir Editions. Other
items she put into storage, with no clear
destination in mind. Most of this is now
at the Kimmel Harding Nelson Center for
the Arts in Nebraska City. But the
Ostrander Seymour handpress, along
with a brayer, the slug cutter and the
miter, she fastened to a wooden platform,
had someone aﬁx an address: “Jeƒry
Whos, Neaglas Az”, meaning: “Joƒroy
Warehouse, Nogales, Arizona”, [Joƒroy
being a custom’s agent.] With no more
address than that, without any papers
that I ever saw, it arrived on 1 June 2001
in Tacámbaro, Michoacan in Mexico, and
now stands at work in one of the two
rooms in which I produce books under
the Taller Martín Pescador imprint.
In gratitude, aware of the honor, I
undertook two computer books: The
Inner Tympan, a compilation of all the
prose and poetry which Harry Duncan
had published (2005 / 30 copies) and An
Ostrander Seymour Hand Press—the ﬁrst,
unﬁnished, version of the present book—
HEN
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J UA N PA S C O E

which was read and annotated by Nancy
Duncan before her own death in 2004.
That untimely and terrible occurance
caused the project to languish.
I chose to concentrate upon Duncan’s
years in Iowa for personal and historical
reasons: because I served my own apprenticeship with him towards the end of that
period; because Duncan himself wrote
fully and repeatedly about the early years
of the press in Massachusetts—he covered
the history of his seven years’ labor on the
original press at Cummington, a Taylor,
and of the ﬁfteen glorious years with his
second one, a Washington—but had next
to nothing to say about the thirty four
years he spent working with the
Ostrander Seymour; and because the title
of a talk I gave at a conference held at The
University of Nebraska at Omaha in celebration of the 50th year of the
Cummington Press was “Harry Duncan in
West Branch.” I made the remark: “When
I compared the radical typography of mid
Cummington with what was being done
in Iowa, I was disappointed.” But, was I
wrong? I wished to read and look at all of
the Iowa typography to see if I had not
been brash, lacking in subtlety and wit.
I was present at the dismantling of the
Omaha household, and Lucy Duncan gave
me Harry Duncan’s copy of Walter
Hamady’s ﬁrst book: “It’s not much to
look at, but it’s worth a nice chunk on the
second hand book market: if you want,
sell it for something you’d really like to
have.” I took The Disillusioned Solopsist
with me and eventually did betray
5

Hamady’s gift to a begetter of his own
typographic adventure, and sold it—not
for anything near the sum Lucy had intimated it was worth. I set out to purchase
as many of the imprints of Duncan in
Iowa City, and the earliest possible
Merker, which I could ﬁnd or aƒord.
In mid-December 2007, I visited Lucy
Duncan and her family in Philadelphia;
she allowed me to read her parents’
diaries and personal letters, and peruse
her collection of the Cummington and
Stone Wall Press items (and copy documents or scan title pages.) This visit
revived the book and determined its form.
My original plan was to follow the
paths traced by Mary Richmond in “The
Cummington Press” (Iowa City, 1967) and
Sidney Berger in Printing & the Mind of
Merker: A Bibliographical Study (New York,
1997), but with changes. Richmond
ignored the items Duncan printed under
the Typographic Laboratory imprint, and
Berger divided Merker’s work into categories: books in the main gallery,
announcements, cards and literary ephemera in Appendixes at the back. Faced
with the work of a poet printer (I mean:
a typographic printer who wielded the
elements of his craft with the voice, verve
and vision of a poet) it seemed imperative
to give each and every piece he printed
equal weight, irrespective of imprint or
category, and to lay it all out in strict
chronological order. I did not wish to
compose the inner chapters of a Life of a
Printer; I meant to stick to matters of
typography. In both cases I have failed.
6

Soon after Harry died, Nancy sent me a
paperback copy of the Merker bibliography; we chuckled over his account of
conﬂicts with Harry, and commented on
the curious inclusion of seven Cummington Press imprints as his own work,
not to mention his claims of having
designed such and such title pages, or
text pages, or tables of contents. I felt
jealous: Kim’s professional relationship
with Harry seemed to have been close
and thorough—nothing at all like my
diYcult and abandoned time in West
Branch—and Duncan would never have
said to me: “Set the title page; let’s see
what you come up with,” nor would I
have dared attempt it. “I’ll look into it all
in detail some day; maybe he was a genius
from the word Go!” I wrote to Nancy.
Hence the early Stone Wall Press books.
I came away from Philadelphia with so
much material that the book began to
write itself and it quickly outgrew the
limits of an annotated bibliography. In
March I emailed Lucy and said: “I am on
page 80 and still I have not had to write a
single word; it’s growing on its own!”
All to the better: I scrapped the ﬁrst
half of An Ostrander Seymour Hand Press
and decided to speak only when history
discovered me to be present.
The apprenticeship mode is illegal in
Mexico, as an exploitive, ﬁscally vague
state; too bad: some arts can only be
learnt through subservience to a master;
there may be love or hate between the
two, but without the dynamics of the
workshop, the art disappears.

Dedicated to Kim Merker and Walter Hamady.

Compiled for
Barnaby Andrew, Lucy Elizabeth and Guy Oliver Duncan
and particularly [eventually] for
Matthew, Jane, Louise Justice, Beatrice Truth Duncan and Simon Duncan Garner.
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MEMORIES OF
THE CUMMINGTON PRESS
GLORIA GOLDSMITH GOUDY

[Harry was] an elﬁnish person,
always ready to pounce and
never relaxed. He had a certain
mocking (or challenging)
quality to his lilting, sing-song
voice, there was an edge to
him which was baffling, while
Paul was a sweet and
depressed saint of a man.
Recalling a walk I took with
them in April 1944, Harry was
almost like Pan and would
leap along the path ahead
while Paul and I walked
behind, Paul sedately, me perhaps hesitantly, and I always
expected to look up and see
Harry looking down from a
tree. There were other aspects
to Harry’s personality: a complex man, volatile, a purist, an
elitest, warm, distant at times,
a changeling, almost otherworldly, yet one who never
tost that honesty and downto-earth quality he’d brought
with him from Keokuk, Iowa. He could
devastate you with a glance or with a
word, he was also a ﬂirt and utterly
charming and loyal and loving. You had
to stay alert around Harry. That summer
he asked if I could spare the time to come
up the hill at noon to prepare their lunch
10

so so they could keep on printing. I was
also working at Goldy’s from 6 in the
morning until we closed at 11 at night,
my only possible qualiﬁcation as a cook at
that time was my ability to make western
sandwiches at Goldy’s. They paid me ﬁve
dollars a week, which is what my father

paid me. That summer they were printing
Allen Tate’s The Winter Sea with Paul’s
illuminations, Robert Penn Warren’s
story, Blackberry Winter, and William
Carlos Williams’ The Wedge. Every day at
11:30 I stopped work at the lunch counter at Goldy’s and ran up the hill, taking

the short cut, and proceeded
to make lunch for “the boys,”
listening to them talk about
the poetry they were printing.
Many lunches were spent
going over the text of what
they were printing. Most times
when they ﬁnished a book,
Harry made me a gift, which is
why I have the collection
spread out here. I might add
that the general perception of
the people at the School held
by most of the local population was not of the highest
order and because of a rather
suspicious attitude towards
Harry (he never explained
publically why he wasn’t in
the Army), none of the books
were ever donated to the
library.
After the war, they moved
the press to Frazier House, and
they both converted to
Catholicism in the early Fifties.
A mysterious dismissal caused
them to leave the Cummington School around 1953. A
year later they reestablished in
the quiet little town of Rowe (unaware of
the nuclear power plant soon to come!)
Times were hard: they printed small jobs
such as the town report (which might be
a collector’s item by now); Harry drove
the school bus and Paul mowed and
clipped in the cemetary.
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1.

A HANDWRITTEN LETTER FROM

PA U L W I G H T M A N W I L L I A M S T O L O U I S E

2.

TYPED LETTER FROM

H A R RY D U N C A N T O L O U I S E B O G A N

B O GA N

West Cummington, Mass.
24 June 1954
Dear Louise,
Yes, yes I say, come whenever you like &
can: July 9-12 is ﬁne for me. I’m here for the
summer—praise God—& home most every
day & many of the nights. I’ve ﬁnally (if I
dare say it) gotten into the swing of the freedom of having nothing to do except paint &
bask in the sun. I’ve actually painted for four
to six hours (nine hrs. one day) for fourteen
days (no, no, let’s be honest) eleven days running minus one Sunday. If one can call it
painting. I’ve hit on a new mosaic thing of
cutting up paintings (my own)* & putting
them back together again—much more beautiful, it seems, than they were. I don’t know
just what this does for the ego but the id shows
signs of life again.
And the house is ravishing in her gingham
kind of way.
Louise, my sweet, I’m so happy that you’re
coming to me: & happy, too, that you do
sound pleased with yr. new assignment wch is
“v” impressive. Let’s both work real hard &
then we shall do nothing but babble & sip &
sup together—
Let me know when & where to pick you up
in the telephone truck. Till then
All my love,
Paul Mary
*some new, some not so
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MacDowell Colony/Peterborough, N. H. /
26 June 1954
Dearest Louise,
Paul writes, in a wonderful letter that
bespeaks new poise for him, that you’ll
come to his house July 9th to 12th. I’m
going to try to persuade Lee Hoiby, a
composer here who’s become my great
friend and who has a car, to drive me
down there that Saturday or Sunday. That
is, I want to if you’re agreeable. Maybe
we can manage to have some beet-greens
and champagne together.
This is a good place to work, and I
wish I could do it proud. So far, in the
month here, I’ve ﬁnished one poem, got
started and stuck on another, and translated some of Leopardi’s for T. Weiss. I’ll
put the ﬁnished poem and one of the
translations in with this. All in all,
though, the ouput isn’t bad for me, especially in consideration of the fact that I’ve
fallen in love, so helplessly and unpenitently that I’m frightened.
My gratitude, then, for you help getting me a place here cannot be expressed.
And I’m going to ask you again to help
me, this time as a reference on my
Guggenheim and Bollingen applications
Will you, my dear? Franklin Watkins told
me in Rome that the Guggenheim art
commitee approved Paul’s and my project when we applied several years ago;
therefore it was one of our literary references who was unable to vouch for us,

and I think I know who. Should I ask him
again or not? Perhaps my new project (it
will be simply to work on my own poetry and to continue translating the Dante
minor poems, and I don’t know where
the emphasis should be put in the application) will have better approval. Is John
Wheelock a good reference?
Your book I’ve still to get. It was probably in the Hampshire Bookshop, but I
was through Northampton on a Sunday.
I’ll hope to be bearing it when/if I see
you in West Cummington, and maybe
you’ll give us a poetry recital. We had one

DA P H N E
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here, and my letter to you “January
Thaw” was admired.
Probably I’ll be living in New York
from September ﬁrst, in an apartment
and with a companion completely
charming. Then, if things go well, we’ll
sail for Europe in the winter or spring.
Why don’t you think about coming with
us, to Italy? I’ve nearly convinced Paul
that it’s his patriotic and esthetic duty to
know that land.
With my love,
Harry

H A R RY D U N C A N

W

I sway I do not know:
coarse laurel has assumed my soul.
The god I ﬂed from stays me now.
Clear vibrance streaming sky to bough
dilates my ﬁbers through the soil
wherein I sway, too stiƒ to know
whose ﬁngers draw the fuguing ﬂow
to furthest budded sprig from bole:
the god I once ﬂed plays me now.
Then, till this dull brake set my vow,
I sped by all I sway with, all
wherein I sway, who grow to know
ﬂeet cloud above and brook below
go as his darkling aureole.
The god I ﬂed arrays me now,
that broken for his ﬁery brow,
my leaves keep green the mortal fall
wherein I sway and do not know
the god I ﬂed who sways me now.
HEREIN
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Though there seems to be no sense in
writing what you may never read, nevertheless to have set down what I cannot
tell you perhaps will give my own mind a
bearing. I cannot tell you because in your
physical presence something represses
such thoughts in me, something that is
probably craven, a reluctance to let you
have the brunt of my feeling lest you, possessed of that fuller knowledge, should
ﬁnd in yourself no answer adequate to
the encounter and I then be disappointed.
In other words, I realize, it is fear of confronting myself.
The poem about the moon that I began
in Peterborough and have never satisfactorily ﬁnished is a case in point. It is probably not ﬁnishable, for the simple reason
that the experience it attempts to form is
a stunted, even a maimed thing. It presents the result of an immoral choice, but

ENDYMION

O

/
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without enough detachment to criticise
that choice. The wish expressed in the
last line is a weak ending indeed. It
would take a strength I cannot seem to
ﬁnd to break the frozen heart of that
poem and make it bleed. The Daphne
poems reveals the start of the stasi, and
moves because of a certain innocence.
But the Selene poem is sophisticated,
much more fully committed to evil.
My choice was this: ﬁnding myself in
love with you, who never pretended to
return in kind, I used what wits I had to
play upon your self-love, your greatest
weakness, and draw you into living with
me. In fairness to myself, I must add that
I had the hope that you would, in time,
return my love. The hope was false, so I
must have known before I could admit it
to myself.

H A R RY D U N C A N

your dreaming face
I watch clear shadows trace
dry seas, dead craters, frozen lava-flows,
a whole world charted, changed
through crystalline repose
from wilderness I ranged
in toil and turmoil to one lustral place
whose graphic mystery leaves my lust estranged.
Still would my stare invade
the sphere of light and shade
VER

/

to seize the secrets for that sanctuary
sealed in the second-sight
of slumber, reliquary
to strenuous delight,
responsive body ﬂoated full displayed,
supreme possession over the bleached midnight.
Its gaze by day outshone,
how shall my love be known?
The brooding source of light will darken this
trance to a troubled mood
and these reﬂections kiss
a mere similitude
of passion that consumes pure dream alone
burning below to rise from bone to blood.
TWO P OEMS ABOUT GREEK MYTH

These short lyrics are not based on any
inside information about Greek mythology. The Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
entries under “Endymion” and “Daphne”
contain whatever historical, archeological, sociological, or poetic references I
used: “A beautiful youth beloved by the
moon goddess, Selene, by whom he was
thrown into a sleep that he might not
know of her caresses,” and “A nymph
pursued by Apollo (the god of manly
youth and beauty, of poetry, music and
oracles..., identiﬁed with the sun god),
from whom she escapes by being transformed into a laurel tree.” For a
Christian, all pagan religion is an imperfect, frustrated striving after the true revelation, and his own lapses can make
worship similarly diYcult for him. In this
sense, paganism may be part of Christian
experience. The love of deity and mortal

/

H A R RY D U N C A N

in the Endymion story is over-transcendental: the mystical union takes place
only in sleep, when the body is completely subjected to the mind and the mind
has no agent to act; the communion is
therefore thwarted spiritually as well as
sexually, and either goddess or shepherd
could sing the verses to the other, both
human and divine attributes being
merged in dream. The dream aspires to
Incarnation. There is a similar reduction
in the Daphne story: the act of love is
consummated only after the nymph has
become a plant. But her conversion
retains the distinction between creature
and Creator, for the sun-god will sustain
her in her vegitative life, even though she
can no longer know him humanly. He
will, however, crown himself with her
leaves and thus give her legendary
immortality.
15

E X T R AC T E D F RO M

“THE

C UM M I N G TO N P R E S S ”, M A RY R I C H MO N D . BOOKS AT IOWA ,
N OV E M B E R

Duncan and Williams returned to rural
New England in 1954 to re-establish the
Cummington Press in Rowe, Massaschusetts, a village on the eastern slopes of the
Hoosac Range. Here Lee Hoiby, the composer, joined the press for a short time.
The three men bought an early nineteenth-century house almost untouched
by modern improvements. Printing had
to be delayed until plumbing and heating
had been installed and the press set up in
a remodeled outbuilding. This tight little
New England community, bypassed by
the railroad nearly a century earlier, was
normally chary of outsiders. But the
genial informality of the new residents
appealed to the townspeople, who
received them cordially. An earnest
expression of their warm reception was
the request to print the annual town
report required by law in Massaschusetts.
The letterpress printed by hand on a
Washington Press and decorated with

1967.

charming drawings of the town’s public
buildings is something of a curiosity, if
not unique, among town reports of the
twentieth century.
At this time, the printers were hampered by the necessity, not of making a
proﬁt, but of making a living. Increased
operating expenses demanded an extension of the publishing policy. In the
announcement of the reopening of the
Press, it was stated that the Press policy
of printing ﬁrst editions of the ﬁnest texts
available was unchanged, but that commissions would be accepted. Terence
Illustrated (1955) was printed for The
Chapin Library (Williams College). The
last item printed in Rowe, Dickens in Italy
(1956), was commissioned by The Fellows
of the Pierpont Morgan Library. But
before the Dickens was ready for delivery, Paul Wightman Williams was killed
in an automobile accident.

William’s death left Duncan in the disheartening situation of having lost a likeminded and congenial partner. All work
on hand was ﬁnished without any assistance. Dickens in Italy had been printed,
but had to be sewed, wrappered, and
labeled. Only ﬁfty copies of another
Chapin Library commission, Brief
Account, had been printed. The remaining
400 copies were taken to the Lane Press
(Burlington, Vt.) and printed with its
equipment, then taken back to Rowe to
be completed for delivery. Finally
Duncan had to give up plans to print the
Italian text, along with his own English
translation of Dante’s L’Inferno, a ﬁne
ﬁfteeth-century Florentine manuscript in
the Chapin Library.
...For a while the future of the
Cummington Press became complicated
by tempting oƒers to join commercial
concerns, but Duncan hesitated. He had
taught English and poetry, and had some
experience teaching printing. Through
the generous cooperation of the
Cummington Press, students in The
History of Printing and Book Arts, a class
conducted in the Chapin Library, were
given an opportunity to gain a ﬁrst-hand
understanding of the demands of hand
printing. Duncan always conducted
three- to four-hour combination lecture
and laboratory sessions in a relaxed,
articulate, and intelligent manner. It was
evident that he was, as they say, “a born
teacher.” Consequently, since he was
obviously governed by motives other
than proﬁt, sharing his skills and teach18

ing would bring him more satisfactions
and would give more beneﬁt to others
than could be enjoyed in commercial
printing. Moreover, if he were lucky,
teaching demands might allow enough
time to print a book on his own occasionally and thus provide a sporadic continuity for the Cummington Press imprint.
Duncan decided to accept an invitation to
teach typography in the School of
Journalism at The University of Iowa.
When he headed west, the Washington
Press, type, and other equipment followed close behind—on a U-Haul Trailer.
Duncan’s journey was rugged, and
slow. The hazards of attempting to move
the heavy press (19” x 24” platen), type
and accessories on a trailer became
alarmingly obvious after a few miles on
the road. The trailer had been improperly loaded and overloaded. As the car’s
speed appoached thirty miles per hour,
the trailer would begin to zigzag dangerously, imprinting sinister tread patterns
on the warm asphalt. Duncan would not
be intimidated and refused all appeals to
disconnect the trailer and proceed without the press. Even at the slow speed he
was forced to travel, the motor rebelled
against its heavy load by boiling over
intermittently. Along the way the tow
hitch broke. His arrival in Iowa City was
somewhat miraculous. Moreover, he
arrived in time to meet his teaching conmmitment. The search of living quarters
which would serve to accomodate the
press took months. The search for a new
partner was unsuccessful.”

I OWA C I T Y
1956

1. [Christmas card.] Paul Engle. Book and Child. [Colophon: “The engraving on copper is by Katharine Hefner of the School of Fine Arts at the State
University of Iowa.”] 13 x 18.5 cms. 8 pages. Undetermined number of
copies in Romanée and Lutetia Italic types on Kelmscott Crown & Sceptre
hand-made laid paper.

19

1957
2. Homage to Baudelaire on the Centennial of Les Fleurs de Mal from Poets at the
State University of Iowa. Edited by Paul Engle. Preface by Alexandre Aspel.
29.3 x 20.5 cm. 25 pp. Romanée and Lutetia italic types. Shogun paper. 475
copies. Japanese paper wrappers, printed label on front cover Printed at
the Typographic Laboratory, The University of Iowa, Iowa City.
FROM
PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MERKER.

Printed on a Kluge clamshell press with
Harry Duncan at the Typographic
Laboratory in the State University of
Iowa School of Journalism for the
Cummington Press. This is a Harry
Duncan piece. He started this and he and
Raeburn [Miller] and I set the type. Harry
did most of the printing on the Kluge
press in the Type Lab. I was learning how
to run that press, but Harry did most of
the work on this himself. The design elements are neat. He utilizes this initial
throughout the book and the indentation
on the title page as well. It’s one of the
things I inherited from Harry: deﬁning
what was going to happen in the book
visually in some way by using the elements introduced here on the title page.
I had started taking Harry’s course in
the spring semester, so I didn’t know all
that much by the time this was done. But
I set the type and helped in the prooﬁng
and printing.

20
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OV E R T H E C O U N T E R
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KIM MERKER

Though I had talent as a poet, in that fall
semster [1956] the Writers Workshop
proved to me that it was, at best, a minor
talent. Then, in the spring, I discovered
what it was I really wanted to do with my
life. It took me a week in Harry’s course
to discover that printing was it, and that
Harry was going to be my mentor. I forgot to tell him that however, so he was
unprepared for the sudden assasult I
made on his mind. To the other students,
this was just a course; for me, it was the
real beginning of my life. As he later
wrote: “Then here came Kim, avid to eat
my head, to master all I knew, practical
as well as theoretical, just as if composing
sticks and iron handpresses were the last
word...How could I, without compromising my own erratic eƒorts, dispassionately promote so close a rivalry of such
invidious ambition?” But promote it he
did. He couldn’t help himself. He was
incapable of teaching badly those crafts
and skills by which he lived. I had only to
watch and listen to learn what a Master
really was. I was better taught than I had
ever been before. The next year I became
his teaching assistant, and kept the assistantship for four years.
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3. Barbara Gibbs. Requiescat in Pace. Paul Wightman Williams, Jr. |Mcmxx-

Mcmlvi. Towards an Anniversary, an Elegy. Foreward by Allen Tate.
[Colophon: “One hundred ninety copies from Romanée type on Crown &
Sceptre paper. The collotype was printed through the courtesty of E.
Harold Meriden Gravure Company, and is from a silverpoint portrait |
drawn in 1945 by Bernard Perlin.”] 28 x 19.5 cms. Sewn into grey Canson
wrapper. Printed label on front wrapper.
FROM
PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MERKER.

Harry came to Iowa after Paul Williams, his partner of many
years, had died. Harry at some time told me that he had this
poem by Barbara Gibbs that he wanted to print, with an
introduction about Paul by Alan Tate and a much earlier
1945 silverpoint drawing of Paul by Bernard Perlin. He
wanted to do this as a memorial to Paul. Harry set all the
type. I helped him to print the pamphlet, because Harry did
not like to work of the Washington press by himself. It was
one of those things before Raeburn and I started printing
that gave me some knowledge about how the Washington
worked.
I was the only person around at the time who wanted to
learn how to use a Washington press, so he let me join him
on this. There was always abrasion between the two of us
(brought about mostly by me, I might add). Harry needed
someone to be the paper feeder and check the color. I was
not comfortable doing this, but I did it anyway. I set a good
part of the type and did the letterspacing on the titles and
helped with the presswork. But the book itself is Harry’s. It’s
straightforward and handsome. Harry has one of the best
eyes anywhere for spacing, layout, design.
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T O WA R D S A N A N N I V E R S A RY
F O R PA U L W I L L I A M S

Barbara Gibbs / Berlin, February 1957

I

too early yet—four months until
This year’s full spring. But the birds are nesting
Already, and yesterday I saw ducks on the lake,
Riding in pairs on the cold water,
Promising that the turn of seasons will
Come, as your death came and ours will come.
No was what we said, and no again.
Dead? Two-thirds of a year have passed
And we’ve been moved like chess-pawns from the time
And place where you last were. Full spring!
But the sun grew a black skin. Summer was on us.
We departed a little each day, as though a rivulet
Had run between us and you, from nowhere, small,
Bright, like a crack in the world-mirror,
And we, astonished, seeing you so near,
Just the other side of an insigniﬁcant crack,
To be unable to reach out and touch you,
Or hear you answer to us if we spoke,
The rivulet widening each day—although we
Saw you there, standing as before, smiling,
We gave up calling, since we couldn’t know
Whether you heard or not. At summer’s end
We went away in all directions, suddenly,
According to plans long laid and now mature—
Plans which the odd, unsorted fact of death
Could not disrupt. I sit in a foreign city
An ocean away from where your body lies—
A city rotten like an old lace curtain
Where someone has spilled drops of vitriol.
—True, your death was tainted by violence;
But willed, impersonal violence reeks here,
Denying such carelessness of self as yours,
Who believed love to the limit, or meant to—
T IS
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Teaching us all in a room to follow the leader
Like children. (Though we smiled to one another,
Our hearts sang in that game.) This sorry place
Is world’s end. Here the crack is cemented with fear.
Gunﬁre blossoms all morning, from the early
Flowering of rifles to the blooming
Of the big guns at noon. Telephone lines
Cease at the sector-border. The British
Are withdrawing troops—a once-great people,
Now become bankrupt (and doubly dear)
Through striking back too often at a world
Which they, perhaps, understand, but cannot love.
Must America see that fate as paradigm
Of her end—or shall we, being less encumbered
By history, make peace and come to terms?
You, no more han any of us, could deal
At large with the great features of our time
By your unaided ﬁre, or naked spirit.
(Though it heartened us—as though its knife could leap
Through the tough thickness of our knotted lives!)
Alas! if we must go down, then we shall go
Full-blooded, grasping what we can, and sullen.
Or if we compromise, be led by wily
Men who know the value of interests,
Yield only under pressure, and so much
Today as makes foreseeable return
Likely on the day after tomorrow.
I see the world is strange and twisted. Hate
Lies next to love and is its other face,
And either in its turn will rule, must rule.
The wise and good are those who can say yes—
Our deepest hope for you that fearful night
When the road strayed, got lost, and the familiar
Tree displaced itself in death’s collusion.
Perhaps the yes is easy for you now
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We must still puzzle and beat up our brains
Over the smallest fragment of a truth
That lies, chameleon and quick upon our hand;
But you may know at last. Perhaps our living
Is sheerest accident, error, the fatal ﬂaw,
And death’s the setting of the picture straight.
Yet we must live, and live to understand—
If only that we cannot dominate
This world, our lives, ourelve our very thoughts,
But that to live is to make the attempt.
That is the ocean that has run between us.
The same that you renounced because you must,
And that we suƒer still because we must.
What you’ve become, or where, we cannot know
Until it’s our time to relinquish time.
And since we cannot know your timeless state
We’ll make of you a symbol of what’s lost—
The years when we were younger, innocence
Of a kind no longer possible, a ﬁre
Cleaner than ours and brighter to consume
Whatever the rejecting ﬁre disdained—
That only truth be left to say yes to.
If you were not, in ﬂesh, all this, yet gently
Allow us to arrange your features so,
Because we loved you then, quite as you were,
But death has changed you out of our domain.
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A PUSHY APPRENTICE
H A R RY D U N C A N

Teachers stand to learn the most for their
most importunate students. Well, I
myself, when I joined the University of
Iowa faculty in the late 1950s, must have
been a dilatory scholar indeed. It took my
student K. Kimber Merker more than two
full semesters of disputatious pertinacity
and arduous forbearance to get his point
across to me. And our sessions during
that time were by no means conﬁned to a
university classroom or the typographic
laboratory; we held many a colloquy in
the basement of my jerrybuilt house out
on Fifth Avenue, where the Cummington
Press equipment brought with me from

Massachusetts reposed and where Kim
put in an exorbitant amount of extracurricular time. How can I ever forget his
being present one afternoon when my
thoughtlessness wreaked horrendous
havoc there? Showing him the way to
operate the oversize handpress, I cranked
its heavy bed out from under the platen
without ﬁrst checking to make sure the
leg beneath the rails was in place, and
straightway discovered it wasn’t—the
whole contraption, almost a ton of cast
iron and steel, came toppling forward
and smashed thunderously on its face to
the concrete floor! Luckily, nothing
except my pride sustained any damage:
neither of us was hurt physically, and
though the crash knocked the mechanism
itself to pieces, not a single one of the disjointed part had broken. Kim helped me
hoist he thing back on its feet and ﬁt it
together again....
Then here came Kim, avid to eat my
head, to master all I knew, practical as
well as theoretical, just as if composing
sticks and iron handpresses were the last
word. Furthermore, he intended to produce with them ﬁrst editions of new
poetry for publication by himself. How
could I, without compromising my own
erratic eƒorts, dispassionately promote so
close a rivalry of such invidious ambition? It took me a while, you see, for me
to understand that his emulation was the
highest homage I could possibly recieve.
We went on to print books together, in
my basement and on a press he set up at
his own house.
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1958
4. Mona Van Duyn. Valentines to the Wide World. 13 illustrations (wood,
linoleum, zinc and copper plates) by Fred Becker. 28 x 22 cms. 56 pages.
180 copies in Romanée and Lutetia italic and Romanée capitals, in black
and red, on Curtis Rag paper. Bound in gray cloth over boards by
Elizabeth Kner, with paper label on spine, yellow ribbon sewn-in.

FROM
PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MERKER.

This was Mona Van Duyn’s ﬁrst book. She
sent it to Hary along with woodcuts and
copper engravings by Fred Becker, a well
known artist. We worked directly from
the blocks.
Harry had the Washington press in his
basement and it was not put together. I
wanted to learn how to print on it. Harry
had said that I could do my special project [Robert Patrick Dana, My Glass Brother
and Other Poems, 1957] on the Washington
press; if I helped him set the press up, he
would show me how to use it. He wanted
to print the book on the Washington. He
seemed uncomfortable printing by himself on it. He had done it so many years
with Paul [Wightman Williams, Harry’s
partner at Cummington, who had recent-

ly died in a car accident] and others from
the school, and seemed to feel it was a
two-person operation. He asked me and
Raeburn to help him. This is the ﬁrst
book that Harry did in Iowa.
I remember doing what I was told,
which was setting type and helping
print; I was the paper turner and also
inked the red initials. This was a diYcult
time for Harry. He was still very upset
about Paul’s death and it was not really
all that pleasant either for him or for me.
But it was more pleasant for me because
I was learning something new, even if I
had to put up with that grumpiness. I
have felt just like Harry when I was in a
psychologically depressed state.
This book was very problematical in
terms of its design because Harry was
stuck wih the cuts and there are many
diƒerent shapes and widths of poems.

American Institute of the Graphic Arts 50 Books of the Year Award, 1958.
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[STONE

WA L L P R E S S ]

FROM
PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MERKER.

Margaret Tongue. A Book of Kinds. Iowa City, [Iowa]: Stone Wall Press, 1957. 320
copies in De Roos type with Romanée Capitals on Crown & Sceptre paper, in black
and blue. 16.5 x 10 cms. 40 pp. Bound in blue cloth over boards, title stamped in
black on spine, glassine wrapper.
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This is the ﬁrst book that Raeburn and I
did on our own. Margaret Tongue was in
the Writers Workshop with Raeburn and
me. She had given us a manuscript which
was rather larger than I thought we
could handle; also, I didn’t like the
longer poems as well as I did the shorter
ones. As I read the manuscript I realized
that I could make a uniﬁed group of the
smaller pieces because they were related
to each other in the way they dealt with
animals or objects. Connie, my wife, was
willing to do some illustrations for them,

and though Peggy wasn’t very happy
that I edited her manuscript, like everyone else in the Workshop she wanted to
be published, so she went along. I did
not edit individual poems. I even chose
the title. I called it A Book of Kinds, since
each of he poems describes a kind of
something: a starﬁsh, a snail, a steam, a
buck, and so forth.
As I said, this was the ﬁrst thing
Raeburn and I ever did by ourselves, and
naturally we were terriﬁed about getting
our ﬁrst book done. We knew so little.
We didn’t even know where to get books
bound, for instance.
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5. [Book announcment]:Valentines to the Wide World. 28.5 x 22.5 cms. Two
sizes of Romanée roman and Lutetia Italic types.

FROM
T I M E M AGA Z I N E .
M O N DAY , J U N E

3 0, 1 9 5 8

Postman Rings Twice / American composer to watch:
Wisconsin-born Lee Hoiby, 33, whose ﬁrst opera,
The Scarf, had its première last week at the Festival of
Two Worlds in Spoleto (TIME, June 23). Based on a
Chekhov short story, the opera tells of a Circe-like
enchantress who sits in an isolated farmhouse on
blizzardy nights and without the knowledge of her
aging husband, lures in passing bucks with a wave of
her crimson scarf, symbolizing her occult powers.
After a postman spends the night, the husband
rebels; the wife silences him by strangling him with
her scarf. At Spoleto last week, the postman rang the
bell twice—both as to libretto (by poet Harry
Duncan) and music. Composer Hoiby's score was
deft, dramatic, highly descriptive, reminiscent of
Gian Carlo Menotti, who taught Hoiby at
Philadelphia's Curtis Institute. The opera had tension
as well as lyric elasticity, especially when the postman-lover fell into a charmed sleep by the ﬁre and
the wife sang a lilting incantation. With both audience and critics, Composer Hoiby scored a clean hit.
Said Rome's daily Il Messaggero: "It is impossible to
doubt Hoiby's musical quality . . . The vitality of
Chekhov could not be caught better than this."
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1959

William Blake. A Cradle Song. The Roberta Press: Iowa Ciy: June 1959. [A student project for a class in typography. Professor Harry Duncan. Spring semester, 1959. ]
Colophon: “Ninety copies of this pamphlet, handset in Arrighi Italic type, have been
printed on Okawara and Venezia papers, with covers of Omi, by N. R. K., [Nancy
Read Kimmell] at the Typographic Laboratory in the School of Journalism, State
University of Iowa.” Dedication: “For Megan Hall Merker”.
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A

dead watches of my night
Had sunk past half-past three, the light
Blew out on Proust’s time-serving page:
Ventian-blinded streetlights barred
My dresser mirror’s self-regard
And changed the bedroom to a cage.
FTER

The ticking clock and dripping tap
Sounded forever down the gap
Where none would come and none could leave,
The dripping tap and ticking clock—
Tick drip tock tick tock drip tick tock—
And then a bird began to grieve.
Its cry was sleepless and alone,
B-sharp, F-sharp, some quarter tone,
Over and over again the same.
Then, after it had rung my ear
Some hundred times, I had to hear
What it was crying out, your name.
It was my own heart gave the cry.
The creature of my grief was I
Caught in a cage of vain desire.
All voices of humanity
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3.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

1051/2 South Clinton Street
Iowa City / 29 June 1959
My dear Nancy,
It is good that you have written this
letter, good that is for me to have an
articulate, verbal basis of response. But
the roses? are they “necessary civilities,
and society’s tact and care”? They embarrass me, and I risk being rude to tell you
so. For all their attractive form and color
and scent, what do they predicate, about
us and our relation? It would be a propriety for me to send them you; but we’re
perverse, aren’t we?
How old are you? I’m 42. I would not
hide behind numbers—merely, during
those years it has become known to me
that I have limitations, particular, grave
failures. This is not, as you imply, freedom, but bondage. The freedom would
come in some new access of possibility,
could never be a stable state, not even the
“recognition of necessity,” but what happens to the bird just let out of a cage. I
confess that with you and one or two
other women whom I’ve known an intimation of that release has come to me. I
hurt one of these more than ever I’ve hurt
you, precisely because too soon, too wilfully and enthusiastically, I embraced her
and her conception of our future. She,
less I think than you but still somewhat,
had the idea to “catch” me (if Harry
comes, grab him), and I thought to be
transformed in her love; coming instead
after a time up against my old Adam, I
turned away, ruthlessly because I saw no

pleasant, decent, proper mode to conduct that disappointment, each attempt
to re-establish our friendship seeming
only a renewed false hope for her and for
me a deeper betrayal. So I have been, and
so I would I were not. But so I probably
am.
“So much money, so much land, so
much aƒection”: the man is unmanned
wishing none of these things, only a new
access of freedom, which would never be
mere possessions and responsibilities. For
the aƒection, which should be another
thing, is listed so, as though it might be
presented one to another, not a wingèd
grace transporting both together. It is the
tender mutual plant, after all, that can be
cherished, no imposition, no hot house
rose. “I could not dream of asking anyone
to do more than marry me in the Church
of my choice: —but, my dear, what more
is there? And are you sure you, employing
necessary civilities, should be the asker?
For nobody who thinks you “absolutely
abominable and uncomfortable” would
consider acceptance unless his motives
were even more craven than mine.
In quietness, in small talk over a cup of
tea, one may feel stir the intimation of
true friendship—not in drunken talk in
the street or the proƒered threat of the
rival “as high as an elephant’s ear.” Most
of the inevitable good things are baƒled
by the strident, the over-public, the headstrong; we too much ﬁll the air with our
own noise, until the small still voice of
true response cannot be heard at all.
And, again, as for me: turning away

from life for such a tedious while, I needs
must regard it obliquely, a glance at a
time.
And for you: what was the magic, the
coin in the shoe and the Lord knows
what, but an attempt to control the circumstance which must in love develop of
itself? I say so acknowledging to myself
the charm of those ways, charming perhaps because so palpably ﬂattering. Yet,
considered again, it is ﬂattering to be
desired despite one’s own active role, as
though all had been settled without consent?
And for me: my private life for a long
time has been a waste of shame, all
falling; how should I expect to be hale
and whole enough to get a wife and
child? Three-fourths pretense, one-eighth
despair, one-sixteenth wan hope, and the
rest unknown: who am I to gentle a
woman?
And for you: you’d take considerable
gentling. I think I’ve seen, the past few
weeks, that possible great lady, a selfcontained ardor which is too reverent to
force life.
And where are we? Hardly actually
shriven, nothing much confessed that we
hadn’t both known all along, pretty
much as we were, I guess, too much head
and too little heart. My blackest moods
are not here, but you’ve seen them. And
with what small stability I can muster, I
still do not know the possibility and the
impossibility for us. I think I feel that the
exchange is living, wants to live. If my
own will were more resolute and less
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divided, if I didn’t feel the need of deeper re-assurance, I’d say that the next time
we talk we’d have less need of words.
With my love, such as it is,
Harry
4 .HANDWRITTEN LETTER FROM HD TO
N K envelope postmarked 28 August 1959.
[Printed letterhead] MRS . SCHILLI M AIER
/ BARNEGAT LIGHT , NEW JERSEY
Friday morning
My dear,
This isn’t written on the beach, where too
much sun, too many children and pleaant,
voluble acquaintances of the Maiers’ prevent
concentration. I’m brown, in three simple
days, as a strawberry. And it hasn’t hurt
much. Thank heaven, though, for the brief
preparatory exposures at Druid Hills, and for
a lotion, or rather salve, called Bain de Soliel.
The trip, excepting for the distressing departure from you (I thought on the plane how
horrid I’d been about your losing the way to
the airport), was amazingly expeditious: I
even managed to sleep most of the way to
Washington. After that I felt as though I’d
been on an all-night party, watching the
dawn come up like thunder over endless ﬁelds
of pearly ﬂeece. At Philadelphia I got on to the
Manahauken bus almost immediately, arriving at an hour most to inconvenience the
Maiers, who nevertheless make me feel they’re
glad to see me and take tender interest in the
progress of my sunburn. One day was spent in
New York City, where I was lucky enough to
hit a birthday party for Stanley Hollingsworth
(composer of La Grande Breteche) given by
Lee Hoiby (composer of The Scarf.) And the
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city wasn’t bad, except for subways, which
were infernal. Pleasantest of all was the trip
down, when I read some ﬁnal chapters of The
Wings of the Dove aloud to Schilli—we sat
up til 2:30 this morning to ﬁnish, and I liked
it better than ever. Monday or Tuesday,
return to New York, when I’ll call Rita and
ﬁnd out when the New England jaunt starts.
Will you write me in her care? Mrs. William
Burney, 51 Gregory Avenue, Mt Kisco, New
York.
It’s impossible for me, without privacy and
without a typewriter, to tell you now the many
things I thought of during our week together.
But I shall try later. Meanwhile (and you
needn’t count this note among the ten owed)
have a good time.
Love,
Harry
5.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

11 September 1959
Dear Nance,
The Burneys met me in New York and
we saw the ballet and went to the Baq
Room, after which walking home I found
I had just about enough money to get a
cut-rate ﬂight to Chicago and a bus from
there to here, and that to take the trip
with them as planned but without funds
would be intolerable imposition. So I
called the next morning (when we were
to start) and said I’d heard from my
mother who was ill and begging me
home, the lie necessitated because the
mention of money-lack would simply
have called forth their protesting generosity. They held a letter addressed me

in Rita’s care and bearing an Atlanta postmark, but forgot to bring it to New York
and have not forwarded it here. I have to
comment and send Bill’s thesis, which
delays my communicating with them. I
miss the trip, which certainly would have
been fun, but still am glad to see Iowa
City. Your fan quite saved three or four
torrid days to me. Dan writes from
Fredonia that he did leave his fan for me
in care of some friend, but yours has been
so completely eYcient that I’ll not spare
him the $15 till next month. Besides,
we’re into fall here, weatherwise;
Thursday was its ﬁrst day, despite which
Greg and Barbara and Geraldine came
with me on a picnic to Lake Macbride
where we swam on the desolate beach
and shivered in the sunless air, drank
Dubonnet, ate sandwiches and bananas,
adjorned for an intermittency, and remet
at 9 to drink brandy till 1:30—a thoroughly good time, in whch love, marriage, and child-bearing were praised.
Irene is a delight, and Perry waxes sentimental over you. She wore a rose from
your dozen last night, and that stole a little thunder from my project for Emily.
Can you suggest a more original token I
might send? a rose for Emily has inappropriate literary associatons. Won’t you
write me soon?
Love,
Harry

6. TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK
1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City / 9/22/59
Dearest Nance,
Whether from shyness, inhibition,
cussedness, fear, or downright dishonesty, you and I seem to communicate
with an extraordinary amount of circumlocution, not to say evasion. This struck
me specially when, a few days after your
last to me, Irene handed me your letter to
her to read. The contrast in overt, not to
say extrovert declaration was marked. I
felt a little as though I’d been caught
making love in Times Square, when I
hadn’t actually even been in New York at
the time; but I saw I had no alibi. Do you
think it really prudent to direct your
campaign, if that truly is to bind me to
you, to the community at large? I am
rather bashful about some things, believe
it or not; and heart-on-sleeve behavior’s a
wee bit shocking, particularly when it’s
so much more evident in public than privately. It gave me a turn at the pre-wedding party to ﬁnd you pouring your love
problems out to the groom’s father,
whom both of us had only just met, and
a little ironical turn to realize that my
presence reduced you to an embarrassed
silence when I came up to the table; it
was particularly ironical that we hadn’t
had a bona ﬁde buss for days. The situation as a whole does make me uneasy, as
though it were happening in an
Edwardian novel with style-shifts from
Marlowe to the beats, as though I were a
creature of illusion and coercion, a
ﬁgment of your untidy drama instead of
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my own man. I see the roses and lace, the
whole damned valentine, and my name
there in a lover’s knot. Who could avoid
seeing it, posted as it is in taverns and on
the streets, big as a Spearmint sign? I’d
thought that all those adjectives St. Paul
applies to love were aprópos, and to my
ears all this clamor is much like sounding
brass.
That is I suppose the catastrophic view
and hence not entirely so. Still, let us try
to give attention now to the right true
end of love, inconvenient as that may be.
You’ve no certain idea that I’m not impotent, I none that you’re not frigid. The
few frantic busses and clutches we’ve
enjoyed together could scarcely have
satisﬁed either of us. It was my idea that
your touch was jocose or grasping, distracted one way or the other from the
immediacy of sexual union; and (am I
wrong?) it was often your idea that my
touch was dutiful or fugitive, distracted
towards the past as yours was to the
future. In any case, I’ve no intention to
consummate the sacrament of marriage
in a public place; that would make me
impotent. And shouldn’t there be all
along the promise of the bliss to come, a
sight of the promised land, a shared
secret of concord that is precisely not the
world, but in the world’s despite?
Instead, I often feel that you keep the
secret from me. For instance Mike has
told me of his evening with you the night
I took Sandra Levinson out and ran into
you both at the corner. My behavior
admittedly was silly enough, simply to
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turn and walk against the traYc light in a
pretense of not seeing you. And yours
was odd, too, following us like a detective, even out to the Lighthouse if Mike
hadn’t had the good sense to make you
turn back. But oddest of all, surely, is
that you never mentioned it to me; it’s
almost as odd that I haven’t mentioned it
to you till now. Can’t we have some candor?
Now Rita, who must be back, has forwarded your letter from East Lansing,
Michigan (her address there is 608 Cherry
Lane). And reading it, I see that the above
may be a little rough. Still, I’m going to
let it stand, and retract nothing. It does
occur that your silence may come from
being afraid of me—silence, that is, about
central issues. Oh, make me your conﬁdant, my dear. The letter to you from the
old man or woman Chips gives me the
willies. Maybe I don’t understand, but it
seems dreadfully sentimental and silly.
Your mother is right: you are beautiful.
What the hell? It’s the little girl lost.
Emily’s roses will have to await next pay
check, I being all depleted monetarily.
And I want the best. May I order yellow
for her? You’re quite intractable, you
know, scarcely ﬁt for any human relationship more intimate than cocktail parties will sustain. Be beautiful. Give up
gimcrackery for a few very ﬁne items.
And give up the crinoline in favor of
Paris. Calm, calm, and prudent, and
secret. As you were the last night when
we danced. Talk to me. Demand of me.
Criticise me. Bawl me out. Stop wishing.

Make it real. Stop evading. Believe I
might love you for what you are, not for
what you scheme—indeed, refuse to be
loved for anything except your own self.
Stop all the frantic “cutting up.” Go out
with men. Bewitch them with your
immediate presence. Get rid of junk.
Good about the 10 pounds oƒ, bad about
“pining away” (a foolish, self-indulgent
expression). Stop asking for pity. Stop
wanting to be a child again. Be aware
that your breasts can ﬁll with milk.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelopes with your poems. Calm. Calm.
Love,
Harry
7. T Y P E D L E T T E R F R O M H D T O N K
1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City / 9/28/59
Nance, jittery Jansenist,
“New York” was metaphor, but you’re
welcome to read whatever naughtinesss
you like there. “Tactless and garish” is
your own phrase, not at all the subject of
my objection: that is simply the publicity
angle. No, you can’t “do it over and
over”: my claim is that it, precisely, isn’t
done. Two to tango, certainly. Let’s
tango. Your last response has a few satisfying directnesses. I only wish that you’d
stop making it the kind of contest that
permits such remarks as “I can’t see that
there is very much diƒerence in either of
our actions,” by which I assume you
mean moral diƒerence. This moral delusion is exactly the thing I’d like to eliminate, it being nothing except an attempt
of guilt to feel superior and avoid its own

anguish, hence, another evasion. Morality
that’s of any use is action, not a rehash of
past disasters in an attempt to ﬁx blame.
I must go forward in the hope that you
know already what a shit I am and nevertheless can love me. You need not justify
youself to me, and my purpose is not to
accuse you. Would it help you to be told
some of my reactions?
Mogar has been here. We talked till
very late indeed about his visit to Clifton
Road, which you for reasons I cannot
guess did not mention to me. You certainly convinced him that you’re in pain.
In his opinion, it would be mistaken for
me to go to Atlanta for Xmas, would be
instead ever so much better for you to
come here. Think about that, try to
decide where wisdom lies. Inhibition
creeps over my desire to tell you all he
had to say, for I think it might hurt you.
But, I hasten to say, that his aƒection for
you isn’t strong and his sympathy indeed
warm. But that he thinks of you as being
in deep psychological trouble, embattled
by conﬂict that goes to the sources of life.
He told me that Iowa City (and indicated
that “Iowa City” is for you a phrase that
stands also for “Harry”) is the prince
charming who you dream will enter the
wall of thorns and kiss you to life. And
yet, he points out, you cannot win your
battle by running away, by being taken
up on some stranger’s charger—that sort
of conﬂict would be carried with you. It
must be resolved right in Atlanta and in
the family bosom, in your own breast.
Iowa City is for you not an actual city,
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where men suƒer out their worldly lot,
but an alternative, an Utopian postulate.
I’m not certain what your conflict precisely is, according to Bob. But I assume
he thought it not unconnected with your
maternal relation; for he said that Tom
succeeds in fobbing oƒ that inﬂuence
without mortal involvement of his vitals,
through a detachment that permits him
an inoƒensive humor with his mother’s
demands, whereas you burst out hysterically and then come back to “normal,”
tearing your heart out and afterwards
putting it back in the same place. (Emily
seems not to have been in her best form
when he was there.) Yes, he saw a staring
virgin stand. He said he thought you
could not, so charged at heel and head,
choose a lover….
There I break oƒ in the horriﬁed
thought that you might write and accuse
him of I know not what oƒense. May this,
then, be a matter between you and me,
one of the secrets? and I assure you that
nothing he said has estranged me from
you in the slightest, and that his intention
was rather the opposite.
Now: “I am dreadfully frightened by
the fact that you seem to insist that I
begin every conversation.” That strikes
me as an odd statement in answer to my
last letter, and it doesn’t seem to me that
I so insist. The long silences that fell
between us on the auto trip and after
were not, I believe, the exclusive creation
of either of us. You’re in it, too, I hope.
And then, suppose you do think and had
thought as you say about my insistence:
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was it quite nice of you so thoroughly to
frustrate it? Now I try to hold to a point
of reality about our relationship, and you
must know that it’s very hard for me too.
Let me be more egotisitical for a while.
You “want to ask” and say “do let me
try,” yet no question immediately follows. I skip, however, to the bottom of
that page and ﬁnd a question: “WHY,
WHY, WHY did we not talk together
when you were here, WHY hadn’t we had
‘a bona ﬁde buss for days?” Well, I don’t
think those are questions to which I alone
am answerable; still, I’ll try not to evade.
We did not and had not because, for one
thing, any direct communication at that
time seemed to me perilous. What could
I have brought up in conversation except
objection? what would my kiss have
meant to you except some pledge, which
I couldn’t honestly give? I simply
sparred, postponed, tried to keep calm.
There was such strain in the air of your
house, Castle Perilous, such a continuous
verge of hysteria, which didn’t indeed
break out until on the way to the airport
(when you were ﬁne). You’re very expectation seemed to me imperious. This is
not, you understand, to explain anything,
simply to relate as well as I remember
how I felt at the time. When we did, on
two occasions, escape the house, my
greater freedom must have been obvious
enough. Oh, and I was oƒended, too—
that yearbook with the Episcopal minister’s name everywhere on all your schoolmate’s pens was scarcely reassuring. And
the slides. And the television. And the

closeness. And the feeling of being in
prison. And yes, in this latest, your statement: “I want to be sensible and kind,
and free, and strong…” O my dear, O my
dear!
Hope you get St Joan, and have many
more “adventures out of the house.” If
you have no occasions on which to
bewitch men, create them, get out, get
under the moon. It may help give you an
angle of vision on that mare’s nest. I want
to love you, and cannot love you bound.
Looking back over the above, I see it
looks like an attack on Emily as some
extraordinary orgress. Which of course
she isn’t at all, unless to you. To me she
was a sympathetic, warm person, if worried, and to speak with unaccustomed
forthrightness, I understand her better
than I do you. For instance, is your love
problem that I am in Iowa and you in
Atlanta?
Thanks for the pictures. Here’s Millie’s
happy letter. Your remark about how
“bad” it would be for her to have a baby
is probably the most shocking thing I’ve
learned about you.
Love,
Harry
8. TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK
1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City / 9/29/59
Dearest Nance,
This is written on heels of my last and
sent airmail in hopes of overtaking it; for
today I remember its tone as rather sour
and bitter than sweet, and would have
you know that while it did I suppose

open feelings that I’d hidden, more or
less, before, they are certainly not the
ones that are representative, not what
you should take as conclusive. Still, to
help get us both out of deception and
illusion is not an unloving act altogether,
and I do hope you can see my last in that
light.
As I left Kenney’s last night, Irene said
she was bound home to write to you and
repeat to you my remark that there’s no
longer electricity in Iowa City’s air. We
are in a diƒerent time, and you know
Einstein’s correlation. It’s what persists
over and through time that counts at last.
Think, then, of the space between us as
permitting what will persist to show
itself. I’ve made friends with Joan Cobitz,
the friend of the Burneys who stayed a
while in my apartment last month. She’s
attractive enough, and a wonderful cook,
and her little boy Tony is lovely indeed.
Yet I ﬁnd that it quite suYces me to see
her once a week. Her loneliness makes me
weep inside. Such broken marriages as
hers (and it seems clear that she
“nabbed” her husband) could be a warning. The Fitzgeralds are another matter
entirely, of course. I spent all Sunday
with them again, cooking caneton a la
Normandie, making bread, drinking old
fashioneds and brandy, and delighting in
Geraldine. Greg has his unhappiness too,
but it isn’t Barbara or his child. The
Merkers are another mattter again, and
don’t really sustain me—I almost never
see them now, even though Meg has
become more attractive than she was.
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And speaking of Meg: of course my
own magniﬁcent niece would love to
have those hand puppets, especially as
your gift.
But back to the marriages I know: the
Hausmans are another couple with whom
all seems less than well. But this might go
on and on. Only joy, it seems to me, is
capable of virtue. And I believe that more
than one suƒering saint might agree.
I’ve got more students than ever I had
before. It will be a busy enough semester.
Now I’m having to work late into the
night to ﬁnish something delayed
through no fault of my own. Actually, I
welcome it, as keeping me from Kenney’s
till the last half-hour and because I’m
stone broke. Write soon. And write some
poems, too. That remark about poems—it
might mean merely that you have more
copies; but I hope you means what you
say, more poems.
Love,
Harry
9. TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK
1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City / 10/6/59
Brava, carissima,
Now you’re talking! And the tone has
the steady beat that comes only when
self-consciousness leaves. To keep the dialogue going is what matters. And so: Your
problem’s not, of course, geographical.
Bob thought Christmas better for you
here because the house on Clifton Road,
Nicky’s new car, the poisonous-sounding
Cotillion Ball merely reiterate your situation. If you stay your vacation in Atlanta,
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it should never be because “Mother
would forbid” another course. You, a
free, intelligent, responsible adult should
decide. You don’t at all make me feel that
it’s Emily who compels you, since you
acknowledge breaking out previously;
what compulsion you feel seems to me to
come for within yourself and identiﬁes
with her on a superﬁcial level of consciousness. I don’t of course mean to
underestimate Emily—she’s a strong person of warm emotion and response.
Nevertheless, it is you who’re the agent in
this situation. It would very well be that
she behaves with what you take to be
overweeing possessiveness precisely
because that is the kind of demand you
make on her, shifting, as it must seem to
her, from childish dependency to childish
revolt. I happen to be sure that she loves
you, which means that your own happiness is what would please her best. And
possibly too some impulse to dominate
rises in her out of the uneasy sense that
she’s not loved responsibly in return, an
insecurity aggravated perhaps by your
father’s recent death and her own
approaching menopause. But that she is
responsive is clear, and her attitude
therefore is not unconditioned by the
nature of your demands. Your childish
assertion that you’re “ugly,” for instance:
think how it must worry her. Why do you
so assert? Terror of becoming an adult
woman? The personal stability that
comes from her denial of your aggressive
assertion of your fear? The dreadful thing
is to transform the persons we live and

who love us into monsters, torturers,
inhibitors—if the unforgivable sin against
the Holy Spirit could be named, that
might be it.

L

the florid music praise,
The flute and trumpet,
Beauty’s conquest of your face:
In that land of flesh and bone,
Where from citadels on high
Her imperial standards fly,
Let the hot sun
Shine on, shine on.
Oh, but the unloved have had power,
The weeping and striking,
Always; time will bring their hour:
Their secretive children walk
Through your vigilance of breath
To unpardonable death,
And my vows break
Before his look.
10/9/59
So, I wrote, broke oƒ, and came down
with a most severe cold, contracted in a
visit to my family last weekend. I’ve been
in bed two days, and am weak as a
chrysalid. But still, it was good to get
some reading done, Gide’s If It Die (which
I like best of all his books I’ve read) and
Miss Compton-Burnett’s A Father and his
Fate. My car is sold, to the Curt Harnacks.
Just yesterday a letter came from the Ford
Foundation telling me I’d been nominated for a fellowship and asking me to
make a program. I’ll outline observation
of theatre and opera in Europe, namely
London and Milan, and speak of
Zamiatin’s We as basis for a play and/or
ET

libretto. An alternative is to stay in
America (they say that more fellowships
will be awarded for residence here), associating with theatre and opera groups in
San Francisco and Berkeley.
A charming letter from Millie, too. I
still hate that old-maidish, prying
attempt to live other people’s lives: she is
abler to decide about having a child than
you or her mother, even. As for the bills:
are you really so prudent about money?
or is that concern simply a product of
being fathered by Mr Santa Sears?
Indeed, root of all evil.
Back to the dialogue. What sense is
there in this ranting? “I love you…know I
cannot make you love me.” Of course you
can’t make me love you, for shame. Love
is a grace, like conversion, not an imposition of the practical will. And I’m not
“trying” to love you—what would be sillier than that? Maybe after all you are like
your father, and think of marriage as a
merger. Your response to my poem
“Popular Song” was interesting. Can you
tell me better how it made you feel? It
strikes me, you see, that some strong
inhibition is operative, some inability to
respond freely to certain subject matter.
When the idea for that poem ﬁrst struck
me, I laughed aloud. I remember that
Malcolm Cowley was the ﬁrst to read it
ﬁnished, and he laughed too.
Have you ﬁnished the Mann book? I’ve
promised Greg he’ll have it back.
Evidently the meeting of Bill and Yvonne
in Ohio led to no engagement. Jack Davis
has a New York job, but is now in
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California before assuming it. Bennet’s
here, and charming as ever. Al Hausman
teaches philosophy and is married to a
most beautiful Linda; they have a gigantic baby boy. Joan Cobitz is a graduate
student in art, her divorce impends.
Explicate, please, this mystifying sentence: “Can you not ﬁnd exactly what you
want to ﬁnd in your observations? A million warnings and a million encouragements.
Love,
Harry
10. TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK
1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City / 10/15/59
Nance, you naughty girl,
“You know, I wouldn’t allow you to
marry Harry”: what a statement! What it
implies and asserts is nearly inexhaustible. And the emendation or gloss is
just as rich: “Nothing, just that I don’t
think he would ever marry you; I wouldn’t let you live with him if he didn’t. And
Sidney is here.” How can one take it from
there? Maybe, ﬁrst, to point out the misapprehension: I’d never live with you
unless we married, as you I believe
already know. Then, what does it say
about the formidable relationship
between you two? If Emily thought of
you as an adult citizen of the contemporary world she might have said she
“wouldn’t approve of your marriage to
Harry,” but instead her “allow” is telling.
And there’s headstrong Nancy willing out
her own future at an alarming clip, motivating such an ejaculation from her
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mother. And the notable omission of the
male role, except in Emily’s “world,”
which grants me some choice in the matter only as it implies that I’m a cad and a
bounder. We are, so strait is marriage
conceived, as puppets dangling from an
institution. I’m not certain that you and I
should marry, prancing Nance; at times,
the possibility of such a union has seemed
worth exploring. If it should ever develop, however, the institution would need
to be transﬁgured into sacrament.
Occasionally, you see, I still wonder,
“Which side are you on, girl, which side
are you on?” I wonder it, for instance and
specially, when you spreak of the imprudency of Millie’s bearing a child at this
time. What, if not, are she and Stephen
then to do? Live celibate together? Or,
like the lovers in “Popular Song,” visit
one of those corners that sell abortions?
My vision of those fluttering souls breathless to be incarnate of that love and marriage is troubling. Would you snuƒ them
out before they’ve any chance to be?
And this is transitional to commentary
on your eloquent paragraph about Kent
Cathcart, Iowa City, Robert, “Death in
Venice,” and my poem. Let’s start with
your remarkable sentence: “You see, I
love Thomas Mann and understand
‘Death in Venice,’ but I do not understand ‘Popular Song’ nor the aƒairs in
Iowa City and around which appear to be
a selﬁsh emotional outlet for a physical
drive and a individual self-indulgence.”
Sic. Sic. Sic. I quote you exactly. We’ll disregard the babarous grammar and syntax,

though both are doubtless relevant
enough. First, then, although you don’t
understand my poem, it is closely associated for you with “the aƒairs in Iowa
City.” Why? I’d like to think that it is
because I did in that poem strike a vein,
that what it says picks at an evil general
enough in our time to be recognized various places; but I cannot so ﬂatter myself,
for you didn’t recognize that “all corners
sell abortions.” And it has never seemed
to me that you’ve much cause to feel
superior about “selﬁsh emotional outlet,”
nor does it now. Morality: the more I live,
the better I realize that it isn’t for “other
people”: it’s for oneself, and even when
so applied, if the slightest tinge of pride
gets at it, all is corrupt. I can’t see how it
can be any way except Either/Or. All the
prattle about marriage as a respectable
means of self-indulgence bores me stiƒ. I
see you, peering about Iowa City, horriﬁed at at the same time thrilled by the
enormities that Cathcart’s revelations had
opened to you. I remember you, a wooden, inarticulate upright who’d crashed
my party for Keith, thinking of yourself
no doubt as an angel of virtue or at least
a St. Joan, while at the same time your
thought was vilifying the company with
God knows what attributed baseness. I
remember your treating Michael as a
leper (not certainly, as Father Damien
treated lepers), simply because he has
unusual frankness and wit. At the same
time you took to your bosom hypocrites
and whited sepulchres, under whose
innocent outsides vileness grew like

mold. Did I ever tell you of my interview
with Mother Columba shortly after we’d
dropped the ﬁrst atom bomb? I was
upset, puzzled, and rebellious, and gabbled on at length; she heard me with
utmost patience, held silence for a
moment after my ranting was done,
smiled radiantly, and said, “But God
allows it.”
You are, then, right to associate
“Popular Song” with “the aƒairs in Iowa
City.” Can you make the same association
with the aƒairs in Atlanta? Furthermore,
if I interpret the garbled grammar right,
you associate it with “a selﬁsh emotional
outlet for a physical drive and a individual self-indulgence,” by which I take you
to mean sex and in particular promiscuous, perverse sex. Again, right. That’s
overtly the poem’s subject matter. I’ve
sinned so with a vileness that you cannot
imagine, and I have an inveterate inclination so to sin. But you’re mistaken to
assume that the poem celebrates that sin.
“I know the gesture’s hackneyed, / You’re
pimpled and I’m knock-kneed.”
Respectability would keep all sin dark,
but Our Lady has her foot on the serpent’s head. Has it ever occurred to you
that sin is knowledge? the knowledge of
good and evil, shared by Eve with Adam
in eating the apple. After such knowledge
as you’ve had, what forgiveness? Don’t,
my dear, delude yourself into thinking
that some mere rearrangement of the
foliage, such as the mechanical business
of making a marriage contract, will cover
and cure the sinning. Only love, a higher
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knowledge, is strong enough for that.

W

devised the torment? Love.
Love is the unfamiliar name
Behind the hands that wove
The intolerable shirt of flame
That human power cannot remove.
We only live, only suspire
Consumed by either ﬁre or ﬁre.
HO

All of which will serve to preface the
remark: I do not feel so sorry for you in
your aƒair with Cathcart as I do for him.
You proved to be for him only another
revelation of his unmanliness, another
torment. His lust, perverse as it was (and
believe me, I knew it to be mighty perverse when I saw that dreadful production of “Sweeney”), must have looked on
you somewhat spritually, as a force of salvation. Everything you relate makes very
good sense, and “all together,” not “just
in pieces.” But you: what were you looking for in him? Not, I’m sure, “feelings of
revulsion and disgust.” Was it simply that
he, being comely and to some degree cultured, appealed to you as a desirable
mate? or did you love him? He may have
been living out a major crisis. (I should
explain that homosexuality, as a personality trait, as an inclination, is not a sin:
sin’s always act, and acted upon, the
inclination becomes the sin of lust, comparable to other sins of sexual indulgence
outside the sacrament of marriage.) Were
you merely looking for a pleasant companion to take you to the Cotillion Ball?
It’s my idea that sex is important enough
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that salvation or damnation lies there,
suYcient power to light a city or to wreck
a great liner. And in you that power is
something I know little of.
In any case, it is a power everywhere
trivialized, abused, and perverted in our
time. My poem tried to associate it with
the destructiveness of the H-bomb, to
point out that the seed of such mass-murder is in the loins of each man and
woman who does not give the procreative
power to God. It said there in a much better way than I say it here, flippantly, the
tone of the poem attempting to embody
its theme. And the impulse of the poet is
to be with his fellow men. In whom,
then, does such knowledge, such recognition well? Can it be in the ritual of those
grasping bitches conducting their
Cotillian? trying to make “a good match,”
by which they mean a match suYciently
monied to provide their comforts,
suYciently eligible that they’ll not be
shamed, suYciently interesting that they
not be bored. Is that possibly it? Is it possibly in the broken marriages of pleasant,
good-willed people, like the ones I’ve
told you of? (Permit me to say that I
don’t list these things altogether because
they prove “what I want them to prove
either way.” I certainly wish they did
not.) Is it in my inability to walk through
the thorn hedge and carry you oƒ? Yes,
certainly, in all these things. That’s the
way the world wags.
With my love, such as it is,
Harry

POPULAR SONG

C

dear, let’s lie together
and mingle one another,
chip oƒ a chunk before we’re on the shelf.
Of course the doing’s hackneyed,
you’re pimpled and I’m knock-kneed;
but central keeps on asking, Number please?
Kissing till early morning
won’t likely end our yearning:
just see the swarming herds that haunt my sneeze!
and rounder than an apple,
ﬁrmer than any nipple,
I love myself, my dear, I love myself.
If I say, Never leave me
or some such, please forgive me
confusing flight with falling in the gulf.
War creates nice diversions,
all corners sell abortions,
and central keeps on asking, Number please?
Right now we like each other
perhaps, but it seems rather
boring to hand around in the same old squeeze.
H-bombs are quite exciting,
and I need stimulating
to love myself, my dear, to love myself.
OME

11. TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK
Typographic Typographic Laboratory
School of Journalism / State University of
Iowa / Iowa City
21 October 1959
Dearest Nance,
My last was probably a pretty nasty
dish, reeking as it must have of
Puritanism, pride, and guilt. And it did
not, I hope you know, represent anything

like the full truth—of my own convictions, even, but specially of my feeling for
you. Last night I dreamt we were together on a trip and stopping in some small
town (it seemed the south of France); the
inn was very nice indeeed, like a home,
old-fashioned; it was necessary for the
guests to make their own beds, and there
was in this some of the embarrassment I
felt on our autotrip to Georgia; but you
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laughed and said you’d take care of it,
whereupon you made up one double bed;
I looked in my palm, and saw there a new
conﬁguration of lines, a large heartshaped ﬁgure below the index ﬁnger of
my right hand, and I showed it you.
Still, I suppose the wounds revealed in
that letter are my own and so you’ll not
perhaps so unqualiﬁedly accept me again.
Nevertheless, I miss hearing from you,
too much not to protest that I’ve other
things to say as well if we can keep the
dialogue going. And just possibly I’m
periodically quite crazy, a dog with a broken back yelping against civilization’s
progress up the highway, and at the same
time the ruthless truck itself, oblivious of
small domestic animals that get in the
way.
Please write to me.
Love,
Harry
12. TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK
Typographic Laboratory School of
Journalism / State University of Iowa /
Iowa City
29 October 1959
Dearest Nance,
I’m ashamed not to have written
before, but have balled on a period of
depression and distracted silence. Your
own two long letters were all the more
comforting so, and the Halloween greeting remarkably apropos—I suppose I do
expect Dracula. Probably there’s something cyclical in my mood, and it’s not
solely personal: Steve Tudor resigned
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from his editorship of the paper, a slight
hysteria seems to touch Kenney’s, everybody nearly seems to be a lush, not only
me. And I’ve been trying to write verse,
almost got sixteen lines done one night
when I wakened to them from a sound
sleep; next morning they were of course
disappointing, but still had a germ and a
suggestive rhythm. It is almost terrifying
to me that I’ve been unable to approach
them again. Paul has dumped the Esquire
symposium program onto me, a big hunk
of type to set—and the copy isn’t even
decent, I’ve got to rewrite all. A.
MacLiesh, Mark Harris, Dwight
MacDonald, and Ralph Ellison will come.
Engle wants thousands and thousands of
copies. The world wags on.
Though I know you need to be making
Christmas plans, I’m more or less tonguetied. Certainly I wish to be with you, but
the way to manage things is diYcult. I
spoke to Joy of your coming here, and she
wants you to stay with her or, since she
may be away, in her apartment. But you
wrote earlier your displeasure at that
idea. I’ll spend Xmas in Keokuk, return
here to meet you. No car, but that’s hardly a problem. Where will you stay? What
plans shall I make?
Love,
Harry
13. TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK
1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City / 11/6/59
Dearest Nance,
The period of withdrawal and silence
has been followed by most furious activi

ty. For one thing, I’ve been writing poet
ry: here I copy out two stanzas of a piece
started (there will be one or two more if
I ever ﬁnish):
HALLOWEEN

A

and saint and rising soul
Whose nervous names sustain my prayers
And yet praise purely: little flares,
A charm of children, spark the town,
Mocking at ghoul, grimalkin, troll
To make them actual and droll;
While I, grown up and childless, clown
My own malicious make-believe
Who celebrate All Hallows’ Eve,
The dark before your holiday,
As one more pretext to deceive
A ghosted boy who will not down,
Whom lust and liquor will not lay—
My loss of inocence in play.
Here at this bar grant me the luck
Not to encounter proper prey,
But rather know all drinkers yearn
For living breath and blood to suck:
O cool and quiet lights, concern
Your plainsong with the ones I spurn.
When was it that I danced in flame?
—every child assembled there
staring so clearly at its glare
that any turning thence to greet
a fellow late released who came
from outer dark to join the game
might have enkindled light and heat
in him from his own eyes on ﬁre
had not the source been burning higher
and shown our ring to him as char
circled about the summer’s pyre
whose savage tongue provoked our feet
NGEL

to venerate that avatar
by leaping through its lucid core;
I who had give took the dare
in turn, and leapt, singular
odor assailed me in a flash,
the stench of my own scorching hair;
I ﬁngered on my left eyelash
its tiny, curled, crisp leaves of ash.
And I’ve got a part in the next university
play, Sam Feinschreiber in Odets’ “Awake
and Sing.” And there is of course the symposium program for Engle, And I’ve
taken in a room-mate, Jim McClelland, a
21-year-old from Des Moines whom you’ll
doubtless like as much as I when you
know him; and he has taken the aprtment
in hand, arranged everything with great
taste and tact, unpacked the books,
washed the skylight, and generally made
a place decent to live in out of what was
till his advent more like a warehouse than
an apartment.
This is sandwiched between all those
activities to tell you not to fret about
Christmas, we’ll have a good time certainly, the Mogars have asked us to visit
them in Des Moines, but there’ll be plenty here too, and the important thing isn’t
so much the partying as to see one another and talk. We might well go down to
see Meg, or have Mother drive back with
me after Christmas Day, bring Meg and
the car—or she might even let me have
the car that time, and I’d bring Meg
along, we’ll see.
Now I’m half-an-hour late for cocktails
and dinner at Mike’s (who has, by the
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way, an enormous new apartment, very
pleasant indeed, which he will occupy
through Christmas Day, then leave, and
would be most happy for you to use that
time; it’s right over Minute Drugs, across
the street from Kenney’s, and if you’re
agreeable, why not write him at 106 1/2
South College?)
Best love, Harry
14.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City
23 November 1959
Dearest Nance,
Of course I’ve been busy as hell, you
know that; but it’s no adequate excuse for
not having written you for such a time.
The reason has, I think, to account also
for my not having gone to hear the tape
you sent Caroline, and for my almost
complete inarticulateness on the one she
sent down to you. Part of it is, I’m sure,
that your visit has been all set, and the
next act will necessarily be one month
later. I could write, I might even have
talked a little silly chitchat. But it seems
so pointless, really, pointless beyond my
feeling rather less than gay nowadays.
That’s, I think, quite another story, for
when blue before it gave me a life to
write you. So let’s say I need to store up a
little water behind the dam against your
coming and our talking and to go babbling on would require some of that
power needed for the Christmastime. The
reasons I feel less than gay are, as usual,
obscure to me: if I did know them,
doubtless I’d be cured or much worse.
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Part of it is probably roommate trouble,
not the ordinary kind: Jim McClelland is
so excruciatingly young and tends to ﬁll
the apartment with his contemporaries.
They treat me courteously, and not too
much as an elder; but I suppose it does all
make me feel old, burdened with useless
knowledge and experience of death. And
at the same time, of course, I’m just as
last year flattered and full of happiness in
company of the young (though you and
Millie and Stephen were never quite so
young as these). A ﬁne letter from Steve
today, by the way, extraordinarily happy
and productive he sounds, and certainly
as much as ever, more than ever in love
with Millie. I had a period of comparative
calm and productivity, and even wrote a
poem that I thought ﬁnished—but it all
was as long as a week or two ago, sometime anyhow in the past, which comes
rushing along with such impetous that
I’m frightened. The rehersal tonight was
bad—though it seems possible that the
play will have the requisite intensity of
feeling if we can ever get co-ordinated.
You must be just as busy as I. I’m going to
Mother for Thanksgiving Day, but must
return here the next for rehersal. We
open a week from next Thursday! I need
you and surely wish you were here. But it
will, actually, be no time till you are.
With best love,
Harry
Happy Thanksgiving to Emily and Tom. H.

15 . T Y P E D L E T T E R F R O M H D T O N K
Typographic Laboratory School of
Journalism / State University of Iowa /
Iowa City
14 December 1959
Dearest Nance,
Again, shame on me for not writing.
The letters and wire were of course
warming and inspiriting. Evidently the
play was at least moderately successful:
I’ve had many compliments for my bit,
but here it’s hard to tell if they’re meant
to give pleasure only or really meant.
Otherwise, I’m in a turmoil, with
insomina getting worse. Jayapthy gave me
some fancy tranquilizers that seem to

THE ANSWER

I

I was a ghost
And poised above your pillow.
My desperate, uttermost
Need was to make you hear.
I had no tongue or breath.
My silence sank your ear
Unfathomably, a shell
Abandoned to the sea.
Because I couldn’t tell
A word which anywhere
Would broach that clear profound
With warning, praise, and prayer,
You lay in senseless sway
At one with stones and stars.
I couldn’t even say
I mourned your death in mine.
And then immediately
Your mouth composed my sign,
Awoke, and answered me.
DREAMED

have just the opposite eƒect: last night I
took two, 60 mg in all, and got no more
than ten or ﬁteen minutes sleep. So this
afternoon I’m going to him again.
Please, you’re of course to ask
whomever you please to the party. I do
hope some of my inner stresses are eased
for your visit. You don’t want me gaunt
and hollow-eyed and nervously broody.
I’m going to try to nab Mother’s car for
your advent. Please let me know precise
times and stations.
Perry’s a grandfather.
Arrividerci presto, carissima.

A PA R AG R A P H F RO M M A RC U S AU R E L I U S

W

I am: a little flesh and bone,
And breath, and a share of elemental law.
Throw away thy boks, no lnger fasten on
Distraction, now it is uninformed: as thou
Wert dying, hold they portion in contempt
Of flesh and bone, their complicated mesh
Is only a warp of arteries, veins, and nerves.
Regard also what substance is they breath,
A weft of air and never twice the same
But in a trice expired, inhaled, expired.
The other, then, is form: consider thus:
As thou hast older age, set free the slave,
Let loose the strings that make the puppet dance
And jerk to tenuous measures, strain no longer
Against what presently is given thee,
But willingly go out to what will come.
H AT E V E R
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6. Error Pursued. Helen Pinkerton. 19 x 13 cms. 32 pp. 190 numbered
copies. Romanée and Lutetia Italic types belonging to Kim Merker.
Copies I-XL on various papers, bound with leather spine and Laga paper
sides, 41-190 on Kelmscott Crown and Sceptre in boards covered with
Fabriano paper. Several copies bound in full leather, with case. Title
printed in gold on spine and front. Printed at 1819 G Street, Iowa City.

FROM
PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MERKER.

This is the book in which Harry allowed
the Stone Wall Press to share the imprint
with the Cummington Press. When I did
the same kind of thing in the future [with
Bonnie O’Connell and with Kay Amert
and Howard Zimmon], it was a continuation of Harry’s generosity to me.
Helen Pinkerton was a student of Yvor
Winters. She had sent this manuscript to
Harry, who liked the poems very much.
He wanted to print it but only had 16
point Romanée and 16-point Lutetia
Italic, and he saw the book as something
that should be very small. Because I had
the 12-point in those types and because I
was willing to work, he asked me if I
would join him in the printing of it. He
essentially designed the book—for example, using the small caps for the titles
spaced very far out. I set all the type. He
said he wanted the small case used the
way Aldus had done, with the text set in
italic and the small caps that started each
line set out into the margin. I don’t think
I spaced the caps out as much as Harry
wanted me to. The only thing I designed
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in the book was the table of contents and
some of the title page. It may have been
my idea to have the contents facing the
title page, leaded enough so that it is
exactly the same size as the blank space
between the title and the press names. It
gives the impression of a negative and a
positive image.
From other projects, Harry had an
assortment of diƒerent handmade papers
in various amounts and we used these for
the book. I have no idea how many copies
we did on how many papers. Some were
on Crown & Sceptre, some on Tovil, some
on others.
It was bound by Elizabeth Kner using a
Fabriano paper that we shouldn’t have
used, since it’s so brittle it just cracked at
the hinges over time. Also, it looks as if
the glue has come though the paper at
the spine.
Harry and I had problems printing on
these hard-sized handmade sheets, but
we got it done. The copies on Tovil have
yellowed at the cut and on the deckled
edges. It really is depressing to print
book and then see that happen.

7.
[Announcement]
Error Pursued,
Helen Pinkerton.
U. S. Postage
Service Issue
Post Card.
Lutetia Italic
type. Unknown
edition. (U. of I.
Library.)
1 6 . T Y P E D L E T T E R F R O M S B T O H D, N K .
Dear Harry & Nancy,
Who says joy, however late or hidden,
ain’t the very navel of the universe??!! at its
best.
Belive it or not, when Nancy told us she
was going to Iowa City again, I said “Harry’s
going to propose to Nancy this Xmas.” Well,
no more of my Prophs.
I ﬁnd myself unable to say how much
pleasure I wish both of you as you begin that
formal encounter of each other, but I
remember these lines--for the rest of your
lives:
His beam shall cheer my breast, and both so twine,
Tll ev’n his beams sing, and my musick shine.

I mean to transplant this into your
breasts, thus making the sense I see in it, for
you, of Herbert’s “my”.
Millie’s ordinarily high joy is doubled today by your note, Nancy. I can’t say more
now, but I wish you both the endlessly melting glacier of being together.
love from
Steve & Millie
We’ll be at the wedding, if I can sign the air with dollars.
I’d love to read T H E A N S W E R , Harry.
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8. [Christmas card.] There is no rose of such virtue. Linoleum cut by Jim
McClelland, colored by James Lechay. 7 x 14 cms. 4 pp. Libra uncial type.
Christmas 1959. (University of Nebraska Library.)
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1960
17.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City
6 January 60
Dearest,
No, I think, and think a good instructor would agree with me, that you’re not
ready to be received in the Church. When
I was hitchiking from Cummington to
Northampton once a week to be instructed, no shadow of doubt about my desire
to become a member of the Church ever
was cast; the priest had to hold me back.
After three months, there developed in
me what is call the Eucharistic hunger: I
literally hungered and thirsted to receive
the Host. And I convinced the priest then.
Even so, the wise Monsignor who was
pastor of that church thought I might
have been too sudden: “Quick to come,
quicker to leave,” he said. But the hunger
was the realest motive, the unequivocal
impulse, directed to the Eurcharist itself
and for itself, with no ulterior interest or
consideration. I hope and pray that this
love of the Lord will come over you; but
until it does (and when it does there will
be no question for you, it will take precedence over every other consideration),
you could not be received. On the other
hand, I’d be mistaken to set up false
impediments—if you can ﬁnd a Catholic
whom you respect and revere, seek him
out and talk to him; and read too (now
I’m reading Father D’Arcy’s The Mind
and Heart of Love, and think it excellent,
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not only as Catholic theology but also as
humanist study, a preparation for marriage; it’s in Image books, paperback, and
please try to get it—or no, I’ve just
ordered a copy to be sent you from Iowa
Supply). Perhaps you will, by the time
we’re married, be visited by the grace to
believe—for it must be a grace, you
know, only the Holy Ghost himself makes
conversions by his movement in your
soul. But this is something no human
being can predict or will; you can,
though, prepare yourself to respond
when the grace comes.
If you shouldn’t become a Catholic by
the time of marriage, it’s going to be necessary that the ceremony take place as
Emily suggests, in a priest’s study or, as is
now more customary, before the alter
without a mass. And it occurs to me that
Emily might be the more pleased, as I’d
be too, if it were to be here, at St. Thomas
More’s; then, immediately afterwards,
we’d catch a plane for Atlanta and
Emily’s magniﬁcent reception.
Yes, certainly, a wedding in June if the
Ford grant comes through. If not, some
elaborate planning will have to take
place. I am, as you know, under contract
to teach summer school—perhaps even a
Ford grant, which wouldn’t be eƒective
till September, couldn’t release me from
that obligation. And I do see Europe,
speciﬁcally Italy, as the place for the honeymoon. But maybe the wedding could

take place in June, we live here till fall
while I teach and you ﬁnish your
Master’s, and then plan a trip (without a
Ford Foundation, alas, it could hardly be
abroad) for August-September break. But
this period of engagement has its value
too; should it be a long one? Would Emily
prefer our waiting till fall? Certainly the
prospect of your being here this summer
and our being together as an engaged
couple is attractive to me.
Of course you realize that by the end of
the party I too was tired and depressed,
beginning to be hung over. Forgive, then,
any stupid reprimand. I’m in poor control of my emotions most of the time,
inconsiderate, and less than loving; it’s
the chance to work on this, to have you as
the possibility of entering a love that’s
constantly kind, the basis of all other
love, that gave me the vision to propose.
It must have been working within all the
time, but until I had said it, I didn’t
know that I would, or could. And it was
I believe exactly the quietness, the knowing we could be together and happy
without hashing all out in words, that
gave the courage. What you repeat about
my talk with Bonnard recalls nothing to
me, although it might have had to do
with that quietness itself. Shall I guess
the topic? surely our engagement, and
surely too a knowledge of guilt, of compromise, of unworthiness on my part; for
in weaker moments I have the impulse to
violate the quietness between us, to cover
you with the ﬁlth that only a confessor
should properly have to bear; I feel that

you must be deceived in me, or you
would not love me so well. But the reassurance comes from you yourself, from
the quietness that is not deceived, but
happy and expectant and creative. It was
for me quite a transition, quite a leap.
And to Bob I was perhaps pouring out
the distress of being neither all the old or
all the new man. Does all that make
sense? maybe I should call Bob to chck
speciﬁcs, but I’m reluctant. And it would
mean perhaps talking about you with
him again, and I emphatically agree that
there is no more reason why I should discuss you with Bob as you should me with
Doug.
Things are apparently all right
between me and John Beardsley; he
speaks to me in Kenney’s (as I think he
did before you left) and called me this
morning to apologise for using my name
to a reporter from the Press-Citizen who
did an article on Renaissance II: it simply
mentioned that faculty members also go
to the coƒee house and named me with
Bargebuhr and Burford. But the reading
of Elizabethan poetry scheduled for a
week from Sunday is, I’m relieved to say,
oƒ.
Raeburn is here, and asks me to send
you his love. I needn’t send mine: you
have it, and it will grow in you.
Harry
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18. TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK
Typographic Laboratory School of
Journalism / State University of Iowa /
Iowa City
11 January 1960
Dearest,
Your illness is sad and alarming; perhaps, though not surprising, after the
strenuous time here. Really, you mustn’t
make apology for your lovely, long letterbefore-last, which was the best I’ve had.
My reply should have reached you before
the 8th, when your last is dated.
This morning I woke with sneezes and
sniZes, but seem to have dried up some
this afternoon, and continue in y customary, complacent, un-hung-over good
health.
Nostradamus, tell Tom, was the subject
of a long debunking in some magazine or
other that I read years ago. Nevertheless
he still has devotees even after his most
famous one, Adolph Hitler, went to
destruction in a way N. hadn’t predicted.
I’m surprised he can ﬁnd nothing about
N. in Atlanta, which must be about as
superstitious as anywhere else. But we’ll
see what happens tomorrow, which just
might make all this paragraph absurd.
It’s a gloomy day. Mary Engle called
me this morning, wanted me to go with
her to the liquor store (I think her alcoholism is mostly loneliness and a certain
deperate domestic situation); so I did,
and had before lunch two bloody maries,
and Mary wept a little before I put her in
a taxi at noon. Whereupon I lay down and
slept, being an hour late to the oYce.
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You’ll not I suppose be wanting to relate
this to Paul, since she might not want
that and she’s one of three or four best
valued friends in IC. I’ll not relate domestic details, rather depressing (Paul evidently having got a Don Juan complex as
he approaches the climacteric) and probably already known to you. But the vodka
has left me dull.
I want you to be well and happy. Our
marriage, bad as it may be in other ways,
will never have their kind of problem.
Child you are, moss you are, you are violets with wind above them.
Love
Harry
19.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City /
1/14/1960
Beloved my troth,
Deception would consist in my deliberately misleading you, which God forfend. The chest-thumping (and I think of
Doug on New Years, even though he told
me that then he was being consciously,
purposely mean) or puling honesty that
asserts itself at the expense of the listener
is nothing we should require of one
another. The important thing is that I be
sure it’s I you love, as I am or as I potentially shall be in your love; and I am sure
of that only as your awareness and devotion make me sure. We are, then, involved
in matters of faith, hope, and charity. The
three incidents you recount demonstrate
the need of these infused virtues. I
remember the ﬁrst, when I left you and

Kit without saying good-bye; and it so
happened because I became impatient of
a kind of lolling eventlessness, a futility
of action, a vegetable “happiness,” and
besides I’d earlier announced my intention and intended to return immediately.
The telephone conversation I don’t
remember, for you give no detail of it
except your sudden conviction that I was
lying—and perhaps I was, over some item
of plans or prospects, evading you. The
last, my taking the whiskey to Berverly’s,
should not have pained you, for your
nature isn’t jealous: I needed then to test
my freedom of action in your company,
and that I did so without rending was to
me a positive green signal. I am occasionally terriﬁed now that what Caroline said
may become drastically untrue, I become
malignantly devoted and dependent on
you, and you then turn from me. For my
unworthiness is clearer and clearer. I’m
not talking of any turning of the tables,
but of my realization that you aren’t any
longer concerned to “trick” me, that you
recognize your love as its own power:
“…and when you came, there was no
need to ask or tell. I didn’t forget, but it
suddenly seemed answered and told, and
so I was still.” I’m not praising complacent inaction (the thing I felt when I left
to buy more nuts), but the moving stillness of a flame or Eliot’s Chinese jar: “We
must be still and still moving.” That of
course is to be transformed.
Tell Emily that no Catholic, gentleman
or cad, marries in the church of his lady’s
choice unless she happens to be Catholic

too. And tell her too that I don’t think of
marriage primarily as a social event, at
least I don’t think mine will be that. It
must be sacramental, or it will be a fraud.
But Atlanta will surely do as well as here
for that.
Mogars: 2901 Ingersoll Ave / Apt 9 /
Des Moines 12.
Love me,
Harry
20. T Y P E D L E T T E R F R O M H D T O N K
1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City / 16/1/60
My naughty Nance,
A ﬁrst impulse on reading your letter
this morning was simply to send it back
as being out of our dialogue, something
you youself would later want to destroy.
But while it is a reversion to childish selfconcern that pre-dates not only our correspondence of the fall, but even last
summer’s silly pranks, I’ll try on second
thought to answer. I know you’ve been
very ill and under Emily’s care, and some
backsliding is not entirely unnatural in
the circumstances: physical weakness and
consequent dependency may make even a
convinced aƒection vacillate, I guess. At
the same time, those doubts expressed,
however querulously and with however
much repeated protest of “love,” do exist
in you. You fall victim to your mother’s
machinations only as you wish to, and
she’s perceptive enough to ﬁnd out what
the doubts are so that she can use them to
her purpose. I can only guess her purposes, but suppose they are complex enough
to include an unselﬁsh concern for your
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happiness, a testing of your conviction so
that she be reassured you’re not in some
pipe dream, an expression of her own
doubt that you’re mature enough to
select a mate, an attempt to apply whatever wisdom she’s gathered from her
own suƒering, and reasonable skepticism
about my character, as well as matriarchal busybodiness and selﬁsh wish to
keep you with her as bolster to her
declining years.
And nevertheless there’s something
nasty in the business as you recount it, a
certain bourgeois vulgarity in the terms.
What lady, for instance, keeps harping on
being a lady? and whenever was it part of
the character that she “not be expected to
know when someone” fools her? And it’s
oƒensive too that “saints” and “sinners”
are so loosly employed: we are all potentially the one and actually the other,
hence the need for prayer and exercise of
virtue. And this vulgar reduction continues into your own words, as if you valued
them little. How silly can you get? “…but
we must tender it, honour it, hold it ever
so close to the two of us”: the rhetoric of
a stenographer in True Confessions. The
expectations of me that you list are rather
low, and the demands ridiculous. You
might read the marriage service that I’ve
asked you to perform with me in Holy
Catholic Church. There’s no other reassurance I can give you, for I’m just as
wishy-washy as Emily implies, so much
so that a letter like this of yours makes me
doubt my own
Love, Harry
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21.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City / 19
January 1960
How you do prattle on, belovéd Nance.
As you might have known, nothing
could bug me much more that this silverchina bit. I don’t at all care for Monticello
porcelain if the picture shows it in any
truth; it resembles an antebellum petticoat or other female undergarment. The
only dishes I remember having much
liked were German porcelain even more
expensive, name of Arcadia, and with a
medalion in bisque relief and a raised
edge. But why in hell do we need a formal dinner service? I’ve never been to a
formal dinner in IC, let alone given one.
Your choice of silver agrees better with
my taste, given the patterns you chose
among; but I prefer some contemporary
Danish or Swedish that I’ve seen somewhere, and prefer even the Dansk stainless steel with walnut handles. Can’t you
ﬁnd a good potter and a silversmith
who’d do something really craftsmanly
that might suit you better than decadent,
commercialized “revival” stuƒ? If Atlanta
is culturally so poor that none can be
found there, America House in New York
might be written. I’m sure it’s not your
intent to make our table look so square
that it appears we’re trying to outdo Mr.
& Mrs. Dean Stuit or President and Mrs.
Iowa State Bank and Trust Company, Inc.
And I’m sure you do consider who it is
you’ll marry and the semi-bohemian,
semi-impoverished life we’ll be living

together—though in occasional moments
of panic it seems you’re out to smother
me in bourgeoisity. I do wish you’d not
let the momentum of the pack and
Emily’s dead hand carry you along. Use
your excellent intelligence. The business
of the bride’s choice of tableware is just
that, business—about as relevant to the
sacrament of matrimony as strings of colored lights across the streets of the business district at Thankgivingtide are to the
Nativity of Our Lord. Why not ask people
to give components for a good hi-ﬁ set
and recordings for a select list? such
might help get us through those dreary
evenings at home you seem set on.
There’s a simple solution to the whole
damned problem: let’s elope. Banns
needn’t be published for you, and they
could be here for me with Emily none the
wiser; we might then meet somewhere
and get hitched without all this rigamarole, whose barbarity I’m pleased to learn
you recognize.
You say “there were several
things…not quite clear” in my letter
you’re answering (the one about your
three moments of anguish in IC &c)—
which I take to be the understatement of
the week. Forgive my writing so badly
that my whole tone and intent are
obscure to you. Did I really set down
“lolling uneventlessness”? my blush is
partly for its having struck me at the time
that I was writing rather well! Emily certainly has got you going, hasn’t she? I ﬁnd
it diYcult to recognize you in much of
these last two pages of yours. Is this my

Nance?: “Ah, my dear, what am I to do?
Can you not live with me? I know our
love will grow by being together, but this
sort of thing? I know you fear” (I certainly do not fear it, I simply eschew it)
“that television type of family life, I fear
it too, but does this mean we cannot
spend a week together in the same small
aprtment without having to run to
Kenney’s to break the ‘boredome’,” (sic)
“without having to run away from each
other? A week? Can we spend one entire
evening in peace together within those
few walls of yours with nothing to do but
wash the dishes, read the paper, write letters, dust the window sills and talk to
each other? Are you to go away and am I
to stay there? Ah, are you going to flee me
down the years” (you perhaps don’t even
know that that’s a phrase from
Thompson’s “The Hound in Heaven” and
in the context somewhat blasphemous)
“of our marriage? What does your statement mean?” My statement means that I
experienced at the moment I refered to
those feelings I attempted to describe.
But what, pray, do your questions mean?
and why are they couched in a kind of
East Lynne hysterical style?
I suppose there are others I should try
to answer. “Why should you need to
evade me?” That’s a stickler. I can reply
that the necessity comes when you, as in
this question, try to chase me down, to
force me. Where’s your wit? where’s even
your memory? it was you yourself, in letter before last, who quoted Caroline as
saying that you couldn’t, after all, expect
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every bit of my attention. And what I
wrote, as you quote me, was: “I needed
then to test my freedom of action in your
company”; is that to test you, blockhead
egoist?
Enough of that silliness. Evidently you
do have something that troubles you. Can
you say it clearly and honestly without all
this verbiage? Trust your intuition: I
might well that morning have tried
oftener to phone you, although it strikes
me that your own behavior then was odd:
if you did come by the apartment, why
didn’t you knock? am I not your friend as
well as your ﬁancé? why didn’t you call?
I’m coming down with bad flu, Asian I
guess, a nasty cough, and chills and fever.
I’ll stay in bed tomorrow.
Goodnight. I’m going to bed and will
try to remember you as you were, quiet in
the power of your love, not demanding of
marriage that two souls prey on one
another, confronted incessantly like a
necrophiliac and his sister’s corpse in A.
E. Poe. I think we shall still attain the
bountiful rhythm of coming together,
then parting to come together more
deeply.
With my love, as it is,
Harry
22.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City / 19
January 1960
Dearest Nance,
I get up from a sickbed to copy you out
a poem, to be mailed simultaneously with
my letter written earlier tonight, which if
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you miss its humor may strike you as
rather bleak. Please try to understand the
poem, which admittedly is diYcult. It says
what I cannot.
AIR AND ANGELS

by John Donne
W I C E or thrice had I loved thee,
Before I knew they face or name;
So in a voice, so in a shapeless flame,
Angels aƒect us oft, and worshipp’d be;
Still when to where thou wert, I came,
Some lovely glorious nothing I did see.
But since my soul, whose child love is,
Takes limbs of flesh, and else could nothing do,
More subtle than the parent is,
Love must not be, but take a body too,
And therefore what thou wert, and who,
I bid Love ask, and now
That it assume thy body, I allow,
And ﬁx itself in thy lip, eye, and brow.

T

Whilst thus to ballast love, I thought,
And so more steadily to have gone,
With wares which would sink admiration,
I saw, I had love’s pinnace overfraught;
Every thy hair for love to work upon
Is much too much, some ﬁtter must be sought;
For, nor in nothing, nor in things
Extreme and scatt’ring bright, can love inhere;
Then as an Angel, face and wings
Of air, not pure as it, yet pure doth wear,
So thy love may be my love’s sphere;
Just such disparity
As is ‘twixt Air and Angels’ purity,
‘Twixt women’s love, and men’s will ever be.
Harry

23.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City /
21 January 1960
Dearest,
Two things, you letter in this morning’s mail and a discovery made this
evening on my palm, show that the alarm
I felt at your two or three former letters
was exaggerated. Because the alarm must
have come through to you as defensive
reserve on my part, or even oƒensive
scorn (which God forfend, I tried to take
precautions), I hasten to say that we are
only just coming to know one another.
The discovery on my palm happened as
I was talking to Barry on the phone about
the ring (I’m resolved I’ll wear your ring,
though I’ve never liked a ring or any
other jewelry before, not even a wristwatch; he took your address and will be
writing you). I saw that my heart line had
taken a marked step forward, surpassing
a little congeries of islands, cross-crosses,
perturbations, and oddly enough it’s my
impression that this has happened only
within the last few days, at the most
within two weeks. The line as it goes forward is quite clear, quite untrammeled.
My flu is pretty bad. If my lymphatic
nodes were swollen, I’d speculate it’s the
same you suƒered. For two and a half
days I’ve done almost nothing but sleep—
to go out, even to get up most of the time,
has been out of question. But recovery
seems to be steady—the dreadful cough,
which was very painful and brought up
blood, has abated, as have the aches from
torso to tips of ﬁngers and toes; now it’s

a great weakness, and the blesséd somnolence. The fever must be down, for I no
longer have the chills. In my sleep, I had
a great vision of something like Dante’s
multifoliate rose, although not in that
ﬁgures and diYcult to recover—but the
essence was (and the essence is so much
less than the existence, which has
escaped) that in all the universe love is
God and love completes all and is accessible.
My love
Harry
24.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

Typographic Laboratory
25 January 1960
Dearest,
The end of my ﬁrst day back at work
ﬁnds me dull and dispirited and vaguely
depressed. I suppose it’s physical. Last
night no letter got written because I went
to dinner at Mike’s and we played bridge
afterwards till the wee small. Your letter
this morning was a boon, almost as much
as your call yesterday.
I know there’s something odd about
Paul’s feeling for you. Soon after you’d
gone, I had the Engles to dinner with the
Harnacks and he mentioned to me nothing about our not having gone out that
last night; then, a few days later, he came
to see me on a business matter and I
showed him the sofa re-covered and
quoted your quip about the ﬁrst product
of Duncan and Duncan, which didn’t
amuse him at all. So, beware.
The Jenson silver is very beautiful,
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most of it—but I’m not sure it’s better
than that Old Williamsburg pattern you
sent earlier. The Georgiana porcelain
looks good, too, especially the cup.
The de Rougemont book I read was
called Love in the Western World, and I
believe is what D’Arcy calls Passion and
Society. Poor Emily! If she weren’t so ridden by supersticious fears, she’d probably
like and agree with The Mind and Heart
of Love. I’m ﬁnished now, having read it
slowly too: but it’s by no means a diYcult
book.
No, dear, I want to wear your ring, and
partly because rings are a little against my
grain. Barry had I think some idea or
other. If he doesn’t write (he’s busy), let
me know and I’ll jack him up.
I’m swamped with papers too, and
have no energy for them. Forgive this
low-key letter. Next time, better.
I miss you.
Harry
Here are the photos. Stephen composes
his pictures very well. I wish he had better control of his camera.
25.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

Typographic Laboratory
29 January 1960
Dearest,
It’s disappointing not to have had a letter from you for so long, a whole week,
and the phone call was ﬁve days ago. But
you, I know, must be as busy as I, who
have two examinations to write and
grade. But I want to take time out to say
that my remarks about Paul in my last
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were probably a little silly. Then too, it
occurs to me that I don’t really know
what Emily means when she keeps harping on your being so much like your
father. Not having known him, I can only
speculate, mostly in the dark. She has in
mind, I’m sure, certain qualities that you
might be able to isolate and deﬁne for
me. It is an important family reference
for you both, and awakens my curiosity.
My flu’s aftermath is rather bad: a terriﬁc cough, sinus, and at the same time
nothing so bad that I could justify staying
home and nursing it. I’ve got a rash too
on my face, something new, said to be
some kind of allergy. If it weren’t for
these things, I’d be tempted to fly to
Atlanta: my examinations are ﬁnished by
Wednesday night, and the new semester
opens a week from that day. At Easter, we
get out Wednesday afternoon and must
be back for 7:30 classes Monday morning—scarcely time enough to make anything worth while.
This past week I’ve splurged at the
men’s sales: a new jacket, two new pairs
of slacks, two pairs of shoes, and bedroom slippers. Mary Engle gave me a
bathrobe (I don’t know whether Paul is
aware of that—it scarcely matters, but use
your discretion).
Oh, I’d like something to happen! Just
possibly, if my health improves over the
weekend, I might ﬁnd out about cut-rate
ﬂights to Atlanta on Tuesday or
Wednesday. Or would you like to get
away too? we might meet halfway, in
Indianapolis say. I have a class scheduled
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for 8:30 a.m. February 10th. But if you
should be teaching every day that time, it
wouldn’t be worth while, I guess.
Anyhow, if it seems possible to come, I’ll
call you Monday night.
Love,
Harry
26.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

3 February 1960
Dearest,
Bad news: the Ford Foundation has
turned me down. But in the same mail
there wzs a letter from the American
Institute of Graphic Arts saying that
Mona Van Duyn’s Valentines to the Wide
World has been chosen for the Fifty
Books Exhibition this year. So my superego isn’t wounded to the death.
If Mrs. Byers wishes to send the copy,
I’d gladly estimate for the Frost catalog.
Maybe it’s something I myself might like
to print; or, if not, Jerry or Kim could be
interested. It does look as though I must
think of myself as a printer, not as a poet.
My health is about as sound as it ever is
in winter, and the eruption on my face
has almost disappeared. Still, it was
quixotic of me to think of coming to
Atlanta: I’ve only just got the typography
texts graded, and now have all the magazine production ones (each entirely different, individual projects) to grade.
Then there’ll be lectures to prepare for
history of books and printing.
Irene suggests we sneak away to meet
for Madi Gras in New Orleans—but the
expense of it all scares me somewhat.
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Not having the Ford does make a difference. Shall we then not marry till
August, then go to stay in Mexico? But
Mexican summers must be ﬁerce. I have,
as you know, no spring vacation, just
Good Friday till Easter Monday. How
shall we ever meet?
I’m tired, though somewhat excited.
This letter’s nothing but fact. It also is a
fact that I love you.
Harry
27.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

8 February 1960
My dearest,
The telephone call Saturday night was
so much warmer and immediate and
altogether more satisfactory than letters
that I’ve been remiss writing. But the call
also brought up so many items that a
detailed letter is necessary. First, about
the visit: what a good idea. And it’s just
possible that I may get to Atlanta for
Easter as well, depending chiefly on
ﬁnances. Bob and Nina have agains asked
us to come to Des Moines to stay with
them, and that might be fun. My big days
next semester will be Tuesday and
Thursday. There’s a lab Friday morning,
but it will be over by 10:30 and allow me
the rest of that day free; and Mondays I’ll
have no classes and could, the week of
your visit, have an extended weekend.
Where will you stay in Iowa City? you
could stay at my house and scandalize
neither of us, but probably too many others would be scandalised (or draw wrong
conclusions). Is there a cut-rate flight

Chicago to Atlanta? you could I think ﬁnd
that out better from your end. There are,
you know, the so-called “unscheduled”
airlines, about as inexpensive as buses;
the one I came from New York on is the
United States Overseas, and there’s still
another whose name I forget. They’re a
little diYcult to ﬁnd out about, being
cut-rate and therefore rather sub rosa. If
I come Easter, I’d catch a plance from
Chicago Thursday night and have to be
back here in time to prepare a lecture for
Tuesday morning at 10:30—preparation
might be possible on a night flight from
Atlanta and the milk train from Chicago.
You like teaching, I know. Should you
plan to do it here next winter? I’m nearly
certain you could get a job either in City
of University High, and probably some of
your time should be spent interviewing

in March if you want to teach. I certainly
don’t urge it, though the income might
ease my conscience about taking you
away from the luxury of the big house on
Clifton Road, help get Chanel Number
Five, Paris, dresses, and other items that
seem beyond my resources. Have I ever
told you that my salary’s now $5,000 a
year? it’s so small because I teach half
time—you probably make more. I’ve
managed to save almost nothing. The
only other source of income that I have is
the press, which has been practically nil
for some years. We might revive it together, though Lord knows it never brought
in enough to buy your mother’s clothes
for a year. I have no investments, no
insurance, no property—just the clothes
and books, with some pots and pans.
June for the wedding is all right, cer75

tainly: I’d thought of a summer of being
aYanced, but that was probably a romantic notion. I’ll jack Barry up. He’d like
you to write him (Barry W. Bradley, Esq.
/ 103 North Clinton). The design for you is
working slowly out: now he thinks of a
band of four colors of gold (or maybe one
of them platinum) set at irregular inervals with small stones of contrasting colors. Does that sound all right? It’ll be like
a rainbow in the four elements studded
with stars.
I’ll write Tom soon. It was mad of me
to think I might make Atlanta this time—
I’ve still got a whole batch of ﬁnals to
grade, plus my ﬁrst lectures to prepare.
Should we have an “oYcial” engagemente announcement?
Your loving betrothed,
Harry
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TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City
9 February 1960
Dearest Nance,
What does alarm me, occasionally is
the realization that you know so little
what I’m like. The things you say to comfort me in not winning a Ford grant are
so comfortless, not I’m sure because of
any lack of sympathy or flaw in your
intention, but simply because they don’t
at all speak to me. It makes me a little
dizzy. And there’s this paragraph: “How
nice about the Fifty Books selection!
Although I haven’t seen the Mona book, I
would have been surprised if something
of yours had not been selected. Oh, I’m
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deﬁnitely partial, but not entirely. Save a
copy for me to see.” How odd! it’s as
though suddenly nothing between us
were real. And the whole letter, indeed,
maintains a tone of formal chat, even
talking about marriage plans. Are you
sure you want to marry me? are you sure
you want to marry me? What has Nicky’s
being there to give you away to do with
our making a successful union? It’s a
social consideration. I’m not sure there’s
anything against June; I wish I were sure
that there’s something actually relevant
for it. And this stuƒ about parties! I can’t
dig it; what’s it got to do with anything?
Over the phone, none of these doubts
assailed me. But probably it must be considered that this semester closes June 8th,
ﬁnal grades are due the 13th, and registration for summer school is the next day.
Just this afternoon I ﬁnished grading my
last papers. Tomorrow is the ﬁrst day of
classes (registration started yesterday).
That week it looked as though I had has
seen me as much at work as ever, and
there’s no good reason to think things
will be diƒerent in June. Somehow I
don’t like the idea of swooping down to
Atlanta on a Friday, marrying you on a
Saturday, flying back here on the Sunday,
and going to work Monday. It doesn’t
sound leisured enough to be fun. What
do you think? There’s the aspect, on the
other hand, if ‘twere done when ‘tis done
the ‘tis well ‘twere done quickly. I hate,
though, to think of my marriage as an
event reduced through social pressures
and the exigencies of salaried time.

So, there’s at least something to consider, and talk over by letter and next
month.
29.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

Typographic Laboratory School of
Journalism / State Univeristy of Iowa /
Iowa City
17 February 1960
Dearest Nance,
This is the ﬁrst letter in so long because
I’ve been in some quandry about the
wedding date. Aside from the haste and
harried hustle that June would mean for
me (and actually I suppose “if ‘twere
done when ‘tis done then ‘twere well
‘twere done quickly”), I sometimes get
the sinking feeling that you don’t really
know me well: your words of comfort
about the Ford grant and of congratulation about the Fifty Books, for instance,
made me wonder whom they were written to—not, please understand, because
of any flaw in your intention or lack of
graciousness, but because of an irrelevance to my modes of response and feeling. I simply couldn’t bear to think that
such commiseration and felicitiation represents your genuine regard for me.
Another thing that puts me oƒ a little is
the way in which you insist on the importance of such items as newspaper notices
and invitation lists. Explain these, or
rather explain why they mean so much. I
don’t want to seem boorish, and have
plenty of the wish to help make the occasion right—if it’s to be a bang-up social
aƒair, let it by all means be correct. The

groom must always expect to be the forgotten man on such occasions. Still, I cannot even think whom to ask to be best
man—at the moment, on Glynne
Wickham, the man from Bristol who’s
here to direct The White Devil and whom
I’ve known only ﬁve weeks, seems right,
and he’s not Catholic, will leave in June
for San Francisco, and couldn’t aƒord the
journey to Atlanta, having as he does to
bring wife and two children here.
Perry’s very sick, indeed was near
death last week. Will you write him a
card at the Verterans’ Hospital here? his
name is Perry S. Holdeman. He is, I
believe, now improving. When I saw him
Sunday, he was very cheerful, but looked
pretty far gone, what with a tube up his
nose for draining his stomach, ﬁve blood
transfusions, intravenous feeding, and no
sleep for the pain.
Alas, I cannot aƒord the ring that
Barry and I dreamed up for you; it would
cost about $300. Maybe without the stone
it will still be pretty.
It’s hard for me to write this letter, like
pulling teeth. But over the phone there
was no diYculty of communication. My
mood doubtless will change, I’ve been
waiting for that. It’s so important a decision that it scarcely can be made in this
way and at this distance—important, that
is, for me, a real transﬁguration. The only
way such commitments can sincerely be
made is spontaneously, without fore- or
hind-thought, as the proposal suddenly
popped out of me the afternoon we covered the sofa. It’s so radically necessary
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that I take you with the deepest respose
of my being, not as a mere socially correct, no even as an honorable act. And
you seem very far.
With my love,
Harry
30. T Y P E D L E T T E R F R O M H D T O N K
1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City / 2/24/60
My dearest,
The doldrums continue, but have I
think little to do with matters of immediate decision. Shall we marry in June,
speciﬁcally June 11th? I need you as near
as can be. The step will be so drastic as to
seem out of time—the date, then, is of
small importance, a mere exigency. My
resistance to June before was partly sloth,
partly stubbornness, partly an odd fear
that I don’t understand. There seems so
much to be done, and lately I’ve just been
sleeping—ten hours last night, with a
four-hour nap yesterday afternoon,
incredible. The apartment should be
improved and made ready; though I’ll
not want to do too much, for you should
be in on some of the decorating. Shall I
tell you how lickerishly I look forward to
living which you? yes, now even to those
long, dull evenings at home, to crosswilled spats, to dish-washings. What an
unpleasant room-mate I’m like to be, a
lonely old bachelor sot in his ways.
Barry, when I announced that the ring
looked more expensive than I could
aƒord, looked so crestfallen that I know
he’d thought of it as being a masterpiece
and couldn’t reduce his vision to the
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bands of gold alone without stones. So
I’m minded to tell him to go ahead and
start us out on marriage in debt. Would
you approve?
I must make an invitation list, and an
announcement list. These are, I understand, not the same, but I’m rather
uncertain as the distinction between
them.
Glynne Wickham, whom I did ask to
be best man, said he’d be glad to, but
likely will be in San Francisco by the 11th.
So I cast about for someone. Paul Engle,
perhaps? I’m rather afraid not. John
Simms? Stamos? Billy Masselos? But it
must be by rights a Catholic, and none of
these qualiﬁes on that score—if best man
isn’t a Catholic, there must be another to
stand as witness, and there needs to be a
female witness for you too. Bob
Fitzgerald I scarcely know well enough,
though I went to the christening of his
son last Sunday and had a good time at
his wedding. I suppose it’s a little shocking that I don’t know more Catholics. My
godfather might stand up for me, though
I’ve not written him for so long and
doubt that he’s any longer in good standing since his divorce and re-marriage.
Details, details. They chase one another
around in my head and come to nothing.
My love,
Harry
This cuts oƒ abruptly because I must go to
rehersal.
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TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

Typographic Laboratory School of
Journalist / State University of Iowa /
Iowa City
1 March 1960
Dearest mine,
It is of course a beautiful letter, one of
the ﬁnest you’ve ever written me, and
makes me very happy. Since when is it
your idea that I’m depressed by being
your conﬁdant? It doesn’t seem to me so
that I have more problems than you. I
hope we can share what there are.
Here’s an immediate one: you give me
plane arrivals in Chicago, but don’t mention whether they’re morning or afternoon, Friday or Saturday. I assume you
mean Friday p.m., but can’t be sure. I
could get a train at 3:48 on Friday afternoon (arriving in Chicago at 8:30) or at
11:00 (arriving at 4:3o a.m.). There are
two Saturday morning, 3:34 (arriving at
8:00) or 9:00 (arriving at 1:15 p.m.).
Please let me know soon as possible what
you mean—I want to get tickets to the
theatre or something.
About Paul: It had been Mary who told
me that his interest in you was amorous.
Her evidence for this was that he concealed from her your letter or letters to
him, a pattern of behavior that she’d
remarked with letters from Mrs. J. P.
Marquand and other women with whom
he’d been having aƒairs. She also said
that Muncie remarked, when you and
Emily were at Stone City last summer:
“Why does Nancy wear that naked-making dress? She must know how it aƒects

Daddy.” The little warning about Paul
was written you after that conversation.
Evidently Mary told Paul what she’d said
to me, for one day soon after, he arrived
and asked me to disregard what she’d
said; his reason was interesting: “You
know that Mary’s paranoiac.” Then, most
pitiful of all, she came herself, evidently
sent by him, to apologise, say she’d been
wrong, accuse herself of delusions. So I
then in my next letter said you’d nothing
to fear from his visit. What is horrible in
this is that Paul evidently does prey on
and use Mary’s mental troubles (which
are real, I suppose, though not what he
makes them—she’s certainly extremely
perceptive and extremely honest).
Stephen’s hatred of him becomes in the
light of all this less irrational. What is
miraculously wonderful, though, is that I
in all this felt not the slightest twidge of
mistrust of you, darling Nance—the little
pang of jealousy at Mary’s ﬁrst intelligence to me was natural, and I had only
to think of you clearly as you are and as I
know you to be to cast it forth and know
joyful peace. Not that I’m so dreadfully
complacent as that sounds, but that I
knew during the Christmas visit the
strength of your love. My dear, my dearest. He has an idea of human nature, a
vision of mankind, that simply cannot
understand you and what you are to me.
So, you were right to be sad as well as
relieved when he left. Poor man.
I tried a letter to Tom, but it misﬁred.
How diYcult it is to get the right tone in
a letter, and how simple it would be if we
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could talk over beers! For my liking for
him is strong, and now he has an interest
in me as your future husband, somebody
to familify. That swim we three had
found us close.
Two short weeks, and then so much to
talk about!
I love you.
Harry

F
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TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City /
3 May 1960
Dearest,
These poems were written by F. T.
Prince during the war. I wish I could
write something as good for you; but as
you read them, think they tell part of
what I feel.

is the shortest month, and good
For this too, that we shall be one
With the campaigning season, and, that done,
If I go where I would not by the way
I would not, on my journey I may say
That as it was it will be, and I should
Return to where I would the way I would.
E BRUA RY

Royal marriages were celebrated so
Before the year’s intrigues began.
A royal woman and a man
Were joined like puppets to beget a love
Imputed by the plot, —were set to move
Apart, together, as you come, I go
To the unknown way I do not know.
That’s in your arms, where now you
know, and why
The way will happen for this year
And we between us get and bear
Whatever is to be when we have been:
So you may not be but the winter-queen
Of schism in Bohemia, nor I
Elector of an exile where I’ll die.
With politics like these the war uncharms
Our marriage in the body, which must learn
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Such days as those that now return,
Are torn, and are to tear us. O but ﬁrst
We will lodge here tonight. The weather’s curst,
But here’s an inn: no manger but my arms,
Where none buy you and I can do us harms.
II.
I who was arrogant before I met you
Because I was to meet you, love, and get you,
Now I have met and loved and got am made
Most humble by your love; I am betrayed
Because I am your man and you
To me are merely woman and we two
Like anybody else must kiss and do.
But, since we were extraordinary,
Our consummation had to be
Becoming common lovers, that in us
Is now fantastic and ridiculous.
And therefore in this sense we formalise
Our words and thoughts, our bodies, lips, and eyes.
In order to become, we simulate
Humility of love and so relate
Desire and knowledge to the fact.
Possessing and possessed, we act
Ourselves, the multiplicity we lacked.
Simple we were, but are betrayed:
Thought diƒered us, be we are made
By our desire that likens us to others
To do as did our fathers and our mothers.
But still we do two miracles, the one
That makes us like the rest and, that being done,
The one that we are us and can return
To be the mirrors love had seemed to burn.
The face gazing is as one,
With the face it gazes on,
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And we mirror so ourselves that like a sun
Each to the other gives and shows
The world itself before it close
The eye of being that must set to rise
But rising know itself, and is, two eyes.
III.
And so we too come where the others come,
To where each dreamed, each draws the other home
From all distraction to the other’s breast,
For each had found, each was, the wild bird’s nest.
Therefore we come, and know that we should know
The thing we knew of but we did not know.
We said then, What if this should be no more
Than a faint shade of what we dreamed before?
If we in this found little joy, or none,
And, done it were as if it were not done,
Would we not love still? What if none can know
The thing we know of but we do not know?
For we know nothing but that, long ago,
We learned to love God whom we cannot know.
—I touch your eyelids that one day must close,
Your lips as perishable as a rose:
All must and all will fade before we know
The thing we know of but we do not know.
Love,
Harry
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TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

Typographic Laboratory School of
Journalism / State University of Iowa /
Iowa City
25 May 1960
My dearest,
A brief note, short as the time runs
before we’ll be together, and simply and
insertion among these clippings. Is there
one more wedding invitation? If so,
please send it to
James Dixon, Esq.
128 Hemingway Street
Boston, Massachusetts.
Of the plethora of best men I’ve collected, it’s Jim I’d actually rather have. But
his plan is to get there on his motor scooter, and it seems a little quixotic. And Ron
Levin or Edwy Lee will be ﬁne. What I
must do is let the latter two know in time
ahead. Are our plans drawn? we’re oƒ the
wedding night to a mountain hotel, then
on the next day to the Tates in Sewanee,
to leave there Monday and plan to get
here for the departmental cocktail party
Tuesday afternoon. What fun!
I’ve heard from the Harvey Shapiros,
who can’t come. My plan is to leave here
en famille June 7th, spending that night
with the Edwy Lees in Ohio. Oh, yes, Carl
Niemeyer has written his regrets too.
Maybe we can get to Atlanta Wednesday
the 8th, but more likely it’ll be the 9th.
Edwy and Peg will be in that caravan, but
Emily’s not to worrry about them—
they’re rich. Do you have a hope chest?
I’ve run out of sheets, but Mother says it’s
foolish to buy more till you come. What
fun!

Here’s a check for those flowers you
mention. Is it right? Your letter’s at home,
I’m at the oYce.
The road between here and West
Branch is in terrible condition. Barquist
mentioned that it might be advisable for
you to do some work in summer school
towards your teaching certiﬁcate. He’s
writing you. Your reply might, as you
youself wish, say that I think I could
manage not to smoke before students.
But it does seem to me that, your schedule permitting, you do the commuting
rather than I. I do, though, like
Scattergood, the whole atmosphere. And
I love you.
Harry
If you want to start shipping stuƒ, ﬁne.
34.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NK

1271/2 Iowa Avenue / Iowa City /
5 April 1960
My dearest,
These addresses cause me no end of
grief and soul-searching, hence the tardiness of this letter. I’d supposed that there
were two communications, the invitation
to those most intimate and dear, the
announcement for the rest. But if there’s
to be but the one, then I’ll have to take
the chance that certain persons I’ve not
communicated with for years won’t think
I’m suddenly appearing from the blue to
dun them for a gift! Even with this long
list, I haven’t dared go through old letters
to refresh my memory.
And I haven’t yet got the income tax
ﬁgured, though it looks from here as
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though I couldn’t get there for the wedding if I were to come Easter—but we’ll
see. Better to expect nothing.
It’s strange to be writing you, belovèd
Nance, somewhat awkward and unreal.
Emily’s spoiled me so much by the gift of
those phone calls. Today, though, I’ve felt
strangely well the whole time—something to do with a dream, an idyl, about
breaking a dam with great skill, removing the boulders neatly and then canoeing downstream on the current; you were
of course with me, but more prominently earlier, in an art class in a stone house
on a mountain, all ages of students from
a four-year-old to whitehaired ones, and
you’d done a charcoal drawing, very
large, which I so clearly understood that
I needed only to rub one or two places,
when all fell to order as you yourself
exclaimed. It had to do with weather, and
all day it’s been really spring. I was up at
seven, for I had to write a test to give at
10:30; and I’ve been at it all day, only
time out for a half-hour lunch with Dora
(who’s been two weeks in Florida with
Ron Levin), and after six a beer at
Kenney’s, then called in to have dinner
with Bev, Jim, and John Gilgun at the
Bamboo. And all the time good staying
power and patience, which usually gives
out quickly.
Mother surely will give you addresses
of aunts, uncles, cousins, which I haven’t
got—but there may be one or two duplications on our lists. You’ll of course get
the Bergs.
I love you. Now I think I’ll take a bath
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and go for a beer—maybe my good spirits
will help someone. This is good. If the
engagement were to keep making me this
happy, I’d say we should wait after all—
but the happiness must be partly the realization of near approach. Oh, it will be
very diYcult for us, especially perhaps
for you. After you’d got on the plane that
afternoon, I worked a while at the lab,
rather numbly, and then came home and
lay weeping on the bed, weeping because
you’d been so good, so much in love, and
I mean to you. Jim interrupted me to put
up the lantern, so too maudlin a time was
prevented.
Harry

NANCY DUNCAN :

“We were married on 11
June 1960 in Atlanta, Georgia, and as soon
as we got back to Iowa City, by June 14th,
I applied for a job teaching at Scattergood School [a small Quaker boarding
high school a mile east of West Branch, 15 or
20 miles east of Iowa City.] Harry had recommended it to me because a friend of
his had a sister and brother there. I interviewed with Bob Berquist, because
Leonore [Goodenow, the director] was in
Des Moines lobbying for special certiﬁcation for the school (which she did get). I
also began taking classes to get my
teacher’s certiﬁcate in the state of Iowa. I
hated the classes, but did, eventually,
become an eƒective teacher – because I
liked my students very much and was
committed to the plays I taught”.
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A N A P P R E N T I C E S H I P. J UA N PA S C O E

I was not happy to ﬁnd myself, in 1960, at
age 14, being sent to Scattergood School, the
Quaker boarding high school farm in Iowa,
mostly because it took me away from
Monteverde, the Quaker community in the
rainforest of northern Costa Rica where I’d
been on loan from my family. I lived with a
hard-working, adventurous, cultured midwestern Quaker farm family in a beautiful
smelling house made out of tropical hardwoods on the very edge of the “jungle.” I loved
being away from home and living the good
life, eating as well as we did, going barefoot,
riding bareback, square dancing on Fridays,
house-building bees, plain speech, hearing the
Howler monkeys at dawn, and the Quetzales
in the clearings. I was in negotiations to get
myself a White-faced monkey when I heard
from my own family that I’d been accepted as
a Freshman at Scattergood.
One evening a good-bye party was held, at
which a single copy of a book called “Don
Juan in Costa Rica” was written, illustrated
and sewn between covers, some photographs
were taken and the next day I was given my
white shirt and shoes back, driven to San José,
put in a suit and put on a plane for Mexico
City where the family lived. In a few weeks I
was on a Transportes del Norte bus heading
north for the border.
Laredo (and every Greyhound bus stop
along the way) was sweltering hot; travelling
by bus was not easy because changes of vehicles were constant and democracy or simplicity determined that be be no assigned seats in
the USA ; there was always an aggressive madhouse scramble to get aboard (I was already
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tallish; there were certain seats with more
room). The adults smoked and nobody opened
windows; the ladies talked a lot and interrogated. Finally I got to Des Moines.
I was taken shopping and in a day or two a
car load of us were driven eastward: some
way past Iowa City, through and beyond the
hamlet of West Branch, a right turn on a dirt
road, and there, visible among the ﬁelds was
the school: some new buildings (brick and
cement block) some very old (the
Meetinghouse was built in the 18th century),
a disciplined line of willows, big, scattered old
leafy maples.
Early September is still very hot in Iowa,
and the little cement block rooms in the dormitory, three of us to each, were sweaty at
night. The atmosphere was perfectly Quaker;
no shorts, no t-shirts, no sandals; no radios,
no TV, no wandering oƒ. But the air smelled
of tomatoes, asparagus, apples and wholewheat bread being baked in the kitchen.
Nancy Duncan was the name of our art
and typing teacher. She didn’t live on campus,
unlike all the other, unmarried,} teachers,
but rather in Iowa City with her husband who
was “with the university.” She talked to us
about her husband—they had just been married—a hand printer of “extraordinary”
books: mostly fine modern poetry, printed in
the “best” manner, in new, intelligent, exquisite ways, on superb papers, bound by hand.
Also a professor of typography at the School of
Journalism. She said jokingly that they’d sit
around in the evenings, drinking a Martini,
folding and cutting sheets of paper by hand to
get deckle edges. For all I knew it wasn’t a
joke. She loved him. She was a great teacher.

9. Golden Child. A libretto by Paul Engle for an Opera composed by Philip
Bezanson. With four photographs. 23.5 x 16 cms. 62 pp. Romanée and
Lutetia Italic type, in two sizes. Printed for Hallmark Cards. [Colophon:
“Handset in Romanée type by Kim Merker and Harry Duncan. This is
number…of a hundred ﬁve copies printed by them on special paper and
signed by the librettist and the composer.”]
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FROM THE BLOG OF LEWIS TURCO

http://www.lewisturco.net
During the academic year 1959-1960, while I was a graduate student in the Iowa
Writers’ Workshop under the tutelage of Paul Engle and Donald Justice, I overheard a
conversation between my classmate Robert Mezey and his printer / publisher Harry
Duncan. We were at adjacent tables in a coƒee shop, perhaps the Student Union, and
they were discussing a prosody they called “dipodics,” of which I had never heard. I
had, however, begun work on what eventually became The Book of Forms: A Handbook
of Poetics, and I was always on the alert for information, so I began to take notes while
I eavesdropped.
Harry and Bob were talking about dipodics not as Greek “dipody,” but as an accentual prosody, basically Anglo-Saxon, but modiﬁed by the Norman invasion of England
in 1066 which brought into English literature the French syllabic verse prosody. Over
the subsequent centuries syllabics and accentuals merged until, in Chaucer and the
“Scottish Chaucerians,” a new prosody, accentual-syllabics, emerged. Between
Chaucer’s death and the early verse published by Philip Sidney at the beginning of the
English Renaissance a century later, people forgot Chaucer’s new metric and fell back
into a semi-accentual system of writing that nevertheless incorporated riming although
it also kept alliteration and some of the other eƒects of Anglo-Saxon prosody.
Of course, all this information I researched later on, I didn’t hear it from Mezey and
Duncan who were speaking on a level more technical than historical.

10. [Christmas Card.] [The ﬁnal words of the Roman Catholic Mass: “Go; the
Mass is over. Thanks be to the Lord.”] Albertus type, ornament, on post card.
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1961

Scattergood School. West Branch, Iowa. Alice Michener, Juan
Pascoe, Shaun Murphy bookbinding at one end of the room
where Nancy Duncan taught them to type, Fall of 1960 or
late Spring of 1961, judging by Juan’s short sleeved shirt; no
typewriters visible, nor Nancy either.

11. The Lovemaker. Robert Mezey, Title-page portrait from a charcoal
drawing by Mary Sims. 21.5 x 14 cms. 72 pp. Plantin, set on the Monotype
caster and reset by hand, and Mistral types; printed lithographically by
Wagner Printers, Davenport, Iowa, on Corsican paper. 2500 copies. The
1960 Lamont Poetry Selection chose by The Academy of American Poetry, Inc.
1000 copies of the edition were given to the Academy.
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12. Journey to a Known Place. Hayden Carruth. Four linoleum cuts by
Nancy Duncan in brown, green, yellow and red. 25.5 x 20 cms. 31 pp.
Romanée and Romanée capitals types. 300 numbered copies on Hayle
hand made paper. Printed at 1819 G Street by HD and KM for New
Directions. Cased in paper covered boards, cloth spine, stamped title.
FROM
LINOLEUM CUTS BY NANCY DUNCAN

PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MERKER:
A B I B L I O G R A P H I C A L S T U DY

I. Terra

II. Aqua

III. Aer

This was the last book I helped Harry to
print. J [James - his nickname is “J”]
Laughlin of New Directions has often had
small presses do limited editions for him,
and this is one he commissioned Harry to
do, who in turn asked me to help with it.
The text has four sections: Earth,
Air, Fire and Water. Harry took the
images from The Book of Signs by Rudolf
Koch, and his wife, Nancy, made
linoleum cuts of them. Harry picked colors that are astrologically correct for each
sign. I designed and set a good portion of
this, though Harry did the design of the
title page.
This book was bound by RussellRutter, who botched this one up as they
did others. They trimmed at least a pica
oƒ the top margin - have no idea why so the text is cramped at the upper margin in a way that neither Harry nor I
intended. The binding again uses this
damn Japanese paper that fades. And the
glue bleeds through the cover paper and
discolors.

American Institute of the Graphic Arts 50 Books of the Year Award, 1962.
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JUAN PASCOE :

Harry was a diYcult printer to serve. To begin
with, he was often lightly hung over in the mornings, and then
he would get into an acutely sensitive esthete’s state of mind
when printing. At the same time, he made it seem as if he were
inept at gagetry and social graces. The discovery of a typographic error would be cause for a greuling, painful groan of
disbelief, an amazed terrible conﬁrmation of his total ineptitude, a reason for storming out of the room in a fury and lighting a cigarette. Nancy did not print, but, rather, “participated.”

expresses some envaluation of its meaning and utility for you. How can I set that? You
must understand that I can hardly take a loss on these things, given my treatment of
them. When it was clear to me that I wouldn’t be putting them to good use for a while,
I turned them out to persons I thought would. And in you, I am justiﬁed. What you
have done is admirable.
And I should not like to think that I’m putting you in some kind of squeeze to furbish my new pressroom. What you oƒer, to the satisfaction of your own conscience,
would not be for that: I wish it might be simply an honest statement of your full possession, and so it would not be immediatly due. I hope I’m resosurceful enough to make
work possible in the new place, even if funds are limited.
[unsigned, probably unsent]

F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

19 August 1961. Harry is
printing a dinner program for the shindig for Baldwin Maxwell,
who retires this year.

36.

H D TO H I S MO T H E R I N L AW

538 South Gilbert Street / Iowa City, Iowa/ 5 September 1961

13. Dinner program. [ I M P R I N T

35.

TYPED LETTER

/

NOT LOCATED

]

H D TO K I M M E R K E R

538 South Gilbert Street / Iowa City, Iowa/ 5 September 1961
Dear Kim,
Thanks for giving me the list of Cummington Press equipment that you have at the
Stone Wall Press. It reminds me that certain items, like the ink stone (which we cut
from the marble top of a dresser that likely might have had value as an antique and persuaded a good friend, a gravestone contriver, to put adjustable legs on) and like the
paper and book cabinet (which was constructed by one of the best craftsmen in New
England, who even then was losing his art because of arthritis, and unable to impart it
to an apprentice because of the altered ambitions of the young) may be irreplaceable.
If you can ﬁnd some substitutes for these, I’d be grateful to have them back. But other
things, so obiously still to be obtained elsewhere, are another consideration entirely. I’d
like to feel that you have “married” the Romanée type, for instance, that you therefore
will oƒer me enough money for it; “enough” in this instance is only a price that seems
decent to you yourself. It is certain to me that you’d not like to feel that you have driven a “close” bargain with me, in the sense of getting the better of me. And a decent
price is of course by no means a replacement price, which would be today considerably
more that we paid in the ﬁrst place; it is merely a price which, within your means,
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Dearest Emily,
Nance is having morning sickness even in the evening these days. But today I brought
her breakfast in bed as as of now it has worked: she’s gone back to sleep without gagging once. Your last letter reprimanded her for not writing when she thought she had
only a few days before written you about her pregnancy. Didn’t you get that letter?
The enclosed will tell you something of what we’re up to. But don’t believe that I
ever said what the gossip column says I said; that was made up out of the whole cloth.
The play has prevented doing much with the press, although it has arrived and been
set up in a little cottage at the edge of the lawn. Before I can begin to start printing,
there are any number of things to buy and ﬁx and decide. The ﬁrst book will be Steve’s
poems. That means I’ll be out of the drama for a while, but Nance has been appointed
director of a workshop in children’s drama for Iowa Ciy and of a production; it starts
in February.
Gim I think is failing. Whenever we see her, she seems full of beans and lively, and
still looks well. But her friends tell me tht she tires easily now and doesn’t have the pep
she had only a few weeks ago. She was to come for the play, but hasn’t called to
conﬁrm; so it seems she isn’t well enough for the trip. We’ll go see her next Sunday
when the play’s done.
Please thank Greer for locating that press; even though we won’t be needing it now,
there may be a customer in Highlands. His name’s Jonathan Williams, and he visited us
a few weeks ago; it was Highlands, North Carolina? Williams publishes books, and
maybe I persuaded him he should do his own printing.
Best love, Harry
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37.

1962

N K D TO H E R MO T H E R .

[Handwritten] 29 October 1961
Dearest Mama,
Thank you for calling the other day and please forgive me for not writing until now. We went
down to Keokuk on Saturday to see Gim and have spent the rest of our time working and at
play rehersals. We open Nov. 16 and things are beginning to pop. This is actually my biggest role-and in many ways the hardest. It is such a rewarding experience to be in it with Harry and to
have his comments on my progress. I might be good. Tallulah played it on Broadway, Bette Davis
in the ﬁlm, and Greer Garson on TV, so I’m competing with some fairly forceful memories in
the minds of my audience. I do hope I can accomplish it.
The work at Scattergood has been moving nicely and it is much less tiring than last year. We
will do our play, “Murder in the Cathedral” by T. S. Eliot on the 14th of December, I think.
Working in the oYce for Leaore is more fun for me than teaching art because I am less guilty
about my typing than I am about my ability to instruct students in painting and pottery. I like
the man who is now teaching art, and he is doing an excellent job.
\Harry’s new press was delayed in Pittsburgh so we are still waiting for it to come. We have
rented the little house on the edge of the yard to house it in and are anxious to begin printing
Stephen’s book...

F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

3 December 1961. We found
an Ostrander proof press thru an ad in Pittsburg and it ﬁnally came
in November. We rent the little Whipple shack next door as a press
house & hope to begin soon on Stephen's book.

23 April 1962. Harry is
teaching a new course which he is enjoying very much —The BookDesign and Production. The class, 3 students and Harry, are printing
Raleigh’s “Book of the Ocean of Cynthia” and Allen Tate is writing an
introduction for it, only class members and a few others will get copies
since the edition is only 15 books.

14. The Ocean to Cynthia /The Autograph Poems of Sir Walter Ralegh. 32 pp.
26.5 x 15.5 cms. unbound. [Colophon: “The type face is Arrighi...The blazon on the title pages is from a drawing by Marian Nichols of the Ralegh
coat of arms. Of an edition of twelve copies, ﬁve on Curfew and seven on
Rives paper, set up and printed by members of the class in book design
and production, spring 1962, this is copy number...”].
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Title page. The Ocean to Cynthia. One of ﬁve copies on Curfew paper. Printer’s copy.
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Inner page of The Ocean to Cynthia. One of seven copies on Rives paper. Printer’s copy.
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H A R RY D U N CA N

( BOOKS

AT IOWA

: B O O K WO R M S A N D
2, A P R I L 1965.

TYPE LICE

C O P Y R I G H T T H E U N I V E R S I T Y O F I OWA ).

“Edition of twelve copies, ﬁve on Curfew and seven
on Rives paper, set up and printed by members of the
class in book design and production.” I quote from an
extensive Printer’s Note: “The ﬁrst poem is this book
has been set up from a facsimile of Ralegh’s holograph
prnted in The Illustrated London News...; as afar as we
know, it has not been printed in a book before. The
others are from microﬁlms of pages 238-247r, Cecil
Papers 144; they all have appeared in Hannah’s and
Agnes Latham’s editions..., although in several minor
instances our readings diƒer from one or the other
editor’s. Our aim has been to provide the reader convenient access to what Ralegh actually wrote. To this
end, we have retained his spelling, capitalization, and
punctuation, as usages rather personal to him and
therefore elements of his style. But we have modernized more general conventionalities of Elizabethan
handwriting...The type face is Arrighi, a version of the
chancery cursive that Ralegh used. The blazon on the
title page is from a drawing by Marian Nichols of the
Ralegh coat of arms.” This should give some idea of
the labors of editing and composition and proofreading; small wonder we didn’t have time to bind it.”

15. [Birth announcement] Barnaby Andrew Duncan, 20 June 1962.
8 x 10.5 cms. Sheet folded once. Unknown edition. [First appearance of
Cloister Old Style ATF type.] For private distribution.
F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :
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August 19-20 1962. Harry and Keith Achepohl have
ﬁnished printing Keith’s illustrations for the James Agee short stories and Harry is now beginning on Stephen’s book of poems.
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38.

TYPED LETTER FROM HD TO NKD

538 South Gilbert Street / Iowa City
Thanksgiving Night 1962
Dearest,
Maybe a letter will improve my unsatisfactory performance over the telephone
this noon. What I think I didn’t at all convey then is how I miss you, and Barnaby.
Your absence is vivid presence here, like a
person I can almost catch sight of when I
come into a room but she’s just gone into
the next, and can almost talk to, but she’s
just out of earshot or preoccupied otherwise. And that’s distressing, but there’s
joy in it too; for it is you, still with me.
There’s also of course the sense of being
“my own man,” and I don’t suppose
that’s understood by women. I get up (so
far not so early as I’d determined—
tomorrow maybe better), and then I
decide what I’m to do, without consideration of Les Moeller, wihout the compulsion to be with you and Barnaby (which
of course ﬁnally is the only worthwhile
thing to do, although it must be qualiﬁed
by my sense of “guilt” in not “getting
things done,” which must sometimes
have made me less than pleasant as a
companion). Well, I do get something
done every day, not much, not important,
but enough to mitigate my self-revulsion
in paying that rent, buying that type,
then gooﬁng oƒ—waste. Maybe there’s a
way to keep this up, a way of planned
time; it would mean, as things now
stand, getting to the presshouse for some
work every day. When? The mornings
seem to be desirable, evenings being dedicated to domestic pleasures; and I do
think I sleep too much, for without the
Barnaby routine I’m ready to go at least
by ten now. We’ll see. Anyhow, I think it
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probably has something to do with my
peace of mind, this matter of getting
something done at the press every day.
My Thanksgiving dinner was hamburger, pickled beets, celery, an English mufﬁn—and I can’t say I missed a whit the
groaning board. Last night it was hamburger, cauliflower (which I burnt), and
English muYn, coƒee. Tuesday the hamburger wasn’t yet thawed, so I got the
special (ham loaf) at Coƒee Mill. Saw
Waltz of the Toreadors and, tonight,
some movie about African animals with
John Wayne—both poor. Saw the Freses
yesterday evening and this (they’ve just
left). Am ﬁnishing the last of the whiskey.
Dorothy’s funeral tomorrow, which
will cut the day in two.
Delores says that she went to Baltimore
without Jerry when Paul was about ﬁve
months old, and loathed the separation.
She observed that these things are worse
for wives than for husbands, and perhaps
she’s right—but it must be qualiﬁed. As
far as feeling go, I get waves of desolation, then recover, count my blessings,
rejoice, try not to worry. How is it with
you? I thought you sounded unhappy this
noon, unhappy as I’m not.
Did I give love for Emily and Tom over
the phone? I meant to, really meant to.
When Emily answered and rushed oƒ to
get you, I wanted so much to see her,
talk, ﬁnd her happy.
Oh, I’ll be so glad to see you Tuesday
(or maybe Monday?) We must try to be
quieter, better planned, easier. I love you.
Harry. P. S. Ruth Longman (who called at
Leonore’s request to take you to collection)
asked me to dinner there today—I declined
with thanks, saying I’d be either working or
at Keokuk. The Freses went to Zimansky’s.

16. [Christmas card] The Corpus Christi Carol. 19.5 x 8.5 cms. 4 pp. Arrighi
italic type. Colophon: “Harry Duncan, printer. Xmas 1962.”
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1963
39.

TYPED LETTER FROM NKD HOME

16 January 1963
Dear Mama and Tom, et al,
Thank you again for the birthday telephone call. And Tom, you snake, we are
dying of thirst for your letter. When will
it come? I hope the tumbly days of the
holiday season hasn’t worn all of you
down to a frizzle so that I won’t get a
peep out of you until Easter. I do know
you were terribly busy. Millie’s description of her visit truly reminded me of
799’s old name: Daƒy Hill. Millie said she
found all bustling, but very relaxed and
happy as though she had never been away
at all. Did you get to see her again? Tell
me more about Clair.
Well, nuts, we have been having just a
horrible time taking pictures. Harry
bought me a little Flashmite for
Christmas and we used two rolls and only
got 10 prints back, and only one is any
good, so you will just have to pretend
that this picture looks a little like
Barnaby on Christmas day. I hate the
flashes, they flatten out everything, and
until we get outdoors I just don’t think
we can ﬁnd enough light to take regular
snaps since his new little camera won’t
take any time exposures. Ah, well, we are
disappointed. and frustrated too, becasuse Elvena won’t come back and take
some more either and here he is growing
in leaps and bounds which we will surely
forget. I can’t even get a picture of Tushi
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and she can hold still! I’m going to keep
trying though until I throw the camera
out the window.
Harry has ﬁnished printing the ﬁrst
run of Stephen’s book and has eight more
to go. It is slow work, but he likes working on his press very much and vows it is
the best press he has ever worked on or
seen. Exams are coming up though and
they will probably slow him down.
I have discontinued the diaper service
and will do them myself at the laundromat. Barnaby seems to realize this lately
because he has been making such nice,
ﬁrm little B.M.s so that I can trot them
into the bathroom easily. I don’t see how
he can maintain his charming disposition
into all phases of life as he does. Amazing!
I wrote to Ruth Draper hoping to get
some vow of assistance on Miss Emma
Scott. No such luck, but She is no longer
Draper, but Mrs. Charles Chmberlain and
they married two years ago and moved to
Port Charlotte where Bona Allen lives.
Mr. Chamberlain is a widower and retired
from the Justice Department. “Draper”
says that Mrs. Dumas and Miss Ligon have
built a house next door to theirs and are
moving in for good in June when they
both retire from Marjorie Webster.
Personally, I wouldn’t like to be married
to that trio.. I’m going to give up the
biography and just write my own stories.
I should have done that in the beginning.
Maybe.

F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

January 6, 1963. Harry is
down at the presshouse working on the second run of Stephen’s book.
I have just been folding the ﬁrst run, but stopped from fatigue at
tediousness. I’ll have to build up a rhythm to do more than 32 a night.

F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

3 May 1963. Harry was
slowed up by me on the Berg and is now printing the last run. I have
done no folding in weeks—simply because I could not get worked up
to it. In my head I want to do it—but not in my spirit. Harry may
print a small edition of new, long poem by Spender. He has sold some
letters and Steven’s typed manuscript of “Notes [to a Supreme
Fiction]”. I read the remaining multitude—and they are remarkable—gentle, loving, private, brave, wise—and detached. His signature
is a mess. I do not want Harry to sell any more of the Press correspondence, but we may have to some day. (We were dreaming of trying to buy a house, but I doubt if we ever will.)

F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

15 May 1963. The U. of
Manchester wants to buy the remaining 80 letters, with Harry’s copies,
of Wallace Stevens’. Hair may well sell them to be able to bind Stephen’s
book well. But I hate to see them go. They are beautifully warm and
gently restrained glimpses of a good man—and somehow, as most letters should be, I think, very private.
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17. Bearing Weapons. Steven Berg. 20 x 13 cms. 72 pp. Cloister Old Style
type. 250 numbered copies on Tovil paper. Cased in cloth, title in gold
stamped on spine. Japanese paper dustjacket.
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W E S T BR A N C H

1964

F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

18. A Song / Anonymous / Alcalá / Mdlvii. 20.5 x 7.5 cms. 4 pp. [Colophon:
“The Cummington Press / West Branch Iowa 52358 / Christmastide
Mcmlxiii.”] Cloister Old Style type, unknown flourished ornamental cap.
For private distribution.
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27 March 1964. I oƒered myself once more to Leonore
and Scattergood. It seemed only natural, then, to move to West Branch. We did not look very
long. Harry being very hot to go once the idea took him. We found a little house on Main St.
for $6000 and it was much house for that amount though not, honestly, the house I had hoped
to ﬁnd. It had been mistreated for years and needed so much work that the aspect of enjoying
it as a house seemed far in the future.
We moved in 4 September [1963]...We stomped and dawdled over Harry’s new press room,
$3000 worth built on he front of the house where the porch once was. Then the press was moved
by Jerry Frese and friends and was set up wrong with its legs on backwards. Then the register
did not provide enough heat and so the pressroom remained unused all winter and the Agee
book is still where it was two summers ago when Keith left (not quite—1 signature is printed).
West Branch—an odd little town, so puritan and yankee and Republican. I will like it better
in the late Spring and Summer. It is a very gossipy place, but we are close mouthed and are left
much to ourselves, for which I am grateful. One of our fellow parishioners is running for
National Commander of the America Legion and was very friendly, until he discovered that I
taught at Scattergood—that place which is run by Commies, etc.
F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

May 1964. We went down to St Louis on April 19th
to the St Louis Opera Company’s special performance of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Kaschei the
Ruthless, performed for the ﬁrst time in English—translation by Hair.
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An oval frame of Nancy Duncan’s with three photographs: 1. Barnaby Andrew, aged one
and a half or two, in the sloped ﬂower bed outside the dining room window of the
house in West Branch. 2. Juan Pascoe and Shaun Murphy, Scattergood School, Commencement Day 1964, posing with copies of The Lovemaker which had just been given
them by Nancy. 3. An older photograph, possibly one of her brothers, Nicky or Tom.
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The dediction Nancy Duncan inscribed in the copy of The Lovemaker presented to Juan
Pascoe upon his graduation from Scattergood. “Sir Ector” refers to his role in the ﬁnal
play directed by her with that class, “The Sword in the Stone,” based on the novel by
T. H. White. Regarding the “room,” there seems to have been talk about “learning to
print,” about spending time in West Branch being an apprentice.
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AN APPRENTICESHIP

/

J UA N PA S C O E

We, at our desks in the Scattergood Study
Hall, would watch Nancy drive oƒ in the
afternoons, roaring down the dirt road to the
highway in a yellow Opel Kadett, clad in a
raccoon skin collar coat, a cigarette lit, the
smoke mixing with the tail of dust behind
her. We thought of her as the classiest of our
teachers: not only because she drove oƒ with
impetuosity, but also because she was married
to a celebrity, a person of undetermined
superiority. We saw them together once at
one of the university theatres, at a puppet
rendition of Everyman we’d been taken to.
The friend I was sitting with suddenly said:
“Look! There’s Duncan with her husband.”
She was dressed in a tyrolean green tailored
woman’s suit with matching feathered hat
and handbag; he wore a dark grey suit, a
white shirt and a bow tie. He was a tad shorter than she and as they walked down the aisle
he had a hand on her elbow; he had light
brown hair, going grey at the edges, sported a
moustache and the slightest of self-conscious
smiles: they were a good-looking couple and
he knew he was being inspected by us. We
were interested in whether this “big deal” of
a husband was worthy of our favorite teacher.
For all we could tell, he didn’t care one bit; he
paid us no attention whatsoever.
Another time we were being marched in
order down a hall in the University of Iowa
Fine Arts Building (we had been taken to
observe the production of copper engravings),
she pointed to a framed etching on the wall
and said that of all the work in this exhition,
Harry had thought that one the best, and they
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were going to buy it. They were, in short
“poor as rats” but buyers of art.
My generation at Scattergood, 1960-1964,
was the ﬁrst one Nancy —who had began her
teaching career—saw through to its end; perhaps she felt a particular attachment to us,
perhaps that was why one afternoon in my
junior year she invited four of us, Krist
Boardman, Shaun Murphy ( grandson of
Robert Cushman Murphy, the ornithologist,
and Fairﬁeld Osborne, President of the New
York Zoological Society, a geneology which I,
a budding herpetologist, found most impressive,) Jean Peacock and myself, to the house in
West Branch to “help move the press in.”
When we got there, her husband, along with
a couple of graduate students (who looked like
football players, not what a schoolboy thought
of as poets or artist printers), were struggling
to get the press—a taller-than-we ton or ton
and a half of cast metal—in through the
outer door, and down the steps. We must have
done it. From then on I was aware how splendid it was to be a modern artist, free to work
at home; obliged to become adept at using
such a beautiful implement as that press.
Nancy was the teacher with whom we produced plays. It was her task to decide on the
play to be done, cast us, edit and isolate our
scripts on the typewriter and a gelatine copier, entreat us to learn our lines, to work
together on the costumes and staging. At
some late point in the process, when everything was lagging behind, lines not yet learnt,
costumes not made, sets unpainted, and the
date of presentation nearing, there would be
a blow-up: she would tell us it’d never come
oƒ, what did we think we were up to, &c. and

unity would form in the wake of our shame.
The plays always did more or less come oƒ. I
remember being in Alcestis, Our Town, The
Tempest, The Sword in the Stone.
Some of these plays were attended by Harry
Duncan. We knew him to be in the audience
(we had already heard it said that there were
two reasons “people” went to the University of
Iowa; one was to work with Mauricio
Lasansky, the Argentine printmaker, and the
other was to learn typography with
“Duncan”); we tried to do our best. He was,
however, known to and capable of getting up
and walking out if…if what? If we were poor
actors; if the production were insuƒicient; if
we weren’t up to the standards that he represented. We didn’t know exactly why. He was a
rough judge, hard to please; possibly, I now
know, in need of a cigarette or a drink. It
seemed awfully rude, but he was capable of
standing up in the middle of a scene, striding
out the door at the back of the auditorium
(all this totally visible to those on the stage),
walking the nocturnal mile to West Branch
and letting Nancy drive home alone later. We
did not like it when he left ( for us, for her);
and presumably neither did she.
We were surrounded by the arts: folk dancing, folk singing, 19th century symphonic
music, silkscreen, ceramics, wood carving,
music classes, theatre, cinema; healthy eating
and living, Quaker social concerns. One of
the unfathomable details about Harry and
Nancy Duncan was that they were Holy
Roman Catholics. Historically, Quakerism is
the complete antithesis of Catholicism, and I
came from a Mexican protestant background
which had been, for three generations, mili-

tantly anti-Catholic. How could these wellmeaning, intelligent, admired people be
papists, believers in the saints and miracles,
in liturgy, in the Virgen Mary, in the institution of priesthood, in cloisters, in verbal confession, in indulgences; and nonetheless still
walk out on our Quaker plays?
Every night of the year at 8 pm the entire
school would gather in the central “living
room” for an event called Collection: sometimes it was an administrative session, on
other occasions it would be cultural, home
produced or brought in from the outside.
Once Harry Duncan came from West Branch
and talked to us about poetry and read and
recited Fern Hill by Dylan Thomas. (Later,
when I said this to him, he scoƒed at the idea,
that he would never have read that poem by
that poet; but it’s what I remember.) He read
with a lilt in the voice and with drama; he
would pause, look into the air, return to the
printed page, emphasize sounds and rhythms
for all they were worth, raise and lower his
voice, whisper and shout. I was a gullible,
impressionable youth, and found all of this to
be the rightful expression of a great man and
a poet. “He’s a drunk,” said my friend Shaun,
unimpressed, as we walked across the lawn to
the boy’s dorm, “and he’s a fag on top of it.”
Both of these were unexpected and shocking.
Shaun Murphy was not only an upper class
kid who could easily have been at a different
sort of boarding school, he was also street
wise. Not me. I must have been a despised
wimp: one evening at dinner (we would
stand, hands held for a moment of silence,
then sit), I had just sat, was about to grab my
napkin, when an older guy grabbed it, put it
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in his pocket and gave me a fresh one. Mine
had a used condom in it: I had been meant
to hold it up and ask loudly: “What’s this?” to
the hilarity of the tricky, knowing male youth.
I achieved one of the lowest SAT scores in
Scattergood history, I was up to the gills with

Quakers, I hadn’t lived at home with my parents and siblings since age 13; they were now
with the UNDP and living in Bolivia; I chose
to go there for a year, at least, before having
to face the matter of college and choice of carreer, not to mention the matters of puberty.

19. [Invitation to a party.] 9 x 18.6 cms. 4 pp. Union Pearl type. Unknown
edition. At the School of Journalism, U of I., for private distribution.
F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

4 June 1964. The [above] explains some of our activities. We ﬁnally got up the courage to entertain a crowd—we owed so many invitations that the
party was deﬁnitely obligatory. Well, it was a good party, I think. Joan & Tony came on Friday
night before and I grouched & fussed thru the weekend getting ready. I had made delicious liver
patés a week ahead, plus grate mushrooms. For that night I did Swedish meat balls to be served
in the chaﬁng dish Emily gave us for Xmas. They were too salty but much adored. We also went
down to Lone Tree on Sunday & picked bushels of strawberries—which were only half eaten
until Barbara Marland and I sat down to them at a lull in the party & ate them all up. Harry
made a vodka and white wine punch which was very potent & everyone drank enough to be very
merry. Dancing in the living room woke up the Barn who wanted to dance also. He was up until
I went to bed at 3:00. Nothing was damaged, but it was too cold to spend much time outside—
which was a shame because we had lighted it up prettily. Everyone seemed to like the little house
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and the clean pressroom. Joan went to bed early in our bed, Tony had wet our bed
twice already, Hair passed out in the back hall on box springs & I ended up on sofa
cushions on the living room ﬂoor. The next morning Hair, tho fully clothed, was too
sick to take Joan to the 10:00 am plane, so I and Barn took her—raincoat over night
gown and had a ﬂat tire in Iowa City—she had to go ahead in a cab. Alas, it took us
a full day to recover, but Barn was also tired, so his schedule ﬁt in with ours perfectly.

20. [Birth announcement.] Lucy Elizabeth Duncan. 10.5 x 7.8 cms. 4 pp.
[The only copy known to exist is pasted in the inner back cover of the ﬁrst
volume of NKD’s diary, and this fuzzy scan is the best we could do. The
type is the ﬁrst appearance at the press of Joanna italic, bought by HD to
accompany the Cloister Old Style roman; and the text is: “LUCY ELIZABETH DUNCAN / was born weighing ﬁve pounds ten ounces / four minutes past six o’clock in the morning / the eighteenth of July in the year of
our Lord / nineteen hundred and sixty-four.”] Printed at West Branch.
21. A Letter to a Small Nephew Named Claud. Fr. Rolfe, Frederick Baron
Corvo. 17 x 12.5 cms. (?) 7 pp. [Colophon: “One hundred and ﬁfty copies
printed from Lydian and Legend types set by Harold Yahnke and Harry
Duncan and from linecuts of tracings by Jon Wilson made about half-size
of the Rolfe drawings.”] The Typographic Laboratory, The University of
Iowa School of Journalism. In wrappers, printed label on cover.
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40. N K D TO J UA N PA S C O E . 4 August 1964
Dear Juan,
Thank you for the letter—I’m delighted.
No word from Shaun.
Our new addition—born 18 July at 7:04
a.m. is Lucy Elizabeth! She’s a very good baby
and Barnaby seems to like her also after his
ﬁrst curiosity stroke of poking her in the eye
with my knitting needles. She is thriving just
the same and he survived my mother and is
quickly re-adjusting himself to his bravo ways.
It was another natural delivery with Harry in
the delivery room with me. We shocked the
head nurse on the hall who came into the
delivery room just before Lucy was born—was
introduced all around and spying Harry said,
“Oh—a new anesthetist!” “No,” said my doctor, “the father.” She gasped and backed out.
Oh, well, it takes time to make progress in
things like this. Wetherill and Alan are going
to try in October.
I’m sorry Ricky won’t be coming back for
my sake: I’ll miss him and his talents. But
I’m glad he’s staying there for his sake. So
many are not coming back: Alan Carpenter,
Kimball, Carol Watson, Lex, Sunny Vincent,
and maybe not Betsy. I suppose it is always for
the best, but I think so many losses really hurt
your class in the long run. All last year I felt a
sort of sorrow at your going—yours and
Sean’s & Laurie’s & Krist’s. For with you—
went Scattergood. Leonore has changed so
much since her hysterectomy and seems to
have aged 10 years in two. The golden years of
Scattergood are over—I think, and if you’ll let
me predict I’d say it will all be very diƒerent
in three years—Leonore will leave. It may
possibly improve, “as it may,” but it will never
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be the same and certainly much of the good
as well as the bad will be replaced.
Hopkins got away without a word—the rat!
Leonore came back from her jaunt early &
Daddy Hopkins vamoosed like the arabs with
their tents. He was a dear. I regret that he was
so tormented by L. G., but it takes a good two
years to achieve my detachment, and I never
could live there without two martinis a day to
get me thru collection. I do not understand
how some people rationalize themselves into
their predicaments there. Oh—Jim’s last
comment about Carolyn Berquist was choice:
“You know, she’s turned out to be rather pretty—and she won’t know what to do with it:
she’s going to be a tart—that’s it—a tart!”
Heh. Ruth & Stanley will be back—in the
duplex. And I plan to use Stanley. What do
you think of a production of the “Barretts of
Wimple Street” with Dave Rhodes as Robert
Browning, Laurie Hoskins as Elizabeth
Barrett—Katherine Cornell, and Stanley
Longman as her father? Come up and see it
in the Spring.
Glad to hear about the Yugoslavian ambassador and his plays and will try to ﬁnd them.
You get a copy, if you haven’t already, of
Richard Kim’s The Martyred. I’m in the
middle of it and fascinated with is successful
Camus-like method.
The Quaker seamstress sounded fascinating. I can hardly imagine such a thing. I’d
like very much to splash around in the rain
forest, if that’s what one does there. And do
hope you meet a god there any afternoon. If
so, I expect to hear all about it—and please do
not misquote, yourself or Him.
Don’t know yet when or where the Luscheis

will be embarking from or to. Will let you
know when my cohort Millie—who’s had the
wife, children, and Mexican maid with her
for a month, lets me know. In any case, I’m
sure they’d love pisco sours and envy their getting them by your hands.
The picture Barbara Marland took of you
and Sean reading the Mezey is very funny—
good enough for a publicity brochure, if we
did that sort of thing. I’m about to frame it
and hang it in Barnaby’s room as something
for him to emulate. Mezey may have another
book within a year. Harry will do it, and you
may certainly have a copy since you liked this
one so much. In the new book, what I’ve seen
of it, there is a ﬁne poem about his mother.
Wish I had it on hand and could quote it.
Instead I will quote William Blake—that
eccentric metrical genius. Every night after
supper Harry takes Barnaby out to the echoing green.
The Ecchoing Green
H E Sun does arise
A and make happy the skies,
The merry bells ring
To welcome the Spring,
The sky-lark and thrush,
The birds of the bush,
Sing louder around
To the bells’ cheerful sound,
While our sports shall be seen
On the Ecchoing Green.
Old John with white hair
Does laugh away care,
Sitting under the oak
Among the old folk.
They laugh at our play,
And soon they all say:

T

“Such, such were the joys
When we all, girls and boys,
In our youth-time were seen
On the Ecchoing Green.
Till the little ones, weary,
No more can be merry;
The sun does descend,
And our sports have an end.
Round the laps of their mothers
Many sisters and brothers,
Like birds in their nest,
Are ready for rest,
And sport no more seen
On the darkening Green.
From Barnaby to you—one of Mezey’s masters.
Thought I’d pass on one more quote to you.
Harry and I were discussing people & motives
late one night ad we talked about you & Sean
& Krist & John Hawksley. After listening to all
I had to say about each—Hair said: “Yes, but
why did you give Mezeys to just Juan & Sean?”
You see, I hadn’t even thought of anyone else
when I did it. I mumbled things about you
and Sean that were diƒerent and so forth—
and then Hair exclaimed: “Yes, I see it—Krist
will be a success in what he’ll do, and it will
probably be something like head of a bank,
etc. Juan & Sean—you just can’t tell—they are
artists.”
Well—toujours gai and please let me know
how your year progresses. Get into everything
even if you don’t write about it. Please don’t
get fat—it will inhibit your dancing if anything could. Tell Sean to send me that letter
he promised. And excuse my sending this
thru N.Y., but as you say—it’s cheaper. Ciau
Nancy
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1 September 1964. Hair has
been asked to print a signature for the Alfred Knopf 50th Anniversary
in book printing book which is being made for him and includes all
the private presses. He’s asked J. C. Ransom if he’ll write something for
him to print, but has not yet heard. Signatures are due in March.
41. H D T O G L O R I A G O U D Y
West Branch, Iowa / 3 September 1964
Dear Glory:
It was done: 13 August 1964, Lucy
Elizabeth Duncan was baptised in St.
Bernadette’s Church, West Branch, diocese of Davenport; her sponsors were Dr
John L. Donohue and, by proxy, Gloria
Goldsmith Smith. I should have written
you this long ago, but waited for suitable
pictures—the enclosed will have to serve.
The colored one shows Lucy at ﬁve days
old with her mother and her brother
Barnaby Andrew; the black-and-white
shows her with her father at about ﬁve
weeks. Neither gives the slightest idea of
her charm and beauty, or her temper, or
her nervous stomach. Thus far she’s been
spilled out of her infanseat onto her head
twice, been poked in the eye with a knitting needle once (by her brother, who has
adjusted more admirably than that foul
deed would indicate), but had otherwise
an uneventful life. ot so the eƒect of her
presence on her most immediate associates: that stomach aforementioned acts
up mostly between the hours of three and
ﬁve in the morning, which makes for
something of an upheaval in domestic
routines. But there’s nothing for it but
your coming to make her acquaintance
for yourself. Lax as we are in the strict
observance of Church formality, I don’t
doubt you’d ﬁnd your work cut out. The
Barn doesn’t know the Hail Mary yet!
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Did I write you that we’d bought this
dowdy old rundown in Hooverville (for
West Branch is notable only as the birthplace of Herbert Hoover and the
Presidential Library established here
because of that circumstance)? A pressroom has been added (where not much
work has got done so far), and we’re
going to have to expand into the attic,
since the only present place for Lucy’s
crib is the back hall and young ladies
need rooms of their own. First the pressroom will have to be paid for. The former
inhabitants of the house were desperate
men, evidently greatly oppressed by the
cold: windows were puttied shut on the
inside, all sorts of weatherstrips were
matted and frayed round the doors; and
with no interest in those things House &
Garden believes we should attend. One
goes to re-do the walls of one of the small
rooms, and it’s a two weeks’ labor just to
get oƒ the old wallpaper several times
painted over. Then there’s a plastering
job. But it’s so much superior to the
insipid new house that I had for a time in
Iowa City that most every day I sigh with
relief, then groan with despair at the
many, many things still to be done before
the place is really presentable. Now, for
instance, the front walk leads smackdab
into the wall of the pressroom (which
replaced a fallen-in front porch). And the
garden! But you’ll come see, won’t you?
Best to all yours, Aƒectionately, Harry

42.

NKD TO H . R . KIMMEL , HER MOTHER

[December 1964]
...The pressroom is ﬁnished and the press
and all the equipment have been moved,
hooray. The room is really very nice and
quite elegant. Harry and I did all the
painting and laid the cork tile ﬂoor ourselves. the ﬂoor is beautiful. We have only
to stain and wax the wood trim around
the windows and the ﬂoor boards. Even
the storm door and all the storm windows are up and they ﬁt perfectly.
Barnaby’s room is ﬁnished except that
one curtain is too long and I really want
to paint the crib so it will go with the
room better. The bathroom is ﬁnished
except for a small curtain on the window.
The back porch has been supported, and
the furnace is in except for the connecting of two registers. We’ve had plenty of
heat for quite a while. But, ye gods, there
is still so much more to do. About another year and a half’s worth.
Has there been any word from Nicky?
He is certainly going to have some tales to
tell when he gets home.
Tell Max I have almost ﬁnished her
porcupine story. Wish I could get it done
and send it to the artist and the pictures
drawn before Xmas, but I’m afraid it is
impossible. I’ll bring the story anyway.
As I remember, there is a huge box of
our old toys up in the attic. Do you think
it would be possble for Tom to go up
there and pick out things for Barn for
Xmas instead of buying anything? I
remember there are those plastic sticks
and cogs which ﬁt together. He’d love
those. Any intricate sort of thing he
would love, the kind of things Tom liked.
Barn’s favorite toy is my purse which he

likes to empty, examine all contents, and
then carefully put everything back! He is
very good at putting things back. He
doesn’t really need any toys at all, but I
have been thinking of getting him some
fancy blocks. I have already got him a
top, a jump-up toy, a bath toy, soap
crayons, and Gim gave him a train to pull.
Please don’t go wild on Christmas presents. You usually do, you know, and I
know what a temptation it is since I love
to do it myself. I think I like wrapping
them up and anticipating someone’s getting them. Hair and I are very anxious for
the love seats and drapes, which will
make our living room a living room.
We’ll begin with them. If you want to get
us something else, I’m going to list a few
things we would like to have but do not
of necessity need to have, just as a guide.
I don’t mean to be presumptuous, but we
don’t need bath mats, and things like
that, and hope you won’t invest in them.
Barn: denim, lined with ﬂannel, elastic
waist long pants, size two minimum.
Hair: a simple, non-fancy, keyring. One
dress shirt, white only, neck 141/2, sleeves
31-32.
Me: six demitasse cups (no saucers
needed) of my china, Georgiana, by Royal
Copenhagen, or six coƒee cups, only
three saucers needed. No tea cups! A
black cardigan sweaster, size 40. Wool.
I am very much looking forward to
being there. Please save the tree for me to
decorate, though you might get Tom to
set it up. Please save one big guest night
dinner for me to cook, etc., ‘cause we’ll
be comin’ round the mountain when we
come!
Will write more later. Love, Nance, Hair,
Barn & Tushi’s menage.
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22. Four Early Stories. James Agee. Collected by Elena Harap. Illustrated
with 4 intaglio etchings Keith Achepohl. 30 x 20.5 cms. 44 pp. Cloister
Old Style type. 285 numbered copies on Rives paper. Signed by the illustrator. Cased in Swedish paste paper with black leather spine, title
stamped in silver ink. Japanese paper dust jacket.
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22 February 1965. We
dashed back (Xmas, Atlanta) to work on the Agee book and ﬁnally got
it to the binders After much fussing and many paper delays it is home
now—and is really a very beautiful book. It will sell, I hope for $30.00
a copy.

23. [Book announcement.] Four Early Stories by James Agee. 8.5 x 18.5 cms.
Cloister Old Style type. 400 copies on Rives paper.
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24. The Poets Go Along. John Crowe Ransom. 17.5 x 11 cms. 8 unnumbered
pp. Cloister Old Style type for the text, an unidentiﬁed two-line, colored
cap P to commence the text. [Single signature for inclusion in “A
Keepsake for Alfred A. Knopf”.] 150 copies [10 proof copies.]
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25. Leigh Hunt on Eight Sonnets of Dante. 25 x 16.5 cms. 32 pp. [Colophon:
“The type, Van Dijck, in a special casting with reduced capitals...Three
hundred copies have been printed on Carousel paper.”] Typographic
Laboratory, Iowa City. In wrappers, printed title on spine.
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43.

TYPED LETTER , HD TO EMILY KIMMEL

West Branch, Iowa / 29 June 1965
Dear Emily,
Nance says she’s waiting to write until
some photos of Lucy come back from the
developer. So I take typewriter in lap.
Those were great summer shirts, very
beautifully made and not, thank heaven,
tapered or “form ﬁtted” or whatever they
call those ones tailored to show oƒ youthful ﬁgures.
Praise the Japanese. The paper for my
next book has just come, imported from
Japan; we’re thinking of putting shoji
screens instead of most of the partitions
upstairs. They’ll let us have a windowless
guest room and passage that won’t be
dismal.
And Maxie’s Christmas box included
some sox that must have been for me, the
most elegant, butter-soft wool in soft
green and gray. And they made a hit with
me too, as you might mention to her—
though Lord knows I should write her
myself.
Upstairs really is progressing. We’ve
been putting up insulation tonight, so I
keep scratching at the glass ﬁbers. We’ll
have one big room, L-shape, with windows to south and east; Lucy’s room will
be to the north behind the chimney; the
bath will be west; the southwest area,
where the stairs debouch, and where we
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can’t have a window because of the back
lean-to roof, will be for guests. The shoji
screens will not only admit light, but
we’ll have them short of the ceiling a foot
or two for free circulation of air. The
ﬂoor will be all oak parquet. The four
windows will be big, four by four feet (in
the size of the two big windows downstairs), except for the bathroom, which
will be four feet long but only a foot and
a half tall, for we need that wall for ﬁxtures. Most all the ideas that have been
good are Nance’s. The carpenter comes in
two weeks. I’ve already bought plaster
board, insullation, windows, underlayment for the ﬂoor, ventilators, two by
fours and two by sixes—and the price is
astonishing. What we’ll pay the carpenter
with is a moot question. (Nonsense! the
bank will give us a loan.)
Today a letter for Nance’s Aunt
Henrietta inform us that you’ve been
much sicker than you let us know. Do I
dare suggest that you should come up
here where the weather’s more clement?
Joking aside, we’ve had a magniﬁcent
spring. You should see the ﬂowers, especially one white rose bush.
Gim’s apparently completely recovered
from her fall, and won’t even consider
coming to stay with us. So you come as
soon as you’re well enough. I’ve got a
great new drink, better than beer.
Harry

44.

NKD TO HER MOTHER

/

N O DAT E

. . .Hair got the shirts and they are perfect
and he likes them ﬁne. He used to wear
141/2 neck but he’s grown new muscles
from mowing the lawn and is now a 15
like you suspected. When I get prints of it
made, I will send you a picture of one of
senior girls wearng the pajamas Maxie
sent me to dance in. I wore them in
Chicago this last weekend and they were
a big hit, not, of course, out of the apartment. Lucy has been wearing many of the
things you’ve given her, including the
strawberry outﬁt, but she has yet to try
the mandarin suit which I hope to use
this weekend. It was too ﬁlthy in Chicago
to be elegant.
I‘ve deﬁnitely decided not to teach at
Scattergood next year, or until Leanore
retires, which will probably be four years
from now. So I’m looking for a job doing,
I hope, children’s theatre in West Branch
or Iowa City. I don’t want to go into
something for every day, but ought to be
able to do something twice a week which
might even pay as well as school. I’m also
hoping to do some writing, ﬁnally, and
will get to the porcupine story ﬁrst.
My allergic eye still continues to itch
me and to ﬂare up when dogs are around,
and even lately as I’ve been digging and
scratching a lot in the garden, but it does
not bother me as much as it did before.
My asthma is easily controllable with my
inhalers: Neosodrine and Bronkometer,
and with Allerest at night. I’ve even gone
back to light smoking with social drink-

ing whenever we are sociable, like tomorrow night when we are going out with
the Murrays to celebrate our ﬁfth wedding anniverasry. Wow. Seems like a million years already. I’m glad.
Shultz still has not ﬁnished the house
next door. The upstairs is still untouched
even though the downstairs is painted.
There is another house across the street
with a nice large lot for sale, and could
probably be bought for $4000, but it is
ﬁlthy and in terrible shape with weak
crooked beams...
I’ll not make it to Atlanta, I know. I’ve
just got too much to do here this summer
and I must stay and do it so Harry can get
to work printing Bob Mezey’s second
book. The Agree book is selling fairly
well, in fact, if it weren’t, we couldn’t
plan anything in the attic. And we may
sue the Oxford University Press in a libel
suit which could be disastrous for us, or
good, who knows, but we’ll know better
next Monday when Hair sees his lawyer
again. You’d better plan to come up
sometime yourself, after things get going
upstairs, though, please. Once we get a
little headway made, the stairs and windows in, then it would be feasible. Until
then, I don’t see how I could entertain.
Well, send me all the Atlanta gossip
and the news of the wedding, etc. Try to
call Auntie and see if Millie is there. Let
me know what Tom and Hallie decide to
do. If they are going to Mexico I have
some friends there the must go to see.
Much love. Write soon. Luƒ! Nance
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26 October 1965. Harry is printing Bob Mezey’s second book White Blossoms. He’s doing an edition of 500 on the treadle press and when he has
time to print the work goes quickly. He likes the little press very much.
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26. White Blossoms. Robert Mezey. 19 x 13.5 cms. 52 pp. Plantin, Joanna
Italic and Harlequin initials. 520 copies on Sinsetu paper. 50 copies bound
in full morocco, 470 copies in Japanese paper wrappers.
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27. [Announcement.] “Overleaf are two sample pages from White
Blossoms, the book of new poems by Robert Mezey.” 19 x 13.5 cms. 4 pp.
45.

F R AG M E N T O F A L E T T E R F RO M N K D TO M R S H A R L E Y K I M M E L , D E C .

29, 1965.

“Bob Mezey, whose second book Hair has just ﬁnished printing & is now at the
binders, is coming Jan 6th for a book warming party.”

28. [Christmas card.] NOEL. From Ange aux Entrailles by Jacques
Audiberti. English translation by Harry Duncan. 11 x 14.2 cms. 4 pp.
French-fold. Cloister Old Style and Arrighi italic type. 125 copies on
Rives paper. Printed for private distribution.
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1966
F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

6 February 1966. We spent
the last weeks of 1965 ﬁnishing Bob Mezey’s White Blossoms, printing,
folding, inspecting, gathering—and getting it down to Davenport to
the binders. Then Harry spent days translating Audiberti’s poem,
“Noel,” and printing the Christmas Card.

29. [Birth announcement.] Guy Oliver Duncan. 10.5 x 8 cms. 4 pp.
[Colophon: “Printed at The Cummington Press on paper handmade by
Walter Samuel Hamady.”] Cloister Old Style type.
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30. Far Away. Ronald Firbank. 25.5 x 11.5 cms. 12 pp. [Colophon: “One hundred copies printed from Van Dijck type on Carousel paper: the cover
and the inner 4 pp. on yellow paper, the outer 8 pp. in blue paper.]
Typographic Laboratory, Iowa City.
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31. Christ and the Unicorn. Allen Tate. 23 x 13 cms. 11 pp. [Colophon: “One
hundred and twenty-ﬁve copies printed from Cloister Old Style, Joanna
Italic, Arrighi, Plantin, and Hadriano Stone Cut types, July-August, 1966.]
Rives paper. Wrapped in blue handmade paper, printed label on front.
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32. [Program] “The Dinner Meeting for The Association for Education in
Journalism, The University of Iowa. 31 August 1966.” Octavian type with an
unidentiﬁed ornamental letter. [The ﬁrst appearance in the Cummington
Press of this text type, hence the item was likely printed in West Branch on
the treadle press.]
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6 November 1966. Hair set
up and printed an old 1954 essay of Allen’s this summer: Christ and
The Unicorn. It is good—and more timely now than it must have been
in 54. He isn’t doing any other printing and the press room is a
depressing shambles to me. Hair is now working full time—he has
added the magazine sequence to his journalism duties—which means
that he is gone everyday to work and is always too tired in the evening
to do anything, much less print.

46.

F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

1967
F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

28 July 1967. The money for
the grant to the press still hasn’t come and Harry does nothing about
the book orders which have piled up and distress me. He spends his
evenings watching TV—something that aggravates me and bores me to
death.

F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

9 August 1967. Harry
received notiﬁcation yesterday that the grant from the National
Association of Arts and Humanities for $10,000 has gone through, so
he hopes to take oƒ Spring and Fall semesters to print. I don’t know
just how we’ll do the baby sitting and travelling schedules yet, but hope
to get it worked out fairly soon.

I N L O V I N G M E M O RY O F M R S G R A C E W H I T I N G D U N C A N
SEPTEMBER

12, 1894 —

SEPTEMBER

18, 1967

TYPESCRIPT

/

N O DAT E

Dear Monsignor:
In all charity I must, because of resentment festering in me,
tell you that I was scandalized by your sermon last Sunday. It
had to do with motion picutres, and was a proscription of
them outright as a genus. Your claim to authority in pronouncing this judgment was that you are unacquainted with them,
except by hearsay. The sermon had the demagogic quality of
refusing to make distinctions; venal motives were attributed to
all makers of cinema, though we could infer that you go along
with the Legion of Decency classiﬁcations and would recommend as “harmless” for adults and children the saccharine performance of Mr. Bing Crosby as one of the order of
Melchizedek in “Going my Way,” while at the same time condemning to both Ugo Betti, the chief Cathholic Italian dramatist of this century, in the excellent (though Class C, according
to the Legion of Decency) examination of sin that he makes in
the honest and reverent motion picture called, unfortunately,
“Passionate Summer” in this country. You also cast derision on
“La Dolce Vita,” which has more moral, and perhaps more
spiritual meat than any sermon I’ve heard from your pulpit.
But these oƒenses might have been pardoned as mere ignorant
and negligent attempts to “do your duty” and hew to the party
line as you understood it. What I cannot acknowledge is your
recommendation of hypocrisy to the faithful. Although
instructed to stand up and “mumble” the Lord’s prayer if I did
not wish to take the oath, I chose instead to remain seated during the administration, thus giving my neighbors in the church
an honest apprehension of my own position. Was I then giving
scandal?
Your charity and intelligence are well known to me. So it is
hard, confusing, and shocking to hear you condemn what is, at
least in a few notable instances, an art form. Couldn’t you
preach essentially the same sermon against poetry, the novel,
drama, painting, and even music in our time? or, indeed, in
times past? Have you read St. John Damascene lately? or
Jacques Maritain?
Yours in the love of Christ,
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1968

34. [Announcement for an exhibition at The Book Club of California.]
Octavian and Harlequin types. U.S. Postal Service 4 cent post card.

F RO M T H E D I A RY O F NA N C Y D U N CA N :

33. [Christmas card.] “On the Blessed Virgin’s Basfullnesse”. 12.5 x 17 cms.
Octavian type, unnamed Japanese paper.[Colophon: “Reprinted from
Crashaw’s Steps to the Temple, 1648, for Christmastide, 1967, at The
Cummington Press.] For private distribution.
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16 August 1968. Harry
has been printing, fastidiously and well, keeping to a rigid schedule and working with two assistants, Doug Dockenson and now
David Pollen. I like David very much. He is intelligent, gentle and
madly in love with his dogs: a large male bloodhound named Alice,
and a part beagle named April.
The Heineman book, Brandings is being bound at Russell Rutter
in New York and is expected back at any minute. The second book,
Armand Schwerner’s Tablets is at Elizabeth Kner’s in Chicago and
probably won’t be back until September. He’s half way through
printing Lieberman’s short stories—nine of them, to be illustrated
with 9 silk screens of Byron Burford. He’s supposed to start printing them when he gets back from his vacation in Amherst, Mass.
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35. Brandings. Katherine Arnstein Heinemann. Wood engravings by
Roderick Mead. 22.5 x 25.5 cms. Cloister Old Style type. [Colophon: “...”]
36. Two post card versions of the announcement for Brandings.
[Unfound.]
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37. The Tablets I-VIII, Armand Schwerner. 31 x 18 cms. [Colophon: “...edition limited to three hundred and twenty printed by Harry Duncan and
David Pollen from Octavian, Castellar, and Plantin types on Okawara
paper. Copies one through 150 are signed by the author and illustrated on
the title page with a plate etched and wiped by Carol Heniberg Yeh.”]
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38. Post card annoucement for The Tablets I-VIII. 13.8 x 8.2 cms. Octavian
and Albertus type,
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1969

150

39. [New Year’s Card]. Proposing a spectacular television production of John
Dryden’s The Secular Masque. 10 x 15.5 cms. Octavian and Castellar types.
For private distribution.
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40. Maggot and Worm and Eight Other Stories. M.M. Liberman. Nine silk
screens by Byron Burford. 20 x 16.5 cms. 120 pp. [Colophon: “This copy is
... of an edition limited to three hundred printed on Rives paper, the
illustrations through silk screens by the artist and the text from foundry
Cloister Old Style and Joanna Italic types by David Pollen and Harry
Duncan.”] Case bound in white cloth, pasted label on spine.
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43. Postcards. Miklós Radnóti. Translated by Steven Polgar, Stephen Berg,
S. J. Marks. 11.5 x 13. cms. 6 pp. [Colophon: “This copy is number...of an
edition limited to two hundred and twenty-seven printed from Goudy
Modern type [and Castellar] on Gekkeikan paper, typesetter D. Pollen,
pressmen J. Keeble and H. Duncan.”] Wrappers of the text paper.

41. Dancing on Water. Harold Bond. 16 x 11 cms. 88 pp. [Colophon: “This
copy is number...of an edition of two hundred and eighty-ﬁve, printed
from Goudy Modern and Plantin type faces, 1-185 on Basingwerk
Parchment paper and 186-285 on Uwa. David Pollen typesetter and
George Everett pressman.”] Printed on the treadle press. Cased in blue
cloth, printed spine pasted on label. .

42. There is a post card announcement for Dancing on Water listed in the
Amherst College Library collection, but there was no copy of this in The
Cummington Press.
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44. Iowa. Richard Geller. 27.5 x 20.5 cms. 40 pp. [Colophon: “This copy is
number ...limited to three hundred, 1-50 on Rives and 51-300 on Shinsetsu
paper, printed by J. Keeble and H. Duncan from Octavian type set up by
D. Pollen and G. Everett.”] 50 copies, cloth,. 250 copies, paper.

Guy Oliver Duncan, Walter Samuel Hamady, Barnaby Andrew Duncan, in the living room at
at West Branch, Iowa. 18 March 1969.
J UA N PA S C O E

/

AN APPRENTICESHIP

In June 1969 I spent a night or two with them
in West Branch on my way East from
Whitman College, Walla Walla, Washington. I
pulled up to the back door in my dark green
1959 Morris Minor convertible, which carried
everything I owned, and found Harry to be
the only one of them home. He opened a tin
of gazpacho, served it to me cold (he was surprised I was surprised, because they thought
of me as worldly,) with some bread and a tin
of beer. I remember talking much in the
evenings over drinks, pleased that they
conﬁrmed my sense of them as the apex of
cultured couples. It was the ﬁrst time I had

seen The Cummington Press books; I remember them haphazarly sprinkled amongst the
others in their livingroom bookcase: I was
amazed at their variety, their feel, their
smell; I must have boasted about my knowledge of poetry, (I had just taken a course in
Modern American Poetry); I mentioned “The
Emperor of Ice-Cream”. He probably saw
right though me. I entered the pressroom only
to help him look for a damaged copy the Four
Early Stories by Agee (the back was broken)
which he sold me half-price. I wheezed out
some tunes on my English Concertina in the
garden while the kids played, and Lucy
thought I was a prince. Early the next morning I drove oƒ towards N. Y. and Mexico.
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1970

45. [Christmas card.] [Colophon: “The translation by Robert Bridges of St.
Augustine’s Confessions ix 10 reprinted for Christmas 1969 at The
Cummington Press.”]. 19.5 x 13 cms. 4 pp. Goudy Modern type. Shinsetsu
paper. Printed for private distribution.
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46. Last Words for John Lawrence Simpson 1896-1969. Robert Mezey. 20 x 13.5
cms. 8 pp. Three hundred copies on an unnamed white Japanese paper,
in wrappers of a diƒerent Japanese paper. Printed label pasted on front.
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47. The Queen’s Triangle. Stephen Berg. 25.5 x 18 cms. 24 pp. [Colophon:
“This copy is number...in an edition of three hundred printed from
Goudy Modern type on Ruysdael or Nishinouchi paper.”] Cased in
boards, cloth spine, title printed in black on front panel.
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48. A printed letter from the Governor of Iowa to Paul Engle, dated July
16, 1970. Walter Hamady handmade paper. Unknown number of copies
printed, but there were three proofs amongst the Press papers.
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49. A List of the Limited Editions in Print at The Cummington Press West
Branch, Iowa 52358. Summer 1970. 20.5 x 13 cms. 4 pp. Goudy Modern Type.
Strathmore paper. With a printed checklist. Unknown edition.
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50. Field with Figurations. Warren Slesinger. 25 x 16.5 cms. 64 pp.
[Colophon: ‘This book is number...of an edition limited to two hundred
and ninety-ﬁve copies, printed on Alexandra Japan paper from Octavian
type...] 78 copies cased by Ivan Ruzicka in quarter linen with paste paper
sides, 217 copies sewed into Franch marbled paper wrappers. Printed
label on spine.
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51. Bandaging Bread. Glover Davis. 93/4 x 61/4”. 55 pp. [Colophon: “This
book has been set up in Castellar and Cloister Old Style type, an edition
of just three hundred copies printed on Hosho paper, and the type distributed.”] Sewed in Taiten Leaf paper wrappers. $5.00.
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1971
/ AN APPRENTICESHIP
I spent the two years of my Alternative
Service to the Draft in an American Friends
Service Committee workcamp in Mexico, ﬁrst
in San Luis Coyotzingo near San Martín
Texmelucan in Puebla, and then in
Cuacnopalan, in the desert highland just previous to the descent of the Puebla-Veracruz
highway; this workcamp came to a quiet end
without ever having quite got going, and I
spent the rest of my time based in Mexico City
reading the AFSC archives, making interviews
in the villages where workcamps had been
held previously, trying to help determine
where the program should go from there.
In the three places I lived I set up a desk for
myself, kept my notebook (I wished to be a
writer, I kept a diary), and the books I bought
in the Lagunilla secondhand Sunday market
in Mexico City, literature in Spanish (Borges
and other Argentines, but mostly Mexican
authors: Juan José Arreola, who played chess
on Sundays in Chapultepec park, and Octavio
Paz, who had just returned from India and
whom I heard speak several times at readings
and book presentations) and some books from
the British Bookshop, including the English
edition of Let Us Now Praise Famous Men
by James Agee and Walker Evans, which sat
next to The Cummington Press Four Early
Stories, which I had taken as my principal
bibliographic treasure.
I didn’t know what to do from there on in
life: (ask my mother, who wrote me preoccupied letters of inquiry from Khartoum:
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J UA N PA S C O E

“Publishing?” she said; “the husband of a
friend in New York is a publisher; do you
want me to make an appointment for you?”)
Several of my college professors had suggested that I was "graduate school material"
and what did I think about it. Perhaps I was
not wise: I thought badly of it: I was sick of
institutional living (in any case, I wanted to
do something “primary,” but not be a high
school teacher or college professor, and spend
my life reading Shakespeare and Milton, Eliot
and Pound, and reading years and years of
students’ papers on these poets, becoming
enchanted by some of these students’
“promise” and forgetting the rest.
The sort of book publishing that I had in
mind—the Cummington sort—involved my
striking oƒ on my own as if New York and the
industry didn’t exist.
Worst of all, in the matter of whether or
not I wished to undertake graduate studies, I
realized I would have to undergo yet another
general knowledge examination; and if I
hadn’t, earlier on, managed to ever get the
decimal point quite right in algebra or calculus, by this time I was certain I wouldn’t even
be able to understand the questions. I
observed the manner in which I thought the
cultural scene operated in Mexico City, and
noted even in the limited, signed editions of
Borges, Neruda and Paz in bookshops that
there seemed to be no typographer of the
Harry Duncan sort working in Spanish.
I wrote some letters from Mexico, asking
about the possibility of going to West Branch

and learning to print, and got no answer. I
forced Nancy to respond by blackmailing her
through Sara Berquist from Scattergood: certainly, she ﬁnally said, they both would like it
very much. But I no longer ﬁnd the letter.
Nancy wrote me in late July to Tenafly,
New Jersey, where my parents had a house:
[47] Monday. Juanito—Your letter arrived
Friday and I’ve been non-stop since then till
now—briefly. I frankly expected you in town
by today—but your visit with Ricardo sounds
good and it makes sense to postpone it.
Tom does want to talk to you—if it develops into a teaching position depends on you &
him—I’ve no idea of salary—sorry.
You may certainly live here from the time
you come till we get back, probably around
Sept 10th—if not before. So come—if you can,
as soon as you can.
Printing is full of variable possibilities—no
big secrets—just patience, diligence, deftness
& imagination. Plus what Hair has—which is
intelligence. It is good work for hermits and
half-solitaries.
Don’t write back—just come. Please be
here by Aug 5th. when the Festival starts. My
kids do Strindberg’s The Father, plus Beckett’s
Paiters & Childrens Theatre. Love, N.
My Morris Minor was still in the garage,
with a note taped to the windshield informing me that it had major problems. (It would
not have been a very good car for the upcoming Iowa winter, anyway.) My brother
Ricardo’s 1964 red Peugeot was parked beside
it (he was in Chile, getting political experience, and his Master’s degree in latinameri-

can, i.e. Marxist, Sociology; I took it—at least
it wasn’t a convertible, and had a modest
French version of a heating system. I said
goodbye to my Morris Minor and to that
house, neither of which I never saw again,
and headed West, on the same turnpike I’d
arrived on a little over two years earlier.
It was mid-August when I drove up the
Duncan’s driveway once again, once again
just about lunchtime. Nancy and the kids
were at Scattergood, but the house was full of
people working to ﬁnish a book Harry (who
was very friendly) wanted to have on its way
to the binders before the family left for their
holiday in Maine.
After a lunch of sandwiches, soup and beer
(a toast to the completion of my trip) I was
placed at a card table in the living room to
fold wonderful smelling sheets of printed
paper with Thomas Miller, a young printer
under whose imprint, The Nomad Press, The
Cummington Press was sharing the titlepage
of the book ( for him it was part of an academic project), Saint Venus Eve by Barry
Goldensohn. It was a small square book,
“duodecimo” Tom told me, in which we folded one square sheet twice, making eight
pages, and ﬁt a single sheet, once folded, four
pages, on the outside of it, which made for a
section of 12 pages. We folded with the aid of
smooth bone folders, and were guided by pinhole marks, in one direction, and the placement of the page numbers, “the folios” he
pronounced, in the other. “Note the eccentric
placement of the folios” he said. “The design
of the book is based on this drawing [thereupon he opened a page from an already folded pile and showed me a printed drawing],
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which after printing we sawed into parts and
used, placed singly exactly where it fell originally, to mark the diƒerent sections of the

one of the three columns determined by the
drawing. This is a totally modern book.”
This seemed to me the kind of inner stuƒ I

manuscript. The folios always fall in the centre of that circle.”
Tom was a talkative fellow and said: “The
design of this book disregards all conventions
of Renaissance book construction.”
I did not know what “Renaissance book
construction” entailed.
“It’s not a rectangle with the text balanced
harmoniously upon a double open spread. It’s
square; there are no set bottom or side margins; whatever happens does so according to
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was there to be hearing. There were four
other workers: Tom and Dennie Wolf, a
young couple magnetically drawn to printing, members of a prosperous family in the
East, owners of an antique handpress and a
big collection of hand made books, including
The Canterbury Tales from The Kelmscott
Press and many early Cummington Press
books; they had jobs at Scattergood and were
living in the farm house, but their main
interest was to be near Duncan, and learn the

secrets. Gregg Fox was a graduate student at
the Writer’s Workshop at the University and
had a work/study grant to assist Harry at the
press. Finally there was Ashley Bullit, a vivacious Marilyn Monroe sort of young woman
(I mean the style of hair, the nice body, long
sleeve men’s shirts open pretty far down and
tied hurridly and tightly at the waist,) daughter of Carolyn Kizer, the poet, a Maoist
sypathizer and a big time heiress: she had
worked with Carolyn Hammer at the Anvil
Press in North Carolina and had recently
arrived at Iowa, at the insistence of Carolyn,
to reﬁne her skills at The Cummington Press.
According to Ashley, Harry was the
acknowledged master of the handpress in the
United States. I hadn’t known that but the
atmosphere in the house corresponded quite
well to my idea of what apprenticeships in the
wake of a reknown artist were all about. The
competition seemed heavier than what I had
imagined, however.
Nancy returned from play practice with
the kids; she quite the same, the three kids a
couple of years older; Harry mixed a pitcher
of dry martinis and everyone was witty and
charming in the long, hot Iowa evening. I
slept in the guest room.
The next morning Harry and I entered the
pressroom, each carrying a cup of ( powdered) coƒee; he lighting the ﬁrst Camel of
the day and I stoking up an English pipe. For
some reason none of the other workers came
that day. He placed me on the other side of
the handpress (the same one I had helped
move into that room eight years before) and
then he said: “This is the main tool of our
trade: the cast-iron handpress: all the great

books of the past were printed on presses not
unlike this one, and all the ones in the future
will be, too, because no instrument so subtle,
responsive and simple has ever surpassed it.
This is the staple, this the winter, these the
feet; this the chill, the platen, the bed, the
rounce, the frisket, the outer and the inner
tympans.”
He deﬁned the “job stick,” the “type” and
its “case,” “spaces,” “prooﬁng press,” “ink”
and “brayer.”
“And this is what we do:…” whereupon he
inked up the stone, which was in fact a slab of
polished marble. “These are the roller bearers,” he said, as he rolled the inked-up roller
along them. “Now, you take a sheet of damp
paper from that folded plastic tablecloth…”
I did, and as I pulled it out, a waft of sweet
smelling damp English air (it was English
handmade paper) ﬁlled the room. “Place it
upon these pins, aligned with these marks,
and punch the paper lightly with your }ﬁnger,
just so. We close the frisket together, ﬂip the
tympans over; and I do this…” He rolled the
bed under the platen and pulled the bar, and
rolled it back out. “Now we ﬂip the tympan
back, open the frisket. Run your eye over the
sheet to make certain everything is OK. Slip
your ﬁnger under the sheet and lift it oƒ the
pins, turn it over quickly and set it exactly
back on the pins without enlarging the holes.”
Then he inked the forme again and we
repeated the procedure in order to print the
other side. “This is called printing-in-turn;
the bed is set up so that we can print both
sides more or less together, to not lose the
color of the black, so the paper can’t change
size by drying. Now, place the sheet on the
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blotter, put another upon it. That’s it.”
And we continued working in silence,
wreathed in tobacco smoke, all morning.
Lunch was early and light, in the U. S. style.
As we were returning to work after a short
rest, he looked over a printed sheet, gave a
grunt, took hold of the quoin key, unlocked
the forme, took a line out and placed it in a
composing stick. He went to the type case and

Pascoe", amongst the "compositors and pressmen". Thus, I felt, on the ﬁrst day of my
apprenticeship, my name had entered typographic history: I was a pressman at The
Cummington Press.
Not only that: in the evening, while Harry
was mixing the evening martinis, I heard
him talking in a low voice to Nancy in the
kitchen. Later on she said to me: “He says

did something there with type and spaces.
When we printed a new sheet, I saw that the
change was in the colophon, which he had
altered, and now my name was included, "J.

that none of the assistants he’s had since Paul
caught on to the paper feeding part so naturally: that you have rhythm.”
As it turned out, that harmonious session
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turned out to be the only “class” I ever had.
Late the next afternoon was the play at
Scattergood. The Duncans had a special guest,
Robert Summers, a friend of Stephen Berg’s,
the author of the play The Seeds in the
Passes, about the winter the Donner family
spent snow-bound in the Sierra Nevada
mountains in the mid-19th century. Nancy
thought very well of Robert as a writer and of
the play: she had given its premier performance the year before at Scattergood. He had
arrived from Philadelphia, possibly to attend
the Scattergood festival, possibly to see Nancy’s
direction of The Father, possibly to visit with
Nancy and Harry, possibly wishing to be
absent from his home.
He was intense; he was recently separated
from his wife and talked theatre with urgent
single-minded concentration. He smoked cigarettes non-stop; he was a full-time visitor.
Harry and Nancy attended him—he was staying somewhere in Iowa City—with friendliness and patience. From my point of view, he
was “a writer” and writers were a special
human genus: they were the ﬁrst makers of
books, the reason printers, binders, libraries,
bookshops, writer’s workshops literary supplements, movies and college classes existed.
So, the Duncans and their two visitors
(Robert and I) were sitting at a table in the
big dining room at Scattergood after the
play—the same place I had once eaten three
meals a day for four years. Just as the meal
was ﬁnished (this was mid-summer in the
northern hemisphere and evenings were
long), Robert, who had been running the conversation, suddenly stopped making sense in
his talk: he was was all of a sudden babbling,

trying to control whatever it was that was
happening to his language; he had a surpised
look on his face, and in an instant collapsed
on the table. Harry sprung up and grabbed
him, sitting him up as if he were a ventriolquist’s doll.
“Quick!” he said. “It looks like he’s having
a stroke.”
We laid him on the ﬂoor. He was unconscious, Sara Berquist, the school nurse, was
attending him and soon Harry and Nancy
took him to the hospital in Iowa City and I
drove the children home in the other car.
The printing of the book had been ﬁnished
at the end of the previous day; in another two
days or so the sheets were all dry, cut, folded,
gathered, packed and shipped to the binders
in a big cardboard box, and the Duncans took
oƒ for their summer holiday in Maine.
I stayed in West Branch keeping the house,
with the task of ﬁnding some place in town
for myself to live. I looked through the Roomfor-Rent ads on the bulletin board in the Post
OYce, and visited a few places, all oƒered by
widows. They were usually the unlived-in
upstairs section of a house which had become
too large for the now single inhabitant; the
creaky wooden ﬂoors were covered by economy-class carpets. I did not see a single place I
would have been happy living in; I didn’t see
a single Iowa widow I would have been happy
being kept tabs on by; besides Harry had not
been clear about what price range I might be
searching in. West Branch seemed as hateful
as ever. I abandoned my search and concentrated on house keeping and typography .
The ﬁrst thing I did was take up all the living-room furniture, roll up the carpet and
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wax the hardwood ﬂoor; it seemed to me the
sort of project that wouldn’t have been done
since they’d moved in a decade before, and I
was trying to please: it was hot, hard, long
work, and surely next to useless, for I put
everything back where it had been and that
ﬂoor was never laid bare again until the time
they moved out, and they would have been too
busy to notice the nice sheen.
I walked to the post ofﬁce every morning to
pick up the mail, which came in plentifully
(I assumed they had a postal box at the ofﬁce
instead of letting the mailman bring their
mail, due to the fact that ﬁne books were sent
in and out, and might get ruined by the rain
or snow). I stacked up every day’s result of my
walks downtown in order of arrival, more or
less looking at the return addresses, thinking
myself to be in the presence of a cultural
celebrity’s mail, but recognized the names of
none of the writers.
What I did recognize were the authors on
the spine labels of most of the books in the
oak, glass-fronted case on the landing, just
before entering the press room: that was
where The Cummington Press books were
kept now, and I took to sitting on the ﬂoor in

front of it and going through them all. I was
amazed at how many of them had been
printed from the same Poliphilus type (this I
saw in the colophons) and how diƒerent they
looked, one from another. Every book was a
diƒerent size and besides the various bindings, the paper was always diƒeren. Some had
illustrations, some illustrative typographic
elements, some had color, some type from the
case and black. Duncan, was a fount of creativity and I brimmed with admiration.
The ﬁrst day I had worked at the press and
Harry had rushed throughthe vocabulary I
would need to work in a printing shop in an
English speaking country, I learned enough
to begin working the layout of the cases: I had
been left with nothing in particular to do at
the press, and what I set up were letters to
friends. I had no problem composing the letters, but I had not been shown how to extract
the type from the stick. All I could do was
proof the texts exactly the way they had been
set, take two copies of each (one to send and
one to keep), and then distribute the type and
commence with the next letter. That’s the way
I learned the California Job Case.
In the wooden ﬁling cabinet facing the

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 2. 12.5 x 21 cms. Cloister Old Style
and Harlequin type. Basingwerk Parchment paper. 2 copies. 21 August 1971.

desk from behind there were two general sorts
of document: manila envelopes with the typescripts of the books made (sometimes with
annotations) and folders with diƒering
amounts of correspondence with the authors
of those books, and the copyright documentation for each of them. The folder that caught
my attention right away, “Robert Lowell”
written on the manila tab, was slim.
The sin of reading this literary correspon-

studying in one class or another all throughout college. The “story” in the Robert Lowell
ﬁle was enchanting from the beginning; I
instantly knew it would one day be a book on
its own: a portrait of a poet and a printer
putting together a first book: the Land of
Unlikeness. This poet was writing on the recommendation of Alan Tate, and was then
serving his term in prison for having stood on
radical Catholic paciﬁst principles and

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 3. 12 x 20.5 cms. Goudy Modern and Harlequin
type. Basingwerk Parchment paper. 1 copy. August 1971.
dence was possibly a “lesser” one. I slipped the
ﬁle out, lifted the subsequent folder slightly, in
order to ﬁnd the place again, lit a pipe, sat
down at the desk and opened it up.
It so happened that Harry made carbon
copies of every letter he ever typed (on the
backs of “waste paper,” drafts of letters, texts,
poems or translations), and he interspersed
these copies with the answers, and so all of his
ﬁles of letters were records of dialogues. It
appeared to be in the nature of The
Cummington Press that all the interested
parties be the names of authors I had been

declared himself a conscientious objector to
the mid-World War II draft.
I saw the sort of abundant, brimming poet
that Lowell was, for the letters were full of
changes. And so too were the proofs—I took
the liberty of extracting the Land of
Unlikeness manuscript from the second
story of the cabinet, in order to follow, in
complete concert, the typescript, the letters,
the proofs, and the ﬁnished book. They discussed doubts, made suggestions, accepted,
rejected. Lowell was young, opinionated, educated, intelligent, a rebel with a cause; his let177

ters were an bubbly ﬂow of improvisation.
Duncan, on the other hand, composed his
even-keeled and letters with utter care. But he
also took the stance of a rebel, a person
whoknew how to defend his territory and his
project; he was interested in getting everything clear. He was also young (28 in 1944):
he excused himself to Lowell because he had
“not found anyplace to position the folios”
and the book would have to do without
them—and indeed, the books pages are
nowhere numbered.
(The problem seemed nonsense to me, in
1971, aware as I was already of Harry’s freewheeling approach towards folios—to wit, the
eccentric and perfectly modern placement of
the folios in Saint Venus Eve—; but it made
me have to ﬁgure out why he felt, in 1944,
that there was no place for said “folios” to
comfortably sit. What was true, however, was
that the book was not much to look at:
cramped lines of small type a little lost on the
large octavo page.) I already knew it to be the
most costly of the early Cummington Press
books: price had little to do with book art.
I also had in front of me a copy of a recent
issue of “Books at Iowa” with an article and
bibliography of the press by Mary Richmond.
I could see what had happened in 1944: at the
beginning of the year Katharine Frazier, the
director of The Cummington School of the
Arts, “the begetter of the press,” Harry’s ﬁrst
mentor, had died. The winter had been spent
ﬁnishing The Book of Job, with the help of
Gustav Wolf, a German refugee wood
engraver. This was followed by Land of
Unlikeness, with a title page woodcut by
Wolf. Then came The Wedge by William
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Carlos Williams with a “vignette drawn by
Wightman Williams,” and The Winter Sea,
by Allen Tate, 30 copies with original watercolors by Wightman Williams on the cover, in
boxes of diƒerent sorts made by Arno Werner,
and the rest of the edition with a “front cover
panel printed from a Williams cut.” This
book was on occasion identiﬁed by Duncan as
“the best text he ever printed.” In short, 1944
was the year in which the press changed character altogether, because of the arrival of Paul
Williams.
So, I looked at the thick Allen Tate ﬁle, and
the one titled Carolyn Gordon (the novelist;
then Tate’s wife). Her letters were lengthy
musings on religion, and I understood the
process by which both Tates had been godparents to both Harry and Paul in their conversion to Catholicism: an esthetic, cutting-edge
Catholicism more connected to other Catholic
friends of theirs, Lowell, William Everson,
Victor Hammer, than to the Mexican brand
of Catholicism that I was most familiar with.
I looked at the Victor Hammer ﬁle, which was
full of typographic considerations, and looked
up all the Stamperia del Santuccio, Wells
College Press and Anvil Press books. By now I
was tired. I closed up the folders and put
everything back in place.
I tended the garden, mowed grass, made
meals, washed dishes, clothes. Nancy was a
modern housewife and this old house had a
modern kitchen equipped with gagetry: there
was even an automatic dishwasher (which no
house I’d ever lived in had), there was a spiƒy
small container for the making of perfect
poached eggs, which I’d eat on toast with kipper snacks, the breakfast I thought perfect for

a literary apprentice.
The next day I looked through ﬁnely printed books that weren’t made at The
Cummington Press. The ﬁrst thing I hit upon
were a couple of Ofﬁcina Bodoni books from
the 30s and the 40s, which I knew about
because of a recent article in The New Yorker
(to my brash eye they seemed perfectly made
but rather bland) and Lewis M. Allen’s
Printing with the Handpress, which was
obviously handmade: big size, thick handmade paper deeply bit into by the type, various colors of ink. I read through at once: it
was easy-going, informative and pleasant. It
was the epitome of what I imagined when
“ﬁne printing” was mentioned. And it talked
about precisely the art I was there to master.
“So bourgeoisy” said Harry, with a turnedup lip snarl of disgust, when I asked him
what he thought of the book.
(Later, vía other letters, I learned that in
the late 40s, already working with Wightman
Williams, he had applied for a Guggenheim
Fellowship in an attempt to produce precisely
a book on printing with the handpress, illustrated with Williams’ woodcuts. They were
turned down.)
There was one book of Yeats’ from the
Cuala Press, one from The Doves Press, three
or four Nonesuch Press books, a couple of
Fleurons, books and pamphlets printed by
Kim Merker, Jack Stauƒacher, Adrian
Wilson, a proliferation of Walter Hamady, a
few Grabhorn Press books, a few of William
Everson’s books under diƒerent imprints, a
few Allen Press books. quite a few from The
Banyan Press. I didn’t know it, but nearly the
entire world of handpress printing in the

20th century till then was represented.
He had said one evening with disdain: “I
am not a book collector;” he was, he implied,
a reader: he had some “books” all right, but
it was the poetry that counted, and he had
volumes and volumes of early and mid-twentieth century poetry, ﬁrst editions of all the
poets he’d printed (almost everything, prose
and poetry by Tate, Williams, Stevens), and
many others (much T. S. Eliot, Pound, Rilke,
Joyce); he also, had a “thing” with Dante:
there were Italian editions, editions of translations into English; somewhere I came
across the fact that he was, or had been, a
member of The Dante Society. “Poetry is the
best activity a human can engage in,” he said.
Fine, I thought; except that I secretly considered that printing superlative books on a cast
iron handpress was really the best activity a
human could engage in.
I knew nobody and didn’t know in what
context I could have a social life. In West
Branch I sometimes saw the neighbours mowing their vast, hilly lawns, but there was no
talk between us. The Duncan house was on
the edge of town, and anyway they were
University of Iowa people, not local folk.
When I had been a student at Scattergood we
had ever known the scorn of the local youth:
they roared by in their pick-ups, fancy haircuts and turned up short-sleeves, we walked
in Quakerly order along the highway to town.
Even though several years had passed, I was
even more than before, an outsider. West
Branch was not interested.
I gave the University of Iowa library, which
Harry had introduced me to, a try. One
Sunday morning I started up the Peugeot and
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drove into Iowa City. The library was a four
story brick building, packed with books,
newspapers and magazines. I found all the
Mexican and Argentine literary magazines, a
complete run of the “Times Literary
Supplement,” a better collection of modern
Mexican poetry (all of Ramón López Velarde,
Xavier Villaurrutia and Octavio Paz) than
anything I had seen in Mexico, and all the
pamphlets and early editions of Borges’
poems (Fervor de Buenos Aires) and essays
(La nueva refutación del tiempo) that I
had seen in the bibliographies, a complete
run of Victoria Ocampo’s magazine, “Sur”
and the Buenos Aires newspaper, “La
Nación,” in both of which Borges had published many of his stories and essays. I found
the two volume, Olympia Press, French ﬁrst
edition of Lolita, and in the section devoted
to the thesis written submitted by the home
University students, found on the shelf, but
did not read, Nancy Duncan’s thesis, dedicated to The Trojan Women of Euripides. I had
never been in such a library.
I entered the Rare Book Room, whose
director Harry had already introduced me to.
The assistant showed me a locked glass-fronted oak bookcase that held, so he told me and
so I could see, a complete collection of The
Cummington Press. I was impressed, but I
saw in an instant that had I been a university student bent on studying the work of that
press, it would have been very difﬁcult for me
to have had easy access to them: it would have
been one-at-a-time, a special card ﬁlled out
for each: nothing like the generosity I had “at
home.” I did not pay the university’s collection of early printed books any attention (I
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was not a knowledgeable, curious-about-anything young man): my sight was aimed on an
early rare Borges book I had noticed in the
card catalogue, El tamaño de mi esperanza,
a book nobody had a copy of, not even Borges,
who had undertaken to buy up and burn
copies he found on the market in Buenos
Aires. I wasn’t permitted to touch it, but I saw
it, and noticed once again how distinguished
had been the books produced in Argentina in
the 20s and 30s.
I was by now hungry. I walked around the
library trying to ﬁnd something to eat, even if
it were something out of a vending machine.
I never found such a machine, but found
rooms and rooms of comfortable chairs and
desks with studying youth sprawled all over
them, none of whom looked over the edge of
their books at me. I drove back to the silent
house at West Branch and warmed up the
left-overs of my previous meal.
Nancy wrote me a letter:
[48] Monday, August 16, 71. Dear Juan—We
made it, actually. Traveling with 3 imps is not
any fun at all—even when they are drugged.
We got on the Ferry (C&O) to cross Lake
Michigan—at 12:30 pm—after eating dinner
at 8:30 pm on the top of the Marine Bldg. in
Milwaukee—where the kids consumed
Tempura hors d’oeuvres and Guy fell in love
with a live lobster in a tank. Our waitress
doused us with champagne and sauterne &
gave the devils Shirley Temples. Needless to
say, they began to understand why parents
did things like go out for dinner in the late
evening. Then we walked the streets, window
shopping till Ferry time—which was late. We

got staterooms, Barnaby carrying the keys. He
crawled up on the side to look over and one
fell into the lake. So instead of adjoining
rooms with kids in one and we in another—
Hair & Barn slept on the other side of the
Ferry. We arrived in Ludington at 7:15 and
proceeded to drive across Michigan to Port
Haron while the kids slept. We lunched in
Flint, and crossing the border was a disappontment of severe dimensions to Gulliver
who disclaimed “Canada looks like Merica!”
Except that it is much cleaner—we spent that
night in a nice hotel in Oshawa, Ontario,
after doing the scenic route as much as possible. We lost ourselves several times on the
expressway through Montreal and near
Magog, and slept again in a motel in
Stanstead, Quebec—and I discovered I had
lost my wedding ring in a service centre in
Ontario—& wrote begging its return. Next
day took us thrugh great hills of the
Laurentions, got the car repaired in Derby
Center, Vt. at an Opel dealer, then thru Vt
and N.H. mts. The most specacular part being
at Dixville Notch and a lake & resort hotel
hidden in a crevice. We got to Maine around
2:00 pm and to Pembroke at 8:00 just at dusk
and were boated over to Tom and Denny’s
cabin on the point in Sipp Bay—where Eric
Hopkins & Bill Garety had prepared a lobster
dinner. We sacked out at about 11:00 & Harry
slept terribly and his head ached for 2 days
but after a night of rain & today’s September
weather he seems to list of improvement. The
children adore it all—but wish the water were
a little warmer. We’ve not been swimming yet,
but clam digging, hiking, tossing rocks, eating, exploring—all are ﬁne. The bay is lovely

& swift but no surf. Campobello Island blocks
the bay from the sea—so we have to go to
Lubec to see the OCEAN. Hope Bob is improving, Leonore had drinks with you, Tom &
Alice are well, and that Ashley is back—& that
you are “oriented” in West Branch, Iowa,
USA. We miss your contemplative, gentle
moods. I’m one half through 100 yrs [of
Solitude]—Remedios ﬂoated away. Love. N.
The Duncans returned from Maine just in
time to spend a weekend getting ready for the
new school year. While she was cooking dinner one evening, I told Nancy I had seen her
thesis in Iowa City.
“You snoop,” she said, displeased.
“It’s a public library,” was all I could think
of to counter that. But it was true: I had been
a total snoop: in fact I already had under my
belt a rather clear idea of what running an
establishment dedicated to the printing of
books by hand was all about.

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache
4. [Letter] 12 x 8 cms. Spectrum type.
Basingwerk Parchment. 2 copies.
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The matter of my living space had to be
solved. It was easy for Harry to understand
my despair with the rooms I had visited; but
the new school year was about to begin, and
their lives would take oƒ at a gallop. It was
necessary to have me out of the guest room.
Harry suggested the house next door, just up
the hill from them, a small wooden place, half
ﬁxed-up, which the owner, a farmer, Mr.
Shultz, had never quite ﬁnished modernizing
in order to rent decently. “We’ll have Nance
call him: she’s good at that sort of thing; I’m
hopeless...” Nancy quickly arranged the renting of the house. I was getting the ground
floor, which consisted of a kitchen (with a
sink and stove, but nothing else), a living
room, with windows down
to the road in front, and to
the Duncan’s dining room
on the side, a bedroom with
a creaky old double bed, a
bathroom with a cast iron
tub. In a barn sale Nancy
bought a refrigerator whose
door did not latch shut, and
Scattergood lent me two
tables and two chairs: one
for the kitchen, and one for
the livingroom—my desk. The one in the
kitchen had to be up against the refrigerator
door, which otherwise would swing open. I
had brought bedding from New Jersey. Each
room had a single light bulb hung from the
center of the ceiling.
On the ﬁrst Monday morning of school,
they were out of the house before I even woke
up: Harry to the School of Journalism, Nancy
to Scattergood, Barnaby and Lucy to school.
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When I went to the kitchen for coƒee, whom
I found was 4 year old Guy Oliver sitting on a
corner of the couch in the TV room, gripping
his favorite blanket, sucking his thumb,
watching Sesame Street. I sat with him for a
while, and listened to him sing along with the
Alphabet Songs, and then I “went to work.”
Harry had opened his correpondence, put
the letters in diƒerent piles: “These are book
orders, and this is the way we do it…” and he
typed up an invoice, explained to me the discount system, showed me where to take note
of what I was sending, made a sample packet
for me: two wrapped layers of cardboard,
tape, covering paper, string, the address typed
onto a printed, glue-backed label. “And these

are the checks…” He showed me how to ﬁll out
a deposit slip and explained to me at which
downtown bank to deposit them.
After a while, Ashley Bullit arrived, having
hitch-hiked from Iowa City (which she did
everyday, most of the time clad scantily; “Her
technique is to scare men,” said Harry). She
knew more about typography, more about the
“private press movement” and more about
Harry than did I, and it was she who ﬁlled me

in with many a detail. Once she told me he
had been married once before, in Rowe, and
that the marriage fell apart upon the death of
Paul Williams. “Nonsense,” said Nancy when
she heard me repeat that, “there was no other
Mrs. Duncan!” Before my arrival, Ashley had
been putting the press correspondence into
order (Harry was careful in the composition

of his letters, careful in the making of copies
of each one of them, but not in the keeping of
them safe and available). I realized something I had not known during my time alone:
that the impressive order of the archive was
due to Ashley and not at all to Harry’s sense
of the “importance” of his ﬁles. He must have
known it, but didn’t care.

A sheet of thin Fabriano paper with The Cummington Press letterhead,
the sort upon which Harry Duncan wrote his letters during this epoch.
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In the evening, when Harry came home
from the School of Journalism, he was not in
a good mood. He went straight to a cabinet in
the corner of the kitchen and ﬁxed a couple
of martinis (Nancy no longer drank), set
himself down with a groan in front of the television with his ﬁrst drink, a newly lit Camel
Regular in the other hand, and watched the
evening news; me sitting silently by. Dinner
was equally grim, and the moment he was
ﬁnished he stood up without a word and left
us; whereupon we burst into chatter. He spent
his evening in front of the television, ignored,
but on, smoking, playing Solitaire.
The rest of the week was similar to this day,
and early on Saturday morning—the day
Harry had to dedicate to the press—Ashley,
Gregg Fox and I met in the printing-room,
and set to putting spaces in the correct compartments, dusting the bookcases, sweeping
the ﬂoor. Rather late, Harry came down the
stairs, unshaven, hung-over, dressed in well
ironed jeans and a short-sleeved sport shirt,
and went straight to make himself a cup of
coƒee, and eventually, a poached egg. Saint
Venus Eve was at the binders, but there were
standing formes in galleys, and the press held
the last run; he put Gregg to distribute type,
and he himself set out to dismantle the bed,
type guage in hand, Ben Franklin style, halfframe eye glasses perched on his nose, over
which he could look at us with impatience or
disbelief when a particularly idiotic question
were asked. Ashley, a “special” friend, was
working on a project of her own, a recipe for
a special bread. I was put to ﬁlling book
orders: typing the receipts, annotating the
administrative notebook, cutting and folding
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the cardboard, covering and tieing up with
string. Licking and pasting the typed label.
Harry hated this particular aspect of hand
book production, and until I assiduously took
it up—not because I thrived on it, but because
it was a way I could be useful, and I was trying to get him to “like” me—, he would let
orders pile up; he didn’t seem to care whether
the books sold or not—giving to understand
that the important part of all this was the
making of them, not the selling. Lunch was
soup (a tin opened and heated by him) and
sandwiches (the makings set out; we each
made our own); a can of beer for each now
seemed more aimed at mitigating his own
hang-over than at showing appreciation our
eƒorts on his behalf. In the afternoon, he sat
himself at his typewriter, and worked something out, then took over the type case, and set
up some lines. He was not a talkative fellow.
Come evening, the Iowa City assistants left,
evening drinks were had, before eating dinner he would pray aloud:
“Bless us, oh Lord, in these thy gifts which
we are about to receive in the name of the
Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost. Amen.”
We crossed ourselves—the Catholic touch.
We each had a napkin holder—I was presented with one (they were all old silver: this was
the Atlanta touch) which was mine to use
during my time with them— and every few
days, more or less, a newly washed and ironed
napkin took place of the earlier one. This
Saturday dinner was pleasant. Afterwards we
sat outside, the three of us talking (with
Nancy present the conversation was always an
easy flow), the children playing: Barnaby was
hard on Lucy, and she beat up on Guy.

Stamos, Surrubo.) Harry, having declared
Next morning I accompanied them to
that in general he did not approve of working
Iowa City and Mass. Harry read one of the
on The Lord’s Day, disappeared into the press
scripture passages. I cannot remember what
room and was seen to be setting up the treait was, but it must have come from the Old
dle press, and later on pumping out the inset
Testament, because I—unready for the usages
invitation, using the packet of commercial
of the liberal US Catholic Church—was
paper he had bought
shocked at his theatriin town.
cal way of doing it,
Every morning of
emphasizing the vast
the following week, I
power of the Lord and
went through the
the grand poetry of
routine of carrying
the King James verpackages of press
sion: whispers and
books packed up by
shouts. I did not take
me to the Post Ofﬁce
communion. We did
—not the old ofﬁce
not eat lunch out, but
which had existed
on the way through
during my school
the streets of Iowa
years, but rather a
City, stopped at a
new low brick US govDrug Store, where
ernment style ediﬁce,
Harry bought a big
next to the entrance
bottle of cheap gin
of the Herbert Hoover
(“the secret is in the
Birth place. I would
Vermouth; it’s got to
send books, pick up
be good,” he said) and
correspondence from
a small cellophane
the Duncan postbox,
wrapped packet of All
go to the bank,
Linen note paper.
deposit checks and
Together we made 52. [Invitation to cocktails.] 14 x 9
an American style cms. Spectrum italic type. Unknown then walk east up
Sunday dinner of the edition. Linen paper. Treadle press. Main Street to the
empty Duncan house,
meat, potatoes, peas
or rather, to The Cummington Press, the
and gravey sort—I helped Nancy wash the
“imprenta,” as I understood the term. I deddishes afterwards, and then swept the house,
icated those days to setting up a Borges essay
put books and LPs into their places, dusted oƒ
I had translated, not because it was great, but
the antique highboy in the livingroom (an
because I had never read it before; and I was
inheritance from Harry’s mother), and the
on the look out for what to print.
paintings on the walls (Wightman Williams,
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Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 7. 38 x 126 cms. 21 pica measure. Octavian type.
Japanese paper. 1 copy. The translation of an uncollected text found during a Sunday visit to
the library at the University of Iowa; an exercise in type composition. September 1971, it says,
the Duncans had returned from Maine, because until their return I hadn’t known how to
extract set type from a composing stick; this was not set into a printing press, however, but inked
up, double columned, upon a galley and run through Duncan’s proof press.
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Next Saturday he had me set up a text
which he had been sent typed, an oƒicial letter to an Iowa painter who lived in San
Miguel de Allende in Mexico. The type was
Octavian and my task was not to “design”
whatever it was he had in mind to print, but
to prepare “the raw material,” —the words
correctly set into lines of cast metal type—
available to him for working into shape. He
did this, while I packed up some more books
to send out on Monday, and began setting up
the letter lengthwise smack in the middle of
the bed of the handpress. This was the ﬁrst
time I had seen the press set up, points
placed, makeready prepared—Greg was the
lucky fellow given the task of cutting and pasting the tissue paper on the lines Duncan had
drawn on the reverse of a news print sheet
printed without ink (we were intent, here, on
equalizing the pressure.) When Harry saw the
“wasteful” way in which Greg was using the
tissue paper he had leave to say: “In
Cummington, we always had the goal of making these cuts as efﬁciently as possible.”
“Those were diƒerent times,” growled Greg
back, “maybe tissue paper was more expensive; nowadays we are more concerned about
saving time.” Harry set up the title in florid
type called Harlequin: “This looks Mexican,”
he said. (I had never seen such a letter in any
piece of Mexican printing, but understood
him to mean: a quality of Baroque ornamentation which makes one think of paper
cut-outs made to hang across rooms during a
Christmas party.) He took a sheet of thick
dampened colored paper which he had cut
and prepared the evening before, from the
plastic wrapper, and took an impression.

Before the day was ﬁnished he had made
about ten of these, which were placed between
large sheets of blotting paper, with pressure
atop, and left to dry. (Two or three copies
were sent to the Arts Council in
Des Moines, with a bill for $25— “They’re
going to be shocked by this,” he said.—, one
was sent to Mary Richmond, one to Dr. J.
Hagstrom, two long-time collectors of the
press, ﬁve were kept by him, the rest were torn
up and tossed into the waste paper basket.)

53. Printed thank-you letter to Stuart
Edie from the Arts Council for his gift of
paintings to the school chldren of Iowa.
Nine copies printed on paper made by
Walter Hamady. September 1971.
Octavian and Harlequin type. [Unfound.]
It was now October, and the bitter air
which—accompanying the arrival of Fall—
had infused the Cummington Press room
upon the beginning of classes only got worse.
He didn’t exactly trust my clarity of understanding: once, when asked what I could do,
he pointed to a galley of set type, and said:
“You might take the lead out of that.” Next
day I proceeded to place the lines in my hand,
as if I were going to distribute type and
extracted all the spaces, making “neat”
mountains of type piled on its side, ﬁlling the
galley with it. “What is this mess!” he blew up
when he came home. “You told me to take the
spacing out,” I said. “I said the leading, which
are these lines of lead,” he said, flinging his
eyes up in disbelief, and stomping out of the
room. Next day, I set about to return all that
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Press, and said we would be honored to print
type into the cases, but I stopped having marthem in Spanish (I had no idea if Duncan
tinis, eating supper there and otherwise
impinging on their
domestic situation.
I always baby-sat
Guy—a very easy
and charming kid—
during the day, and
I cared for the three
children on nights
the parents went out
and asked me to
make them supper
and put them to
bed. Barnaby was
not easy to “put to
bed.”
I continued to
spend my Sunday
afternoons
and
evenings at the university library in
Iowa City. I had a
project—not exactly
a genuine one—:
noting that Duncan
had a long-time
admiration
for
Dante, I found six
or seven essays by
Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 8. 18 x 14 cms. 7 pp. Octavian
Borges about the and Harlequin type. Okawara paper. Sewn into slab of Fabriano Cover.
Italian poet, only [Colophon: “Composed and printed at The Cummington Press by J.
one of which had Pascoe. Fifteen copies. October mcccclxxi.”] Unevenly printed on the
appeared in book Prouty Treadle press.
form. I got photocopies of them all, even a couple from other
would accept that.) No answer—and only
libraries, and wrote Borges a letter. I wrote as
many years later did I ﬁnd out that Borges
if I wielded authority in The Cummington
customarily listened to his correspondence
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read aloud, but rarely answered. Later, when
I lived in Mexico and my own press was ongoing, the very book I had proposed was published in Spain: it is impossible to know
whether my letter or my library detective
work had anything to do with it or not, but I
was unable to pull any coup with Duncan by
this: and that was more important to me.

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 9.
Kipling quote from Jorge Luis Borges. 3 x 8
cms. Octavian type. 2 copies taken on a proof
press. Okawara paper.
I should not avoid the fact that I was
addicted to regularly spaced doses of expensive English pipe tobacco, i.e. nicotine. And
Duncan constantly consumed unﬁltered
Camel cigarettes. There were two of us, then,
ﬁlling the house air with second-hand smoke;
in terms of density, in terms of the hours
spent in the house, I was the worse oƒender.
My next typographic ﬁasco, the worst one,
came in November. Greg, Ashley and I spent
Saturday time following his instructions in
the setting up an announcement of three new
books and a listing of ones still available. He
set the formes, two pages worth, into the
chase of the Prouty Press, did the makeready,
and meanwhile had us cut 2000 sheets of various Japanese papers the size of his
announcement. He began the printing, the
paper dry, light, the impression and inking

diaphanous; once it was going to his liking,
he had us each take turns at pumping the
press and placing and removing the pages. He
checked the inking occasionally, putting more
dabs on the platen when necesssary, but basically left us to our labor. By the end of that
Saturday we had printed the ﬁrst side of the
run, set around the press room in piles.
Next day I stayed home and out of sight
until they had driven oƒ to Mass; in an eƒort
which I can only explain as a continued ply
for the approval of the admired and unapproachable master, I stole into the press
room, set the second side of the ﬂier into the
chase, inked up the press, and treadled away
for hours until I had ﬁnished the printing. It
might have been the following Saturday, or we
might possibly have been in a November holiday: my obsequious deed was discovered, and
we sat at the dining room table and held each
sheet up to the light of the window, groaned
in despair and tossed one after another into
the wastepaper basket: the register was oƒ on
every one of them [this was the ﬁrst time I
had heard about “register”]. Nancy threw me
the dirtiest look I ever had from her; I was
sent out to the open oil barrel in the back
yard which served them as a paper burning
site, and had to burn them all. I was a fool,
and ought to have kept at least one to show
here, but this was 37 years in the future.

54. List of Publications. 2000 copies printed,
all destroyed, this mention of them being
the only recollection of their existence.
He said, soon after: “Let it be a lesson to
me; trying to do things the easy way!” And so
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Ashley Bullit and I set up and printed this program for a play produced by Nancy at
Scattergood. We, or at least I, got paid for making it (there was always the matter that she had
more money than her youth quite yet knew what to do with; but not I, who lived on reheated
beans and cheap hotdogs.) I can’t imagine that there were more than 150 printed, and they
would have been handed out free to the student public. Maybe some of them kept copies in their
notebooks. I saw Nancy place a copy into her diary, but now it is not present.
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Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 10. 16 x 10.7 cms. 4 pp. Goudy Modern and
Castellar type. Unknown paper. 150 (?) copies. November 1971.
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he reset the same type and set it into the bed
of the handpress, in such a way that he could
ink the roller with black on one half, red on
the other; and by turning, not flipping, the

french-folded sheet, each copy could be made
with two passes through the press. I was much
impressed with his creative approach to
imposition.

55a. “Three New First Books of Poetry.” Order form 18.5 x 11 cms. Single
sheet. Cloister Old Style type. Undetermined number of copies on an unnamed laid paper. Printed damp on the Prouty treadle press.
55. “Three New First Books of Poetry.” 21 x 13 cms. 4 pp. Cloister Old
Style and Joanna Italic type. Undetermined number of copies on an unnamed laid paper. Printed on the Ostrander Seymour handpress.
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Letters had begun to arrive from antiquarian booksellers searching for a copy of
Homage to Baudelaire (Iowa City, 1957). It
transpired that one person, Dr. Jack
Hagstrom from New York, had asked them
all; the book sellers, having no copies on
hand, could only inquire with the printer of
the item. Duncan did not answer this sort of
letter. But he knew Hagstrom, an admirer

and collector of The Cummington Press from
the early days in Massachusetts, a member of
The Grolier Club. The booksellers found no
copy of the pamphlet for sale, and in the end
Duncan sent Hagstrom one of the several he
had as a Christmas present. Along with it, he
included a packet of the ex-libris which
Wightman Williams had cut in wood, now, in
order to protect the wood, cast in brass:

56. Ex-libris of Dr. Jack Hagstrom, M. D. 5 x 5.8 cms. Unnamed Japanese
paper. Brass cut from a wood-block by Paul Wightman Williams, the
surname in Octavian caps. Undetermined edition. Treadle press.
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To be true to fact, I did not see St Venus
Eve back from the binders until after
Christmas, so I don’t know when it came, but

it has the date of 1971 on the title-page, and
according to the logic of this bibliography,
had better appear here, in December.

57. Saint Venus Eve. Barry Goldensohn. 15.5 x 15 cms. 108 pp. Drawing by T.
G. Miller. Two hundred and eighty three copies: 37 on Basingwerk
Parchment, 8 on Alexandra Japan, 238 on Inveresk Laid paper. Spectrum
italic type with diminished roman capitals. Two copies laced into morocco by Ivan Ruzicka (copies bought by Mary Richmond and Jack
Hagstrom), 60 cased in Elephant Hide, 221 sewed into Fabriano Cover
wrappers. Printed label on front covers.
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My brother Ricardo was, I think, in South
America: he had been in Peru in August, but
that was a trip taken with a friend from college (Old Westbury, Long Island, New York);
then he spent a year doing “social” work with
a group of radical Catholic priests in the
Dominican Republic, and went to Santiago
de Chile, not only to get his Master’s degree
(and it so happened that due to the political
upheavel his generation lived though, the
London School of Economics oƒered them
fairly easy-to-comply-with Doctorate degrees,

which he took), but also to participate in the
“great” Socialist experiment of the Salvador
Allende government. He was, even then, a
voracious and independent minded reader,
and he found four prose pieces by the
Argentine, Leopoldo Lugones, in a magazine
(a casual discovery, I would say: he was not a
library mole, like me: he was on the streets).
He sent them to Iowa and together, by mail,
we worked out the translation. I printed
them, in a new attempt to “ﬁnd a typographic
voice” for myself, an “unfolding of wings.”

The ragged-right composition of the texts
seems unobjectionable, and the use of an
ornament in red ink, in place of a large initial letter, is a procedure I follow to this day,
particularly when getting a colored initial on
register makes for problems. The excessive
space between the titles and the text now
seems a telling prentice fumbling. The text of
the title page has some good points, but has its
clumsy ones, too. There was plenty of space to
put Ricardo’s name in full, on a line to itself,
and my own name in full, too, not weakly

plopped down at the end of its section. A more
liberal allotment of measure would have
allowed me to put West Branch in full, and
the colophon in one elegant line, and not
what I ended up with in both cases: spineless
lines, clumsy pages.
My brother Dennis, student of painting,
and I spent that Christmas in Mexico (our
parents were then in Bolivia); Hilda R.
Williamson, Den’s godmother, oƒered to pay
our tickets to La Paz, but we found no seats
available: she paid our flights to Mexico.

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 11. The Creation of the Angels. Leopoldo
Lugones. 18 x 12.5 cms. 8 pp. Spectrum Italic type. Unknown Japanese paper. 30 copies.
December 1971.
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I remember nothing about the Christmas in
Mexico save a Posada (a nocturnal religious
event, but also a social one) in the village of
San Luis Coyotzingo in Puebla, where I had
lived during the ﬁrst year of my Alternative
Service, and made some fast friends. I
remember it because Dennis came away
enchanted with Mexico, and the dusky, suggestive eyes of a village lass. It changed his life,
and he decided to forsake education in New
York, fling away the Bachelor Degree concept,
move to Mexico to pursue the possibilities of

58. [Christmas Card.] On our Lord’s Nativity. John Logan. 20.5 x 13 cms.
4 pp. Spectrum Italic and Harlequin type. Italia paper, printed on the
Ostrander Seymour handpress. Unknown edition. For private distribution.
Ashley Bullit knew John Logan through her
mother, and got not only this poem from him
for the Duncan Christmas card of 1971, but
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also the mixture of prose and poetry which
eventually made up The House that Jack
Built, printed by Duncan in Omaha in 1974.

those looks and paint; after all, Diego Rivera
was from Mexico. Den was born in Mexico,
our father was Mexican, I intended to be a
Mexican printer. And our parents were out of
easy reach, in Bolivia.
Whether I flew from New York to Iowa, or
straight there from Mexico, I cannot remember. Would I have dared to ask Nancy drive to
the Cedar Rapids airport to pick me up? I
returned to discover that Robert Summers
had taken his life in Philadelphia and that
Lucy had celebrated her First Communion.

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 12. “Para el día 28 de enero de Mcccclxxii (sic).”
[Birthday card for José Pérez Solis.] 10.5 x 12.5 cm. 4 pp., French fold. 2 copies. Goudy
Modern, Harlequin and Castellar types. Shadwell paper. [The ﬁrst time I see mentioned
Imprenta Rascuache as the name of my operation; it is a Mexican term for mangy, and
was probably a swaggering reaction to Duncan’s defense of The Cummington Press.]
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Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 13. “Come to the Sun Dance.” [Play program for
12 February 1972.] 28 x 16.3 cm. 200 copies. Octavian and Plantin types. Yellow paper.
[This was my ﬁrst view of the dramatist Nancy Duncan: the play was developed by her and the
students, based on Native American texts, and class interviews with Native Americans.]
I returned to dreary winter and black moods.
At some point in the deepest winter,
Dennis closed up shop in New York, packed
his car (a Ford Impala) with his things and
headed for Mexico, via West Branch, Iowa. It
so happened that a blizzard was blowing,
freezing and drifting the turnpikes.
Throughout the trip I had him call me collect
from every rest-stop. He arrived well after
dark one night so cold that the buttons on my

“winter coat” (a Burberry raincoat my father
had bought me once in New York: I had no
winter clothes), snapped as I tried to fasten
them. Harry was perched in front of the TV,
drinking gin, smoking and playing Solitaire,
and was none too friendly. “That’s Harry
Duncan?” exclaimed my brother once we got
to my chilly house. My brother, who was on a
journey away from hostile New York to sunny
and sexy Mexico, helped me set this card:

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 14. [Birthday card for Juan Pascoe Strozzi.] “27
de febrero de Mccccxxii (sic).” 10.5 x 12.5 cm. 4 pp., French fold. 1 copy. Goudy Modern
and Castellar types. Shadwell paper. [Colophon: “This card was set in Goudy Modern
type by Dennis Pascoe, & printed on The Perfected Prouty Press No. 1533 by Juan Pascoe
in an edition of one copy at West Branch, Iowa.”]
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A month and a half after the ﬁrst card, I was
still ﬂaunting roman numerals, and I was
still unaware I had them all wrong. There is
one diƒerence, however: in item 12 there are
no Spanish accents, and in item 15 I had all I
needed: I’d bought a packet of them (who
knows where I got the money to do it, or the
cheque to pay for it) from the Mackenzie &
Harris typefoundry in San Francisco. I had
plans to print a story of my own, and needed

them. I did this without consulting Harry. We
could say it showed initiative. Once Harry
told Guy: “The best thing about Juan is that
he has no sense of competition.” He was
wrong: in the underworld of his three assistants there was very strong competition. Once
he said: “The best thing about printing by
hand is that there is no competition.” Again
he was wrong: we had 500 years of typographic artistry “breathing down our necks.”

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 15. [Birthday card.] “Para Marilinda Pascoe
Pierce. 17 de marzo de Mcccclxxii (sic)de su hermano mayor”. 10.5 x 12.5 cm. 4 pp., French
fold. 2 copies. Goudy Modern and Castellar types. Shadwell paper. [Colophon: “La
Imprenta Rascuache. jp tipograﬁa [sic]. ii ejemplares.”]

I bought a copy of Omnibús de
poesía mexicana, just published, on the trip to Mexico; this
rather silly poem was most likely
one I understood. So I set it up
and printed it for my parents as
a wedding anniversary card: this
being a date always remembered:
because it was also St Patrick’s
Day and because it was also my
sister’s birthday. So, if the text
was neither appropriate nor distinguished, the design was not
bad; right oƒ I was obliged to
face the problem of how to handle the upside down question
mark which Spanish orthography requires at the beginning of
questions: that is, what to do
with it typographically when
wishing to declare and adorn the
ﬁrst letter of a poem. Here I put
both in Castellar type; on other
occasions I have put an enlarged
cap but a small question mark;
on others, an enlarged question
mark and a small capital letter.
Bibliography of the Imprenta
Rascuache 16. [Wedding anniversary card.] “JPS y DP de P.
Soneto contra los románticos.”
26.5 x 10.5 cm. 4 pp. 2 copies.
Goudy Modern and Castellar
type.
Shadwell
paper.
[Colophon: “Hecho en West
Branch, Iowa por J. P. Hay
solamente dos ejemplares.”]
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This is a proof for an invitation for friends in
San Luis Coyotzingo. Juventino’s mother
spoke Nahuatl, and now I wish I had put the
original verse and invitation in Nahuatl. My

attempt to impose a bi-lingual structure on
the text did not quite work: the Spanish is a
mere clumsy translation of the English. I suppose I printed the cards, but now have none.

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 17. “Canto del orfebre. Totoquihuatzin”. [Proof.
Wedding invitation.] 20.5 x 13 cms. Broadside. 1 copy. Goudy Modern type. Japanese
paper. Prouty treadle press.
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It was my illusion to “be a writer”. It seemed
impossible for me to set up as a printer in
English (because I saw such plentitude of
brilliant printers in English, and because I
had no place to live in the US), and I fancied
that creative juices would ﬂow more easily if
I wrote and printed in Spanish. In the end,
the “ﬂow” was more problematic than the
language: this story took forever to write—I
see snippets of it in my notebook from my
early days in Mexico—; it seems the product

of a knotted mind. I don’t put enough of it
here to allow the reader to form an opinion.
I do put Harry’s comments on the proof.
Finally he made clear to me that the name
“The Cummington Press” referred not to the
place but to the abstract institution. I had
noticed that the authority he wielded under
the name of his press, along with the visual
presence of his letterhead paper, was not
given him by anyone; he simply took it and
lived a life which justiﬁed his presumption.

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 18. Revelaciones. Juan Pascoe. “Escrito e impreso para Erika y Juventino Perez / 19. iii. 72.” 24 x 15.5 cm. 8 pp. 15 copies. Goudy Modern
and Harlequin type. The proof on Japanese paper, the edition on “varios papeles.”
According to the colophon, the copy given as a wedding presentwas illustrated by Dennis Pascoe
(under the influence of Isak Dinesen, he had taken to spelling his name Denys) and José Pérez,
Juventino’s brother. I seem to remember that Den did do his part, but that we could never get
José to execute his. My ﬁrst solo item on the Ostrander Seymour handpress.
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i . J UA N PA S C O E T O H A R RY D U N C A N
Harry: Are you going to put a new frisket and
tympen on the press before the next book? I
ask because, unable to ﬁgure a way to print
Van Allen’s invitations on the Prouty press, I
thought I might on the big one, and the pins
would have to change and some more frisket
paper cut. / Also, she is, in the end, interested
primarily in the name CP appearing on
them. I’ve told her I thought this doubtful
( from your point of view), meaning tasteless
from hers—but she fancies a secret and long

standing connection with the press. I’ve proceeded with a colophon—which she wants.
Stating facts without imprint. I promised I
would ask you, and provide—for your decision.
H A R RY D U N C A N T O J UA N PA S C O E

There is no reason I can think of that a wedding invitation cannot be printed on the treadle press. The Cummington Press imprint I
should like to have stand for certain qualities
that I didn’t see in the proofs you submitted
to Mrs Van Allen. H.

ii. J UA N PA S C O E T O H A R RY D U N C A N
Harry:
A). In the box are 23 paper and 2 hard copies
of SVE asked for by Barry. He’ll call you
this evening about them. Until I see them
gone in the morning, I won’t mark it in
the book: If gone, shall I send him a bill?
With what discount? Also, as he said he
gave out rather than sold the 10 given him
on consignment, shall I bill him those? Or
is all this destined to be paid for by presumed royalties?
B). Shall I include a morocco SVE in Jack
Hagstrom’s packet? If so, the copy you were
working on*, or the other? both look equally triste to the eye, but in different ways,
and you should decide.
[*These copies arrived with gold stamped
leather labels pasted on the front covers,
rather crudely stamped as can happen with
gold. Harry was aghast, exclaimed in horror,
vowed to never send another book to Ivan
Ruzicka and set about to unglue the label,
and made a mess of both books. In the end he
pasted printed paper labels over the stains.]
H A R RY D U N C A N T O J UA N PA S C O E

Juan:
Labels for review copies are enclosed. Poetry
gets two copies, the rest but one.
H.

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 19. [Proof. Wedding invitation.] 16.5 x 11 cm.
4 pp.. Unknown edition. Octavian type. Uwa paper. Prouty treadle press.
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iii. J UA N PA S C O E T O H A R RY D U N C A N
Harry:
We need 8 cent and 1 cent stamps. If you leave
a check, I can get them in the morning. Also,
as my private fortune has run out, some
wages would be nice. / Do I gather correctly
that you have not done the ﬁnal adjustments
on the press for the present run, hence we’ll
not print until the week-end?
H A R RY D U N C A N T O J UA N PA S C O E

Check herewith for 250 8 cent stamps, 100 1
cent. You tell me: Is there something that
requires “final adjustment”?
H.
iv. J UA N PA S C O E T O H A R RY D U N C A N
Harry:
Have you thought about the next book? for
there are spare times when Gregg or I could
be setting type...and summer approaches at a
rush.
If Meeting Place of the Colors proceeds
steadily, it is possible to have ﬁnished printing
in six weeks or so. If that happens, maybe we
could do Ronald Goodman’s collection—a
pamphlet you said—because a) it is short and
wouldn’t take long to print, & b) Gregg and I
could do the sewing, &c before summer.
H A R RY D U N C A N T O J UA N PA S C O E

Juan:
Is something wrong with the form in the bed
that you and Greg can’t go ahead with?
The next book is not Goodman’s, but S. J.
Marks’. The type is I think to be Goudy
Modern, but Octavian Italic might be better.
H.
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I cannot remember setting the type for The
Meeting Place of the Colors; perhaps it had
been done before my arrival and was sitting
in tied up formes on the shelves of a typographic wooden custom-made chest he’d
brought from Massachusetts. We must have
printed it during the winter—and possibly I
have the timing of my own pieces all wrong,
based on their dates of use, not of their making. It was printed on the Ostrander Seymour,
8 pages at a time, work-in-turn, and probably took three to four months to print. In one
of the notes we exchanged, there is mention of
Greg—who still seems to have come on
Saturdays—but nothing of Ashley, who may
by then have gone on to more dynamic activities, or warmer climes. I remember bringing
Scattergood students over on weekday afternoons, as paper changers, making it possible
for me to print during Duncan’s absences.
This would have been in the spring, after
the snow melted and my car was set free from
the protective cover of snow and ice that kept
it useless the entire season. Regarding my
house and winter: the oil furnace was in the
basement (a part of the building I never went
to—although Guy would come visiting, open
the door into dark descent, and yell out: “Oh
Frankenstein! We’re coming to visit!”), and
when I returned in the late afternoons and
turned up the thermostat, it would jerk
awaken with a roar, pump hot air into my
living space with a din of fans, but never
warm the ﬂoor: I spent the winter wary of the
door into the basement, wary of the door into
the attic (Guy would open it, and yell out:
“Oh Dracula, we’re down here, waiting for
you!”) and sitting cross-legged upon my bed.

The ﬂoor was too cold to be able to sit at the
desk. I had no radio, no record-player, no television. But I borrowed books from next door.
And the activities of next door were readily visible for me from the windows on the west
side of the house. My interest, invisible to
them behind the darkened panes, was exactly
how he would react to those notes I left him
beside the phone: his discovery of one, the
stomping into the press room, the tightening
up of a fresh cigarette, the lighting of it, the
going for a drink, ﬁnally returning, pulling
his fountain pen from inner coat pocket,
unscrewing the cap, and swiftly spewing out
the answer. He would close his pen, return it
to inner coat pocket, grab his ice cold drink
and disappear into the TV room. I would
return to my warmer perch, certain that I
had one more impatient answer. He did not
like having me around.
I was in a crisis after Christmas, ready to
leave. Mark Peacock, a fellow I knew from
Mexico and Scattergood, spent a night in the
middle of a trip from San Francisco to his
family farm in Winchester, Indiana. We
talked and talked. He said: “If you think this
is what you want to do, and if there is no better, or no other place to learn it, you had best
get your emotions under control and stay.
Live a Zen type of detachment, don’t get tied
up in knots about this guy. I stayed, and kept
getting “tied up in knots.” One time I met
Walter Hamady; he said: “I refuse to get into
that masochistic frey with him, the way Kim
does: I take him for his good parts—and he
has them—: too bad the poetry he prints is so
old-fashioned and mediocre—but the books
themselves are beautiful!”
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59. The Meeting Place of the Colors. Barbara Gibbs. Reproductions of 4 pen
and ink drawings of Ulfert Wilke. 24.5 x 17 cms. 64 pp. Cloister Old Style
and Joanna Italic type. Arches Text Laid paper. 285 copies. Cased in full
cloth by Mary Ellen Chapdu, Urbana, Illinois.

Any apprentice (almost always young, sometimes comely and charming) would be aware of the
possible designs of the master upon his “virtue.” (Even me, at this point; in this case, I had been
forewarned: there were a couple of comments by William Carlos Williams in letters on this matter; there was a folder of letters from an Italian youth, Claudio. I was not under-age, lest anyone be getting edgy by this subject.) However, it drove me up a wall that he had treated me with
such disdain throughout the year and that he thought it his right to get some family-betraying
intimacy simply because the book was done, we were on a trip and because I was an admiring
apprentice. He was clumsy. My general feeling about this issue was exasperation with Nancy for
having married him at all. There was nothing else with me; he never was on the prowl, but he
was not a happy man. There was a candy drawer in the kitchen, always full and up for grabs.
I came from a stricter, rare-on-candy family. I accused Nancy of trying to buy the kids, of trying to make up for her never being home and for him being endlessly emotionally absent.

60. [Announcement.] A new book by Barbara Gibbs: The Meeting Place of the
Colors. . 8.2 x 14 cm. Postcard. Cloister Old Style and Joanna Italic type.
Some printed on the obverse of U.S. Postage 6 cent post cards, others on
the shiny side of cut pieces of KromeKote paper. printed on the treadle
press. Unknown edition.
I set this announcement, and when Harry
saw a proof, he liked the idea of using Wilke’s
Japanese style seal in red, as we had printed
it in the book—and he nestled it into the lines
better than I had done.
We drove the book in gathered sheets to
Urbana and visited the Chapdu press and
stayed with Doyle Moore, a student of
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Harry’s. On the drive over, as I drove and we
talked, Harry took the liberty of placing his
hand on my leg. I ﬁred oƒ an endless series of
questions about poets and poetry ( J. V.
Cunningham, Barbara Gibbs, Tuckerman) to
divert attention, and he answered everything.
But I took a wrong turn on the turnpike and
he went livid. And that was the end of that.

Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 20. “As You Like It.” William Shakespeare. [Play
program for unknown month and day, “mcccclxxii” (sic for 1972.] 14 x 11 cm. 200
copies. Spectrum Italic type. Beige paper.
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Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 21. “The White Angel.” [Play program for 31
May, 1 June 1972.] 28 x 17 cm. 400 copies. Goudy Modern and Castellar type. White
paper. [From Scattergood Friends School, Berquist, Rhodes and Smith Treadway, 1990:
“The White Angel was composed and designed during a four-week study of terminal illness, taught by Nancy Duncan and using materials from On Death and Dying by
Elizabeth Kübler-Ross; it was presented at the end of year.”
I only saw Kim Merker once: he arrived at
the West Branch house in the company of a
student. I don’t remember if they had ridden
out on motorcycles, but they were wearing
black boots and leather jackets. I have seen a
photograph of him wearing Navajo buckskin
moccasins: in general terms, he was a “cool”
guy. (Harry, on the other hand, was staid:
wore a suit almost always, and a bow tie; he
would print dressed like this, with a printer’s
apron, as if he came from the Stanley
Morison and T. S. Eliot school of typography.)
But Kim was not friendly. They had come
looking for the loan of a couple of swell-lined
rules. I’d never seen anything like that; Harry
was not at home; we looked, couldn’t find
them; Kim called Harry and returned to the
press room with a face I recognized only too
well: the losing-side-of-a-consultation-withHarry face. They left. When Harry came
home from Iowa City, he went straight to his
type cases, slid one open and revealed a set of
swelled-rules. He slipped a couple of them out
and gave out a sigh/groan of exasperation.

At some point in the spring there had been
an exhibition of Cummington and Stone Wall
/Windhover press books at the University of
Nebraska at Omaha. Kim, Harry and Nancy
attended; I stayed, taking care of the kids:
getting them to school, fed, bathed, to bed.
They returned glowing with recognition; a
job had been oƒered. A new press was to be
established in Omaha; he was going to be paid
on the level of academic celebrity. There must
have been more trips to Omaha, because I see
that by the time Lines was printed, there was
an address for the title page. The book was
short, four eight-page runs on the press, with
the plates printed in a fifth run. I had set all
the type (I mean, I set up the words: he put
everything in the order he wanted) and the
printing was smooth and fast. “Almost too
easy.” he said. The sections dried on my
pantry shelves, and the mood was much
changed. School was over, the drudgery was
over, the good-life was about to begin. I was
not asked to leave, but it was clear that a new
period was to begin for them, that I should go.

61. Lines. S. J. Marks. Reproductions of 4 drawings by Elizabeth Osborne.
17 x 17.5 cms. 36 pp. Goudy Modern and Castellar type. Italia paper, the
illustrations on KromeKote. 100 copies. [Colophon: “…printed…at West
Branch, Iowa, summer 1972.”]; the title page gives the imprint as: “The
Cummington Press, 4802 Califonia Street, Omaha, Nebraska.”
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Bibliography of the Imprenta Rascuache 22. [Announcement.] “A Summer Workshop in
the Arts.” 17 x 26.6 cms. Unknown number of copies. Octavian and Castellar type.
Orange paper.
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49.

N D T O J UA N PA S C O E

50.

HD TO GLORIA GOUDY

10 August 1972
Juanito—
Goodbye—please send us your address
when you have one. I’ll write, too, when possible. It’s been good having you here—I
think—even though it has been hard for you
sometimes. Thanks very much for all the
child-care & babysitting which was a great
help to me. And you’ve been ﬁne for the kids,
especially Gulliver & his early morning conversations. Someday I’ll send you a
Scattergood-type Duncan “report” on your
apprenticeship. I hope you soon make your
press your own & don’t try to be a paraCummington. Sorry to run oƒ & leave a note
but at 6:30 this morning I remembered that
50 kids from Iowa City are coming to visit &
I haven’t warned anybody.
Take care of your car. & don’t despair—it
doesn’t do any good & ends up holding you
down. Hello to Denis. First metaphor: Work
yourself loose from the old web: let the world
be your warp. String your own loom. Whose
are you weaving now?
Heh, heh. Write & thanks for getting to be
a friend of Ashley. Maybe—someday—even
Lucy.
Bye, N.
Also: thanks for coming on the picnic.
Hair seemed unfestive but typically familial. I
guess his house is too full of people. Will have
to do some nurturing.
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Dear Glory
It’s a pleasure to hear from you even when
your letter’s as filled with bad news as this
last. By the time you get this, we’ll be at the
new address: 4802 California Street / Omaha,
Nebraska 86132. The house there is old, circa
1910, with art nouveau tiles above the ﬁreplace, stained glass doors into the dining
room, and a wide staircase. There are seven
bedrooms, and we hope you’ll visit us and
meet your goddaughter at last. The press
there will be called, I think, Abattoir Editions,
for more cattle are killed in Omaha than anywhere else in the world. I’ll keep the
Cummington imprint in case I’ve time to do
something on my own. One think I do intend:
to schedule from the beginning some time for
my own writing. Did you know that Goddard
College ﬂirted with me about coming there?
ﬂew me out last summer and promised a
great deal, but displayed little ﬁdelity for a
suitor. So I’m whelmed again westward, westward, when all my wishes are in the other
direction.
The news here, except for the turmoil of
getting ready to move, is all good, everybody
well, personally pretty happy, and in communion—but none complacently serene.
Did I tell you we went to Rowe last summer? Paul’s gravestone, ﬁnally ﬁnished carving by John Schappler, was in place, and that
cemetary is surely one of the most beautiful
spots in the world, as Rowe itself is. Have you
ever driven up there when you go to
Massachusetts?
All best, Harry

51. T Y P E D

L E T T E R F R O M H D T O J UA N PA S C O E
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62. The Naming of Beasts and other poems. Gerald Stern. The Cummington
Press with Abattoir Editions. The University of Nebraska at Omaha. 1973.

Juan Pascoe at about this date posing with his newly purchased Washington Impreial
Number 1 handpress, series 1639, bought in the neighboring city of Toluca from the
Impenta El Lapiz; the bed was cracked lengthwise, but no matter: it was the only handpress to be found at that moment. It cost 280 dollars, and his aunt lent him the sum.
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53. [ P O S T S C R I P T /

T E N Y E A R S L AT E R ]

N D T O L A R RY A N D C A L L I E M A R S H

November 10, 1983
...How am I really? Well, I am ﬁne, more
myself, I guess than ever. Busy, blessed to have
the opportunity to do exactly what want to do
with my life. Blessed to have three absolutely
terriﬁc children who are also busy and happy
and goofy like me and unlike me, thank God.
Blessed with many friends, a decent income,
and a warm, pleasant home. I think I am as
happy as I could possibly be, except that I am
still lonely. I shouldn’t be, and keep telling
myself I’m not really that lonely, but I think
the thing I am really missing is Harry. I feel
that Harry has rejected every opportunity to
grow closer to me all my life, and that he
wants very much for me to love him more, to
spend time with him more, to entertain him
more, to nurture him the way I seem to be
able to nurture others, but there is nothing
coming back in return. He is not a generous
person. He wants a clown for a wife, and a
mother and a nurse, and unfortunately I was
so much in love with him for the ﬁrst six
years of our marriage, I accepted those terms
and bought into them. When I began to be
depressed and didn’t know why, he refused to
participate or help me ﬁnd out. And I began
to ﬁnd out, and had to decide if I was going
to go away or not, and decided that it was too
cruel a thing to take the children and go, he
still denied the chances which were there to
grow as a person. He hasn’t grown much as a
person and refuses to. And so he is still the
petulant little boy who wants his mother to
come sleep with him, not with Daddy. And it
isn’t worth the energy for me to battle with
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this. So I let it slip. The children have all been
included in this discussion and know that I
will do whatever he wants to improve the situation, but he must take the active step and
say, “Let’s go to a counselor,” etc. Until he
decides that there is a need, I guess things will
stay the same between us. But he is angry
about it and that anger keeps building up. He
is very lonely, he is arrogant and snobbish
and doesn’t really like many people. He goes to
mass and loves the Kiss of Peace, which is
almost bedlam in Holy Family, and the
eucharist keeps him well enough, I think, to
maintain his natural goodness. He contnues
to do his work well, he drinks much too
much, he goes to bed early and goes back to
work after mass on Sunday. He is not interested in doing anything around the house,
not mow the lawn or anything, but neither
does he spend money or waste it like I do. He
really has no other physical demands than his
booze. But he never wants to go anywhere or
see anyone or to entertain or to be with anyone other than with me, and so I do have to
go my merry way, and it is usually pretty
merry except that it would be absolutely perfect if I had learned how to share myself with
him early enough to have made a change in
our lives together. But maybe it was too late to
do that even when we ﬁrst met, because he
was forty-two and I was 22 and the patterns
were pretty heavily set in his life. He has been
a good father to the children because they he
has never nagged them and gave them lots of
freedom and they are very strong because of
it. He was better for Barnaby than I was
because I rode Barnaby too hard. And I am
probably riding Guy too hard because he is so

much like me, I can see my manipulation as
clear as day, and those little exaggerations
which are totally unnecessary. Harry has also
been interested, always, in art and intellectual things, and willing to talk about them
clearly and that has been a great blessing for
the children. I used to always bow to his superior insight into many things, but lately I
have been diƒering with him in my opinions,
and he really does not like tht, so it cuts down
on the ﬂuency of a conversation. The horrible
part about our living together is that I really
think we hurt each other, actively, much too
much. And there is simply no way to talk
about my work with him because he hates it.
He has said to me, angrily, many, many
times, “I simply am not interested in the success of Nancy Duncan.” Well, that certainly
kills any hope of conversation on those
occurences, but worse, it makes me very
unhappy, and I have to go oƒ by myself and
cry and ﬁnd a way to forgive him. And I don’t
like to complain about him. It is genuinely
unseemly.
Do you remember when Charlotte is talking to Wilbur, and she says, “You will live, safe
and secure. All of the sights, and sounds, and
smells of this lovely world are yours to enjoy,
these precious days.” And Wilber tells
Charlotte how grateful he is for her saving his
life, and then asks her why she did it, and she
tells him it was because he was her best
friend? Well, Harry saw the play opening
night, and he said it was the best production
we had ever done, etc., and then he got very
angry and said, “that scene between you and
Wilber,” and he quoted one of the lines, “it
doesn’t work yet, and it’s not Matt’s fault, it’s

yours.” Well, that really hurt. My immediate
response was to hold back my tears and to say,
“I’m glad you’re not my director.” He was
right, you see, the scene wasn’t right yet, I had
not captured it, yet, but Matt was giving me
everything, and I hadn’t found the way to
work the scene, yet, but his response to it was
cruel and I felt, harmful, to me. I don’t think
that fault is the problem or the way to go
about ﬁnding the answer to the problem, but
it is typical of Harry’s way of looking at
things. I had found it, I think, by the time you
arrived to see it. Not everything happens at
once. I also am very much aware that Harry
is jealous of my happiness outside of our
home, and that he is jealous of my success, as
he calls it, “success” is one of his dirty words.
It’s not important in itself, but he is so starving for honors and aƒection, I know that, and
yet he is always putting us oƒ, putting others
oƒ and growling. It is hard to know what to
do. I sometimes think that if I met someone
who loved me for myself, clearly, and who was
happier with himself, and who had a SENSE
OF HU MOR , Harry has none, that it would be
very easy for me to fall in love with him and
want to be with him and not with Harry. And
yet I made a holy committment to him which
I feel I must keep in order to be decent and
honest, and yet I feel exhausted at the idea of
being a mother or a servant, when what we
both want is a friend.
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With respect to Kim Merker, I am obliged to
Nancy’s death, I didn’t see it; I have never
accept that indeed he appears to have entered
found it listed in abebooks.com. On a storage
the scene fully developed, just like
shelf in the attic, I came across
Gutenberg. When Harry died, I
the four Cummington press
stayed on with Nancy in Omaha a
marks. That evening the three
couple of weeks, mostly in the
Duncans and I had a session of
attic where the press archive and
handing over books: all the
all the books were held—in an
Victor Hammer and Oƒicina
series of glass-fronted oak book Barnaby Andrew Duncan Bodoni for Barnaby; Léonie
cases. I made a listing of the books
Adams, Louise Bogan, Elizabeth
on a temperamental early version of a laptop.
Bishop and Marianne Moore for Lucy; Eliot,
From the moment one opened the door onto
Tate, Williams, Auden, Stevens and Lowell for
the steps which led up to the attic
Guy. I said: “Each of you should
the air wafted an odor I rememhave one of the press marks: the
bered from the press room in
earliest one for Barnaby, the one
West Branch: it can only have
Harry drew for Lucy, the ﬁnal
been the “smell of The Cumversion for Guy; and since I am
mington Press”: the sum of all
the only printer amongst you, I’ll
Lucy Eliabeth Duncan
those papers, the inks, the glue,
keep the fourth one.” That
the leather, the hours of labor at
seemed reason enough, and
Cummington, at Rowe, at Iowa City, at West
nobody complained. I was given a cache of
Branch, at Omaha. Abattoir Editions didn’t
rare and special CP books to keep for Matthew
smell like that, nor did the
Duncan, the ﬁrst grandson, until
Windhover Press, nor The
he came of age or established a
Perishable Press. We gathered
home. They smelled of Cumtogether the early, rare, signed,
mington and ﬁlled my bookcase
special Cummington Press books
with it. But when the time came
and placed them in a couple of
(our correspondence, due to my
Guy Oliver Duncan
safe deposit boxes at a bank.
insolence, was ﬂoundering) I
When I returned to the attic, the
sent his packet and I alerted him
smell was still present. I took up an attractive
to the invisible treasure; and then discovered
looking pamphlet and opened it. “Wow!” I
that my Cummington and Abattoir books
thought: “Who did this?” There
now smelled merely of cedar
was a self-assured, free-wheeling
wood. I printed the family a ﬁnal
air about it. It was My Glass
Christmas card, used the four
Brother by Robert Patrick Dana
marks; but it was a swan song; I
(The Constance Press, 1957): Kim
sent Matthew “mine” to keep as
Merker’s ﬁrst project. When I
his, forever. Only a Duncan can
helped empty the house, following Matthew Peter Duncan
be the keeper of a mark.
Enough copies of this work have been burnt in PDF form upon discs to pass out to the
Duncans and to an occasional interested friend: Enrico type, eMac, Epson, QuarkXpress.
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